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SUMMARY
The subject of this Thesis is the performance modelling 
and evaluation of the Rotary Internal Combustion One- 
Stroke Engine specified in Patent Application number 
PCT/GB 84/0048. A mathematical model, capable of 
simulating the various changes that take place during 
the cycle of the engine, has been formed and applied 
to the engine for testing its performance.
Before forming the model the dimensions of the engine 
were calculated by considering the stressing of the 
main movable parts of the engine such as the driveshaft, 
radial sealing wall and rotary piston, as well as the 
surface area to volume ratio. Also the timing and 
conditions under which the engine operates were speci- 
-fied and used as input to the model.
The model incorporates six subroutines namely, ’’DATUM” 
which stores all the input constants and variables, 
"GEOMETRY” which calculates various geometrical engine 
parameters, "COMBUST" and "EXPAND" which simulate the 
ignition delay/combustion and expansion respectively, 
and "PERFORMANCE" which calculates the various 
performance parameters of the engine.
The above model was run with different sets of fuel-air 
ratios/speeds as input. The performance evaluated has 
been tabulated and a performance map of the engine drawn. 
Typical pressure-volume and heat flux diagrams were plotted. 
Further, the model was tested, with different sets of 
operating variables as input, to optimise the principal 
dimensions and timing of the engine.
The model was validated by adaption to simulate a two- 
stroke internal combustion reciprocating piston engine 
and run with MAN-B&W L55GB engine data. The output was 
compared with the figures quoted by the engine manufact­
urers. The comparison was favourable.
Once the model had been validated a direct comparison was 
made between the internal combustion rotary one-stroke 
engine and the MAN-B&W L55GB engine. Costswere analysed 
and proposals of possible methods of optimising the 
design of the above engine formulated.
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NOMENCLATURE
A: Area
bmep: Brake mean effective pressure 
Cp : Specific heat capacity 
d: Diameter 
dV: Swept volume
D: Equivalent bore of the engine
DM: Mass of fuel burnt during each step
DTHB: Fuel injection interval
DTG: Temperature difference during each step
E: Young-'s Modulus
F: Force
h: Rotor height
HF: Enthalpy of the fuel
I, .7: Second moment of area
IGD: Ignition delay period
K: Thermal conductivity
L: Long th
LQ: Percent heat transfer losses 
LE: Percent exhaust gas losses 
Lin: Percent miscellaneous losses 
M: Bending moment
Mf: Mass of fuel injected in the combustion 
chamber per revolution 
Ma: Mass of air injected in the combustion 
chamber per revolution 
NM: Mechanical efficiency
NTH: Thermal efficiency
n: Polytropic index for the compression 
nQV: Overall efficiency 
P^n : Power input:
P^: Brake power output
PQ : Scavenge air pressure
Pm : Maximum pressure of the products
P: Pressure
Q*: Heat flux
Q: Heat transfer losses
R^: Radius of the rotor hub
RQ : Radius of the rotating piston
R: Gas constant
RC: Compression ratio
RAF: Air-fuel ratio
ROT: Rotational speed of the engine
RE: Reynold's number
STEF: Stefan's constant
T: Temperature of the products
TW: Average temperature of the combustion chamber walls 
THIN: Crank angle at the start of the fuel injection 
TATC: Temperature of the exhaust leaving the turbocharger 
TBTC: Mean temperature of the exhaust at the manifold 
T^q : Scavenge air pressure 
U: Internal energy
V: Volume of the working chamber of the engine 
VCC: Volume of the combustion chamber at the start 
of the fuel injection
VAR: Volume of the air receiver
VACI: Volume of the air compression chamber and air 
receiver at the start of the stroke 
VACF: Volume of the air compression chamber and air 
receiver at the end of the stroke 
v: Dynamic viscosity 
w: Angular rotational speed 
W: Work transfer 
W*: Power 
0: Crank angle 
cf: Stress
(t: Friction coefficient 
t : Torque 
! G: Modulus of rigidity
F - Also refers to fuel-air ratio
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1. INTRODUCTION
The scope of this thesis is to develop a valid combustion 
model to study the performance of a conceptual design of 
the Rotary Internal Combustion one-stroke engine specified 
in Patent Application number PCT/GB 84/0048 with particular 
attention towards application in the marine field.
1.1 PHILOSOPHY OF THE CONCEPT
1.1.1 One-stroke principle
Internal combustion engines are power producing devices 
capable of burning fuel and converting the energy rele- 
-ased by the chemical reaction into useful mechanical 
work transfer .
The geometry of current two and four-stroke internal 
combustion engines is such that the combustion products 
are exhausted from the working chamber of the engine well 
before the crankshaft has completed one half revolution, 
or one half of the cycle of operation in the case of 
two-stroke internal combustion reciprocating piston engines. 
This is because most of the other half of the cycle of 
operation is devoted to the compression stroke.
A new design of rotary, internal combustion engine is the 
subject of this study, hereinafter referred to as the 
rotary one-stroke engine (R.O.S.E). This engine combines 
both the power and compression stroke into one "super-
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long" stroke which lasts in excess of 75% of the engine's 
360 degree cycle of operation. Thus, the combustion 
products are allowed to expand in the working chamber of 
the engine for a much longer period than is the case in 
normal designs of reciprocating engines. With this new 
one-stroke cycle of operation the engine should yield 
a higher efficiency and produce large powers from a unit 
of smaller principal dimensions. Also the power to volume 
ratio should be increased substantially.
This is of particular importance when this engine is 
applied to the marine field in which case when the engine 
is used to power ships its improved power to volume ratio 
would result in a smaller engine room. Thus a vessel could 
gain an extra cargo hold without having to alter its 
principal dimensions and hence its building cost.
1.1.2 Engine geometry
The engine, shown schematically in figure 1, comprises:
a. a stator (46) with opposed spaced sidewalls which 
define a cylindrical chamber (43);
b. a driveshaft (l)which is rotatably supported on 
bearings placed externally and on either side of the 
opposed sidewalls and mounted on the engine supporting 
structure extending coaxially through the said chamber;
c. a rotor comprising a cylindrical hub (2) mounted 
coaxially on said driveshaft,and
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d. a rotary piston (3) extending radially from the rotor 
hub.
The combustion chamber is formed between the rotary piston 
and a radially movable wall member (4a) fitted in the 
stator casing which is referred to as the reciprocating 
radial sealing wall. This wall has a retracted position 
in which its radially inner face lies flush with the inner 
periphery (45) of the stator, and an inserted position in 
which the said face of the wall member is in contact with 
the peripheral surface (2a) of the rotor hub. When the 
radial sealing wall lies in its inserted position it 
divides the chamber (43) into a combustion chamber (47) 
and an air compression chamber (48).
Fuel and air are introduced into thd combustion chamber 
through the fuel injector (13) and the charge air inlet 
valve (12) respectively. An air outlet port (16a), equip- 
-ped with a one way non-return valve (49), is fitted to 
the stator casing. This provides communication between 
the air compression chamber and an air receiver. The 
outlet of the air receiver is connected to the combustion 
chamber through the charge air inlet valve.
Combustion products are discharged through the exhaust 
valve (15), fitted to the stator, into the turbine of 
the turbocharger. Air from the turbocharger compressor 
is delivered to the combustion chamber through the air
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inlet valve (61) fitted in the stator. The rotary piston 
spans an arc of thirty degrees, while the radial sealing 
wall spans a twenty degree arc.
1.1.3 Radial sealing wall operation, expansion/compress- 
-ion, and scavenging
The operation of the engine may be described starting 
from the rotor position where the sealing wall has just 
been inserted into its innermost position. The charge 
air inlet valve opens to allow high temperature compressed 
air to enter from the air receiver. Fuel is then injected 
into the combustion chamber. The increased pressure due to 
chemical reaction applies a net resultant force on the 
radial reaction face (3c) of the rotary piston. A torque 
is therefore applied to the driveshaft which rotates in a 
clockwise direction. As the rotor rotates the products 
expand in the working chamber while the air in the air 
compression chamber and the air receiver is compressed.
The sealing wall is retracted for a period of time suffi- 
-cienfc to allow the rotary piston to move through the 
space normally occupied by the sealing wall when inserted. 
Operation of the air inlet and exhaust valves and fuel 
injection is synchronised to the rotary motion of the engine.
Hence, a few degrees before the rotary piston reaches the 
position of the inserted radial sealing wall, the sealing 
wall is retracted and the exhaust valve opened.
Fuel is injected into the combustion chamber.
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The compressed air previously trapped in the rotor space 
between the rotary piston and the radial sealing wall 
sweeps the rotor space and scavenges the exhaust gases 
which leave via the open exhaust valve to enter the 
turbine inlet of the turbocharger. Once the scavenging 
process has been completed the exhaust valve is closed 
and air is supplied to the rotor space by the compressor 
of the turbocharger via the air inlet port (61).
Once the rotary piston has moved through the space 
previously occupied by the sealing wall, the sealing 
wall moves back to its inserted position and the charge 
air inlet valve opens, thereby connecting the air receiver 
to the working chamber of the engine. Shortly after the 
air inlet valve closes and fuel is injected into the 
combustion chamber. The cycle of operation takes place 
during one complete revolution of the rotor and is described 
in detail in section 3.
1.1.4 Reversing arrangement
To enable the engine to rotate either in a clockwise or in 
an anticlockwise direction of rotation, the stator casing 
is fitted with a second radial sealing wall identical to 
the one previously mentioned. The central axes of the two 
walls form a forty degree vee. The air inlet and outlet 
ports (61), (16) respectively are duplicated and fitted
to the stator casing vertically opposite each other as 
shown in figure 2.
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Fuel injection takes place during the anticlockwise 
rotation of the rotor.
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The radial sealing walls and valves are hydraulically 
operated by a piston arrangement controlled by a cam- 
-shaft geared to the engine and rotating in the same 
direction with the same speed. The air inlet and outlet 
ports, the hydraulic piston mechanisms, which operate 
the radial sealing walls, are equipped with two way 
rotary control valves. These are governed by the direct- 
-ional control mechanism of the engine and render half 
of these parts operational with the other half inopera­
t i v e  for a given pre-selected direction of rotation, 
and vice -versa.
Figure 1 illustrates the position of the control valves 
for clockwise rotation while figure 2 illustrates the 
position of the control valves for anti-clockwise rotation. 
In either case the fuel injection is timed to begin when 
the radial reaction face of the rotary piston is thirty 
degrees from the forward radial face of the operational 
radial sealing wall.
To reverse the direction of rotation from say clockwise 
to anti-clockwise the cycle of operation needs to be 
shifted by forty degrees. The camshaft is rotated through 
forty degrees in the anti-clockwise direction by means of 
a reversing flap mechanism which is incorporated within 
the drive gear of the camshaft .
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1.1.5 Engine speed and timing
The maximum speed of the engine is a function of the 
amount of fuel supplied to its combustion chamber
and the loading of the system.
The first two parameters are dependent on the principal 
dimensions of the engine, the scavenge pressure and the 
compression ratio. The maximum engine speed has been limited 
to 300 rev/min to keep the wear of its moving parts low.
It was considered best to limit the engine speed to that 
associated with current designs of medium speed diesels.
To achieve a compression ratio adequate for the spontaneous 
ignition of the fuel and an expansion process over 275 
degrees of rotation, the timing of the engine was specified 
so that the fuel injection begins at a point in the cycle 
where the radial reaction face of the rotary piston is 30 
degrees away from the forward radial face of the radial 
sealing wall, i.e 30 degrees ATDC. Further the expansion 
was timed to end five degrees before the leading radial 
face of the rotary piston reaches the position occupied 
by the radial back face of the radial sealing wall. At 
this point the radial sealing wall moves to its retracted 
position marking the end of the power stroke and the 
beginning of the scavenging/exhaust phase.
The exhaust phase was timed to last throughout forty 
degrees of rotation, while the charge air inlet valve was 
timed to open five degrees ATDC and to close just prior to 
the start of the fuel injection.
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1.2 COMPARISON WITH CURRENT ENGINES
The ROSE engine conceptual design is for a rotary 
internal combustion engine with a one revolution cycle 
of operation which is based on the "one-stroke" princ­
iple. Since there are no other "one-stroke" internal 
combustion engines in existence to the best of the 
writer's knowledge, it is not easy to make a direct 
comparison with current internal combustion recipro­
cating piston and rotary engines. However, some of the 
features of the ROSE are compared below with those of 
current internal combustion engines.
a. The rotor rotates around the central axis of the 
driveshaft and stator thus eliminating the crankshaft, 
crossheads, piston rods and connecting rods which are 
commonly used in two and four-stroke internal combust- 
-ion reciprocating piston engines. The ROSE design thus 
occupies appreciably less space. It also dispenses with 
eccentric gears which are commonly used in "Wankel" type 
of rotary internal combustion four-stroke engine.
b. The ROSE i^ also equipped with the twin radial 
sealing wall arrangement which affords it the capability 
of reversing the direction of rotation easily without 
the need of a reversing gearbox.
c. Since the stator casing is of a uniform cylindrical 
shape with the rotor rotating concentrically, the angle
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of contact between the seals, fitted into the outer 
end face of the rotary piston, and the inner peripheral 
surface of the stator casing, is constant during the 
rotation. Also the angle of contact between the seals 
fitted into the radially inner face of the sealing wall 
and the peripheral surface of the rotor hub is constant 
during the rotation. Seal wear is therefore restricted 
to a minimum.
d. The ROSE operates on the one-stroke principle, 
therefore, its unique geometry and 360 degree cycle 
of operation allow the combustion products to expand 
in the working chamber producing useful work transfer 
for a period equivalent to 275 degrees of rotation.
The expansion process is in excess of 75% of the cycle 
of operation thus minimising the exhaust gas losses 
and yielding a high thermal efficiency and a low brake 
specific fuel consumption.
e. Since this engine is a rotary internal combustion 
engine, there is no conversion from reciprocating into 
rotational motion. The mechanical efficiency will be 
higher and the engine may be easily balanced thus keeping 
vibration to a minimum.
f. With the incorporation of a suitably designed charge 
air inlet valve, the highly compressed charge air can be 
injected with a high level of turbulence into the combust- 
-ion chamber of the engine. This will improve combustion.
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especially with lean fuel-air ratios and yield higher 
combustion efficiencies.
g. The ROSE design is not as complex as that of 
conventional engines. It will have a higher power to 
volume ratio with a lower brake specific fuel consumpt- 
-ion than conventional engines. Thus manufacturing costs 
per unit of power and specific running cost are expected 
to be lower than those for the current range of low and 
medium speed marine diesel engines.
h. Each rotor/stator unit comprises a complete engine. 
However, as is the case with current internal combustion 
engines, two or more identical rotor assemblies may be 
mounted on the same driveshaft in identical housings to 
meet the required shaft power output. The cycle of opera- 
-tion may be chosen with appropriate phase differences 
between them.
i. The ROSE is a new engine design. Care needs to be 
taken on the choice and design of seals. Since the timing 
allows only a few degrees between the rotary piston and 
the radial sealing wall at the beginning and end o£ the 
stroke respectively, suitable safety devices should be 
incorporated in the design to guard against failure of 
the hydraulics in the timing system which controls the 
reciprocating radial sealing walls.
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From the above it follows that the conceptual design 
for the ROSE should have the following advantages when 
compared with current two and four-stroke diesel engines.
1. Lower wear of the engine moving parts.
2. A higher thermal, mechanical and combustion effici- 
-ency.
3. A higher power to volume ratio.
I i
4. A lower! brake specific fuel consumption and building 
cost.
1.3 PURPOSES OF THE STUDY
The primary purpose of this study was to derive a mathe- 
-matical model which simulates the engine cycle of 
operation and evaluates the performance of this new 
engine.
Changes in parameters could be evaluated at each degree 
of rotation for each set of design data and operating 
conditions. Dimensions and the timing of the engine 
could then be optimised by running the model with 
different dimensions and operating conditions.
The stressing of the driveshaft, rotor and radial sealing 
walls was also examined to deduce the minimum principal 
dimensions of the engine and decide on the type of 
materials to be used for the various parts of the engine 
for a given power and maximum operating pressure and 
temperature.
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2. AIM
The aim of this study was to model and optimise the 
design of the Rotary Internal Combustion One-Stroke 
Engine specified in Patent application No: PCT/GB 84/0048 .
3. ENGINE DESIGN CONCEPTS
3.1 CYCLE OF OPERATION
The ROSE has a one revolution cycle of operation which 
is uniquely characterised by the following phases;
The power/compression common stroke, the exhaust/ 
scavenging phase, and the air pressure charging of 
the combustion chamber.
In this design of engine top-dead-centre may be equated 
to the position where the radial centre line through 
the rotating piston is 25 degrees away from the refe- 
-rence centre line through the operational radial sealing 
wall (4a). All angles are measured from the forward radial 
face of the operational sealing wall to the trailing 
radial reaction face of the rotating piston.
When the rotor is thirty degrees ATDC, the injector (13) 
starts to inject fuel into the combustion chamber (47) 
which has been previously charged with compressed air.
A few degrees later, depending on the duration of the 
ignition delay, the injected fuel ignites as it mixes 
with the hot compressed air and combustion takes place.
Once combustion occurs, the pressure of the products in 
the working chamber of the engine will rise sharply and 
apply a net resultant force which acts normal to the 
surface of the trailing radial reaction face (3c) of
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the rotary piston thus, applying a direct torque on the 
rotor (2) and its driveshaft (1). The rotor will turn 
in a clockwise direction of rotation. The period of 
fuel injection is a function of the power output of the 
engine. The pressure of the products in the working 
chamber of the engine is maintained at/or close to the 
maximum design pressure until the rotor reaches the 
position at which the rotary piston is 88 degrees ATDC 
which has been taken as the end of the combustion phase.
As the combustion products expand in the working chamber 
of the engine the volume of the air compression chamber 
(48) decreases continously with the rotation of the 
rotor. The rotary piston compresses the air in the air 
compression chamber, as shown in figure 4. The compressed 
air is delivered to the inlet of the air receiver via the 
operational air outlet port (16a). The expansion/compres- 
-sion stroke or power stroke takes place throughout 275 
degrees of rotation. At the end of the stroke, when the 
rotary piston has reached the position of 305 degrees 
ATDC, compressed air is trapped in the air compression 
chamber between the rotary piston and the operational 
radial sealing wall.
At 305 degrees ATDC, figure 5, the timing mechanism 
activates the exhaust valve (15) to its open position 
and simultaneously, activates the operational radial 
sealing wall (4a) causing it to move radially outwards 
to its fully retracted position where the inner face lies
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flush with the inner periphery (45) of the stator 
casing (46). As the wall member (4a) is activated to its 
fully retracted position the compressed air, previously 
trapped in the air compression chamber, is suddenly 
released and sweeps the rotor space (43) scavenging the 
exhaust gas which leaves via the open exhaust valve. The 
rotor continues to rotate under its own momentum and 
that of the engine flywheel, and once it reaches 345 
degrees ATDC the timing mechanism closes the exhaust 
valve.
The rotor space is replenished with fresh scavenge air 
through the operational air inlet port which is connected 
to the compressor outlet of the turbocharger. Thus, the 
pressure of the air in the rotor space builds up to the 
scavenge pressure.
One degree ATDC the timing mechanism activates the 
operational sealing wall causing it to move to its 
inserted position. Five degrees ATDC when the radial 
sealing wall has been secured to its fully inserted 
position, figure 6, the timing mechanism opens the 
charge air inlet valve (12) and compressed air leaves 
the air receiver and enters the combustion chamber (47). 
When the rotary piston reaches 30 degrees ATDC, the 
charge air inlet valve is closed, fuel injection begins, 
and the 360 degree cycle of operation described above 
is repeated.
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The cycle of operation for the anti-clockwise rotation 
is identical to the cycle for the clockwise rotation. 
The only exception is that it has a forty degree phase 
difference, and all the moving parts of the engine 
which were rendered inoperative during the clockwise 
cycle become operative while the previously operative 
moving parts are rendered inoperative.
Ref tre°°inece°^y
X
A*rRf
X
Expansion/compression takes place. Compressed air is 
delivered to the air receiver.
The radial sealing wall is retracted and exhaust/ 
scavenging takes place.
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The radial sealing wall is secured to its inserted 
position. The charge air inlet valve is opened and 
air charging of the combustion chamber takes place.
OsJ
m
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The cycle of 
table below.
DEGREES A. T. 
1
5
30
305
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operation may be summarised as in the 
TABLE 1.
>.C CYCLE PHASE
The operational radial sealing 
wall moves to its fully inserted 
position.
The operational radial sealing 
wall is secured in its fully in- 
-serted position. The charge air 
inlet valve is opened and combust- 
-ion chamber air pressure charging 
begins.
The charge air inlet valve closes 
and the combustion chamber air 
charging phase ends. The injector 
begins to inject fuel into the 
combustion chamber. Power stroke 
commences. Fuel injection period 
depends on engine load.
The operational radial sealing 
wall moves to its fully retracted 
position and the exhaust valve 
opens. The exhaust/scavenging 
phase starts.
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DEGREES A.T.D.C
345
361
CYCLE PHASE
The exhaust valve closes and the 
exhaust phase ends. The rotor 
space is replenished with fresh 
scavenge air, via the atmospheric 
air inlet port, from the compressor 
of the turbocharger.
The operational radial sealing wall 
moves to its fully inserted position 
and the above cycle is repeated.
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3.2 PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF THE ENGINE
The power output of the ROSE engine for a given speed 
will depend basically on its three principal dimensions 
which are the radius of the rotor hub (RI), the radius 
of its rotary piston (RO), and the rotor height (H).
These dimensions have been carefully chosen so that for 
the required power output the design meets the following 
criteria:
a. The surface-volume ratio of the engine should be 
as small as possible in order to minimise the heat 
transfer losses during the cycle. This point is very 
important with this engine since its cycle of opera- 
-tion results in a long power stroke. If the surface 
-volume ratio is not kept low the work transfer from 
the final stage of expansion could be offset by 
increased heat transfer losses.
b. The principal dimensions should be chosen so that 
the engine is capable of supplying as much air as 
possible to the combustion chamber during the air 
charging phase. This is to enable the engine to deli- 
-ver a high power with as small principal dimensions 
as possible for a given fuel-air ratio and speed.
c. The distance of travel of the radial sealing wall, 
which is the difference between the two radii (RO-RI),
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should be kept as small as possible to reduce inertia 
effects, minimise friction during operation and 
thereby enable the engine to run at high speeds.
After consideration of the desired power output and the 
above criteria the principal dimensions of the design 
were chosen as follows:
R0= 1.0 m
RI= 0.5 m
H= 1.5 m
3.3 GEOMETRICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Let © represent the angle formed between the leading 
radial face of the operational radial sealing wall when 
lying in its inserted position, and the trailing radial 
reaction face of the rotary piston. The area of the 
working chamber of the engine at any angle 0 is given by
2 2, 1 
A=2(RO-RI)h+2rt0/36O(Rlh+ROh+RO -RI ) -----
o
At the end of the expansion stroke 0=305 and hence the
2surface area is 17.47 m .
The volume of the working chamber of the engine at any 
angle 0 is given by:
2 2
V=Tfh0/36O(RO -RI ) ______  2
At the end of the stroke 0=305° and hence the volume 
is 2.9943 m^*
At the end of the stroke 0=305° the surface area-volume 
ratio is, therefore, 5.83 m~^. This compares favourably 
with the surface area-volume ratio of modern two-stroke 
internal combustion reciprocating piston engines which 
usually exceeds the value of 6 m- .^
In order to charge the combustion chamber with as much 
air as possible while at the same time limiting the 
pressure drop during the air charging phase, let the 
volume of the working chamber of the engine at the 
beginning of the fuel injection (VCC) equal that of the
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air receiver (VAR). Also, let the volume of the air 
compression chamber of the engine plus the volume of 
the air receiver at the beginning and end of the stroke 
be (VACI) and (VACF) respectively.
o 2 3
Then VCC= VAR= (l/12)jth(R0 -RI )= 0.2945 m .
At the beginning of the compression, i.e five degrees ATDC, 
the volume of the air compression chamber plus the air 
receiver is:
VACI-'JTh(RO^-RI^) (305/360) +VAR= 3.289 m^, and at the end 
of the stroke it follows that:
VACF =Kh(R02-RI2)(5/360)+VAR= 0.3436 m3 .
The compression ratio is thus RC= 9.57:1.
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3.4 STRESSING OF THE DRIVESHAFT
Before calculating the stressing of the driveshaft it 
is necessary to arrive at an estimate of the power 
output of the engine on the dimensions and speed of 
the design. In order to estimate the anticipated power 
output let us assume a thermal efficiency NTH=50% and 
a mechanical efficiency NM=94% which are usually achi- 
-eved by modern internal combustion diesel engines. 
Further, let the engine run at 300 rpm on an air-fuel 
ratio of 25:1 burning intermediate fuel with a heating 
value of 42707 kJ/kg. Since the power stroke has been 
specified to last throughout 30& degrees of rotation, 
it follows that the volume of air which is transferred 
from the air compression chamber to the air receiver 
during the stroke is:
2 2 o
V=r(h(R0-RI) (300 /360) = 2.95 mJ.
The scavenge pressure of the design is specified to be 
equal to 3.0 bar therefore, it follows that the mass
of air transferred to the air receiver during the stroke
l ""..... .5 „ ' '
is: :,M-CPoxV)/(RxTto)*C3xl0 x2.95)/(207x300) = 10. 47 kg.
Since the air-fuel ratio has been specifid as 25:1 it 
follows that the mass of the fuel which is injected 
into the combustion chamber per revolution is:
MF=10.47/25 kg= 0.419kg.
The power input to the engine is:
P^n= 0.419kg x 42707kJ/kg x 5rev/sec= 89471 kW.
The anticipated Power output developed by the engine is:
P= 89.471MW x 0.94 x 0.50= 42MW.
The torsion equation T/J=G0/L=tf/r _________  i
may be used in conjunction with a safety factor to 
determine the diameter of the driveshaft. For conventi- 
-onal marine internal combustion engines Lloyd’s Register 
Rules (1) specify a factor of safety of 2. For carbon- 
-steel the maximum permissible stress figure used by major 
marine diesel engine manufacturers Sulzer and B&W is 400 
MN/m^. The second moment of area of the driveshaft is: 
J-7td4/32   2
Allowing for a safety factor of 2 let the maximum per- 
-missible stress be cf=200 MN/m^. if t is the torque 
applied on the driveshaft and d its minimum permissible 
diameter with the above stress limitation, it follows 
that: P=Tw=T2tff or T=P/(2*f)   3
From equations 1,2 and 3 above it follows that:
32T/(fl"d4)-2tf/d or cf=16T/Wd3) or d3-16T/(Xrf)----  4
Thus, d={(8P)/(TT2fcO} 1 = 0.324 m.
From the above considerations, the diameter of the 
driveshaft is chosen to equal 0.50 m.
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3.5 STRESSING OF THE RADiAL SEALING WALL
F/3
d=0.35
F/3 A
C
0. 5m
b=l.5m
The dimensions of the sealing wall are 0.5m x 1.5m x 0.35m. 
With these dimensions the depth of the radial sealing 
wall spans an arc of 20 degrees. During combustion the 
said sealing wall is loaded with a maximum pressure of 
p =110 bar, hence the net resultant force applied on the 
geometrical centre of the sealing wall is:
F = 110 x 10^x 0.5 x 1.5= 8.25 MN _______   1
If M is the bending moment, E Young's modulus, I the 
second moment of area, and CT the stress applied on the 
sealing wall, it follows that:
M/I=E/r=tf/Y thus, M=Icf/Y=bd3/12(c5VY) or M=bd2& / 6 ____ 2
a. Considering moments about AB we have:
M=F x 0.25=8.25 x 106 x 0.25= 2.0625 x 106NM.
The maximum permissible operating stress for a carbon- 
- steel sealing wall is cf=400 MN/m^, and allowing for a
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safety factor of 2, let the maxumum permissible stress 
2
be <5-200 MN/m . If d represents the minimum depth of 
the wall from above we have:
6 ^
(b<5)J {(6 x 2.0625 x 10^)/(l-5 x 200 x 10 =0.20m.
b. Considering moments about AC we have:
6
M=F x 0.75-CF/3) x 1.5=0.25F=2.0625 x 10 NM.
Also at the cross section b=0.50m. Thus:
d={(6 x 2.0625 x 106)/(0.5 x 200 x 106)} ^ =0. 35m.
Hence, from the above considerations each radial sealing 
wall is chosen to span an arc of 20 degrees giving a 
depth of d=(20 x 2 x 3.1416 x lm)/360-0.35m.
Since the rotary piston has the same breadth and length 
of 1.5m and 0.5m respectively, and is loaded with the 
maximum pressure, taking moments about AB and AC it 
follows that the minimum depth of the rotary piston is 
0.35m which is equivalent to an arc of 26 degrees at its 
mean radius. Thus the rotary piston is chosen to span an 
arc of 30 degrees.
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4. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
4.1 OVERVIEW
The ROSE is a rotary internal combustion engine which 
has a 360 degree cycle of operation uniquely characte- 
-rised by a common power/compression stroke, an exhaust 
/scavenging phase, and an air pressure charging phase.
The power stroke begins 30 degrees ATDC where the fuel 
injection starts, and ends at 305 degrees ATDC when the 
operational radial sealing wall is activated outwards 
of the rotor to its retracted position. The reason for 
selecting the above timing is to enable as long a stroke 
as possible while at the same time keeping an adequate 
clearance between the sealing wall and the piston at the 
end of the stroke to allow sufficient time for the sealing 
wall to retract.
At full load the fuel injection period has been pre- 
-specified as being equivalent to 25 degrees of rotation. 
The combustion process begins a few degrees after the 
start of the fuel injection, depending on the value of 
the ignition delay specified. This has been taken as 
being equivalent to three degrees of rotation. The 
combustion process ends when the rotor has reached 88 
degrees after top dead centre.
The expansion phase follows and lasts until the end of 
the stroke, i.e when the rotor reaches 305 degrees ATDC.
Having specified the limits of each phase the main model 
is split into individual blocks each representing a 
phase in the cycle of operation of the engine and these 
blocks or subroutines may be joined together by a main 
controlling programme. The model incorporates a simulat- 
-ion of the heat transfer losses. For accuracy the 
computation has been based on steps of one degree of 
rotation.
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4.2 PROGRAMME STRUCTURE
The programme model simulates the engine operation and 
links six subroutines each of them labelled according 
to its function. These are: Datum, Geometry, Compress, 
Combust, Expand, and Performance. The structure is shown 
schematically in figure 7.
Subroutine "Datum" stores and lists all the input 
constants and variables such as the principal dimensions 
of the engine, the ambient temperature and scavenge 
pressure, the air-fuel ratio, the fuel lower calorific 
value, the average wall temperature, details of the 
engine timing, the rotational speed, and various engine 
parameters such as the mechanical efficiency. Each of 
the above inputs is assigned a tag and is available for 
access as data in any of the other subroutines.
Subroutine "Geometry" calculates the volume of: 
the combustion chamber at the beginning of the fuel 
injection, the air receiver, the rotor space, and the 
volume of the air compression chamber at the beginning 
and end of the stroke respectively. Having calculated 
the above it then evaluates the compression ratio and 
the surface-volume ratio of the engine.
Subroutine "Compress" calculates the mass, pressure 
and temperature of the air present in the combustion
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chamber at the beginning of the fuel injection. It also 
calculates the mass of the fuel injected and the total 
negative work done during the compression process.
Subroutine "Combust” uses the pressure and temperature 
calculated in subroutine "Compress" as starting values, 
and calculates the pressure and temperature of the 
products in the working chamber of the engine, as well 
as the heat transfer losses and the work transfer during 
each step of one degree of rotation. It also calculates 
the value of the cumulative heat transfer losses and the 
cumulative work transfer during the combustion phase.
This subroutine incorporates a model which simulates 
the changes in pressure and temperature of the products 
that take place during a given ignition delay period 
and a model of the mass burning rate.
Subroutine "Expand" uses the final value of the pressure 
and temperature of the products calculated in subroutine 
"Combust" as starting values, and using a free-expansion 
calculates the pressure and temperature of the products 
in the working chamber of the engine, as well as the heat 
transfer losses that take place and the work transfer 
during each step of one degree of rotation. The cumula- 
-tive heat transfer losses and the cumulative work 
transfer during the expansion phase are also evaluated.
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Subroutine "Performance" uses as data the cumulative 
value of the heat transfer losses, and the cumulative 
value of the work transfer, which has been calculated 
in the above subroutines and calculates the brake 
power, the thermal efficiency, the brake specific fuel 
consumption, the brake mean effective pressure, the 
percent heat transfer losses, the percent exhaust gas 
losses, the percent miscellaneous losses, the mean 
temperature of the exhaust, and the temperature of the 
exhaust leaving the turbocharger.
The above six subroutines are finally joined together 
by a master control programme "Mainprog", and the 
relationship between them is detailed in the block 
diagram shown in figure 7.
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MAINPROG: Links all 
subroutines together 
calling each one in 
turn.
DATUM: Lists input 
variables and stores 
them with their 
respective notation.
I I
(JEOMETR?:— calculates
the volume of the air 
receiver, the compres 
-sion ratio and the 
surface-volume ratio.
COMPRESS: Calculates the 
pressure and temperature 
of the air in the combust 
-ion chamber prior to the 
fuel injection, the mass 
of the injected fuel and 
the total negative work 
transfer.
COMBUST: Calculates the pressure and tempe- 
-rature of the products, the heat transfer 
losses and work transfer for each one degree 
step, also the cumulative heat transfer losse 
and work transfer during the combustion phase
EXPAND: Calculates the pressure and tempera- 
-ture of the products, the heat transfer loss 
-es and the work transfer for each one degree 
step, also the cumulative heat transfer losse 
and the cumulative work transfer during the 
expansion phase.
V
PERFORMANCE: Calculates the brake power, 
efficiency, bsfc, bmep, % heat losses, % exh- 
-aust gas losses, the mean temperature of the 
exhaust and the temperature of the exhaust 
leaving the turbocharger.
Figure 7. Programme structure.
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4.3 COMPRESSION
In this engine the compressed air is delivered to the 
air receiver after compression in the air compression 
chamber via a one way non-return valve. The compressed 
air is injected from the air receiver into the combust- 
-ion chamber when the charge air inlet valve is opened at 
about 25 degrees prior to the beginning of the fuel 
injection, i.e five degrees ATDC. Since the compression 
process is carried out via the air receiver the process 
is complex and thus has been analysed in successive steps.
At the beginning of the compression stroke the air trapped 
in the air compression chamber is at a scavenge pressure 
of PQr a temperature Tto , and occupies a volume V, see 
figure 8. The mass M of the air trapped in the air 
compression chamber may be evaluated from the gas law 
PV=MRT -----1 thus, M=(P0V)/(RTto) 2.
At the end of the stroke the volume of the air compression 
chamber and air receiver is V2 and the air pressure has 
risen to P2 , see figure 8b.
The compression process has been modelled as a polytropic
law PVn= constant  3, with the value of the polytropic
index n=1.35. It therefore follows that: P2=P0 (V/V2)n___4 .
If VAR denotes the volume of the air receiver, it follows 
that the mass of air MAR trapped in the air receiver is
MAR=M(VAR/V2) -----5, and its temperature is T2=(P2V2^/^MR^
 6.
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About five degrees ATDC the charge air inlet valve is 
opened and the compressed air trapped in the air receiver 
expands into the combustion chamber, see figure 8c. If 
VCC is the volume of the combustion chamber 30 degrees 
ATDC, i.e at the beginning of the fuel injection, and 
VAR is selected to equal VCC, then just prior to the 
beginning of the fuel injection, i.e 30 degrees ATDC, 
the air trapped in the air receiver and the combustion 
chamber will be at a pressure Pg which is given by:
p3=p2 CVAR/(VAR+VCC))n ------7, and a temperature of
t 3=(T2p3 CVCC+VAR))/(p2VAR)----- 8.
The mass of the air injected into the combustion
chamber is given by MA= (PgVCC) /(RTg) 9.
The pressure of the air in the air compression chamber 
is now equal to the scavenge pressure. As the rotor 
rotates the air in the air compression chamber is compr- 
-essed and its pressure rises. The air trapped in the
air receiver is still at a pressure p3* Let V^=V-VAR.
At some point during the stroke p2 will equal p3 and at 
that point the one way non-return valve will crack open^ 
see figure 8d. If V3 represents the volume of the air 
compression chamber at this point, it follows that:
1 /n
V3=Vi(p0/p3) ----10- The total volume of the air
compression chamber and the air receiver which are now 
in communication is V4=Vg+VAR 11.
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At the end of the stroke, see figure 8e, the pressure 
of the air trapped in the air compression chamber and 
the air receiver will have risen to:
Pt^P^(V^/V 2)n------12, and let P5=P£------ 13.
The above process simulates one complete compression cycle. 
If P5 and P5 represent the pressure of the air trapped in 
the air compression chamber and the air receiver at the 
end of the first cycle and the second cycle respectively, 
the above described loop is repeated until the absolute 
value of (P5-P6) is less than 1 bar at which point the 
maximum pressure of the air in the air receiver is stabi- 
-lised.
The total negative work transfer during the stroke is 
given by:
f3W N T = J iP d V  +
The maximum compression pressure and temperature of the 
air in the combustion chamber just prior to the beginning 
of the fuel injection are PC=P3, and TCST3 respectively. 
Also, if RAF is the air-fuel ratio at which the engine is 
running, it follows that the total mass of fuel injected 
into the combustion chamber per cycle is MF=MA/RAF.
j^PdV=(P3V3-P0V1)/(n-1)+(P5V2-P3V4)/(n-1)---- 14.
Figure 8.
Schematic diagrams of the 
compression process phases.
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Figure 9 below illustrates the pressure-volume 
diagram for one compression process during one 
revolution of the engine.
P
P5
P2
P4
.Po
Figure 9. Pressure volume diagram for compression 
process.
Having chosen the timing of the stroke to end at 305 
degrees ATDC the compression ratio is 9.6:1. Also, 
choosing a scavenge pressure and temperature of 3.0 
bar and 300 K respectively, the maximum compression 
pressure and temperature are 46.24 bar and 520 K (247C) 
respectively. The negative work transfer during the 
compression process was 5162 RJ. Also at full load 
when the engine runs on a 25:1 air-fuel ratio the mass
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of air and fuel injected into the combustion chamber 
per cycle are 9.12 kg, and 0.3648 kg respectively.
The reason for selecting the above scavenge pressure 
and temperature is that these are the values used in 
the M.A.N-B&W L55GB engine. Since the model is validated 
by applying it to the above diesel engine for comparison 
reasons the same scavenge pressure and temperature 
values are used in the design of the ROSE engine.
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4.4 COMBUSTION PROPERTIES OF FUEL
The fuel has been assumed to be a .hydrocarbon with the 
formula CnH2n . The internal energy of CnH2n has been 
expressed in the form of equations by (Krieger-Borman) 
as a function of temperature T, pressure P, and equiva­
lence ratio F. For F^l the internal energy and gas
constant assuming no dissociation is given by: U*=A-CB.F)ia.
-6 2 -9 3 "13 4
A=0.16528T+5.1979x10 T +3.9016x10 T-9.3632x10 T +
-17 5
6. 3156x10 T ----- 1.
-2 r -5 2 "9 3
B=1311-l.3623x10 T-l.2605x10 T +1.587x10 T -8.2022x 
-14 4 
10 T -----2, and
R*=0.0685548+0.004788F Btu/(R.lbm) ------ 3.
The values of P, T are limited to 10^P^5000 ibf'in^
o
4200^T^6000 R to those values encountered in combustion 
engines, By fitting the deviations (U-U*) from the non­
dissociated values as a function of T, P and F using a 
least-squares routine, the final equation for the 
internal energy is given by:
U=U*+EXP(SC+SD+SE) -----4 where,
SC=10.41066+7.85125F-3.71257F3
SD=C-27.00107-28.5087F+17.30375F3)(1000/T)
SE=(0.154226F3-0.38656F-0.10329+(0.21289F-0.026574) 
(1000/T)). ln(P)
The equation for the gas constant R is:
R=R*+EXP(SL)/1000 Btu/(lbm.°f\) -----5, where:
SL= (11. 98-45. 796(1000/T)-0. 4354In(P) )F + 0. 29771n(F)
The derivatives of U and R may be written as:
d U /d t= b U /^ T .  d T / d t + ^ U / i iP .d P /d t + b u A F .  d F / d t ... 6, and
dR/dt^R/Vr. dT/dt+^RAP. dP/dt+W^F. dF/dt -7.
Thus:
-6 -9 3 -13 4
U=0.16528T+5.1979x10 T2+3.9016x10 T -9.3632x10 T
-17 5 ~2 -5 2
+6.3156x10 T-FC1311-1.3623x10 T-l.2605x10 T +
-9 3 -14 4
1.587x10 T -8.2022x10 T )+EXP(SC+SD+SE);
Therefore, U=SO-(F.SP)+EXP(SC+SD+SE)-------- 8, where:
— 9 o 1^/1
S0=0.16528T+5.1979x10 T +3.9016x10 T -9.3632x10 T
-17 5 
+6.3156x10 T
-2 -5 2 -9 3
SP=1311-1.3623x10 T-l.2605x10 T +1.587x10 T -8.2022
-14 4 
xlO T .
The partial derivatives of the internal energy U are:
(i) ^uAt=0. 16528 + 10. 3958x10 T+ll. 7084x109t2_37 4528X 
” X 3
10 T +31.578x10 T4_f(1.3623x102-2.521x105t
-9 2 -14
+4.761x10 T -32.8088x10 T3)♦f(-1000/T2)x
(-27.00107-28.5087F+17.30375F3)+ln(P)x
(0.21289F-0.026575)(-1000/T2))xEXP(SC+S0+SE)
therefore,
'bU/Vr-O.16528 + 106T. SA-(F/100)SB-C1000/T2)SF.EXP(SC + SD + SE) 
 9, where:
SA=10. 3958+0. 0117048T-37. 4528xl07T2 + 31. 578xlOn T3
-3 -7 2 -12 3
SB=-1.3623-2.521x10 T+4.761x10 T -32.8088x10 T
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SF=-27.00107-28.5087F+17.30375F3+ln(P).(0.21289F-0.026574).
2 -5 2 -9 3
(ii) ^U/^F=-1311+l.3623x10 T+l.2605x10 T'-l.587x10 T +
-14 4 9
8.2022x10 T +(7.85125-11.1377.1F + (1000/T) .
(-28.5087+51.91125F2)+ln(P).(0.462678F2-
0.38656+212/T))xEXP(SC+SD+SE) therefore,
^ u A f = -1311 + (T/100)SH+(SI+SJ)EXP(SC+SD + SE)-----10
where:
-3 -7 2 -12 q
SH-1.3623+1.2605x10 T-l.587x10 T +8.2022x10 t
SI-7. 85125-11.13771F2+(1000/T)(-28.5087 + 51.91125F2) 
SJ-ln(P)(0.462678F2-0.38656+212.89/T)
(iii) VbuAp-(l/P)(0. 154226F3-0. 38656F-0. 10329 + 212. 89F/T
-26.574/T)xEXP(SC+SD+SE) therefore,
buAp=(l/P) x SG x EXP(SC+SD+SE) 11, where:
SG=0.154226F3-0.38656F-0.10329+212.89F/T-26.574/T.
To convert the above partial derivatives from the British 
to the Metric system the following multiples are used:
U (Btu/lb) x 2326 ---^  J/kg
'bU/bT (Btu/lb.R) x 4186.8  ^  J/(kg.K)
*buAF (B tu / lb )  x 2326 --------^  J /k g
~bu/bP (Btu/lb). (in2/lbf) x2326 xl4.5xl0 J/(kg.Pa)
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The equation for R becomes:
-3
R=0.0685548+0.004788F+10 x EXP((11.98-45796/T-0.4354 
ln(P))F+0.29771n(F)) therefore,
R=0.0685548+0.004788F+(1/1000)EXP(SL)----12, where:
SL=(11.98-45796/T-0.43541n(P))F+0.29771n(F).
The partial derivatives of the gas constant R are:
(i) £)R/^F=0. 004788+(11. 98-45796/T-0. 43541n(P) +0. 2977/F)
-3
x 10 x EXP(SL), or
^>R/c)F=0.004788+SK x 103 x EXP(SL) 13, where:
SK=11.98-45796/T-0.43541n(P)+0.2977/F
— 3 2
fix) dR/^T-(10 )(45796F/T )EXP(SL)=45.796(F/T2)EXP(SL) 14
(iii) ^R/^P-CIO )(-0.4354F/P)EXP(SL)----15.
To convert the above partial derivatives from the British 
to the Metric system the followingt multiples are used:
R Btu/(lb.R) x 4186.8 ----- ^  J/(kg.K)
'Wc^T Btu/(lb.R2) x 4186.8 x (9/5)------^  J/(kg.K2)
Btu/(lb.R) x 4186.8 ------ ^J/(kg.K)
^R/^P Btu/(lb. R) . (in2/lbf) x 4186. 8x14. 5x10^— ^~j/(kg. K.Pa).
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4.5 COMBUSTION MODEL THEORY
The model assumes thermodynamic equilibrium at each 
instant. As part of this assumption it is thus assumed 
that the entire combustion chamber contains a homogeneous 
mixture of air and combustion products at each instant. 
Since the above constitutes a one-zone model it is 
assumed that the burnt gas temperature is equal to the 
unburnt gas temperature, that is Tm, where Tm is the 
mean temperature of the homogeneous mixture of the 
combustion products at every step.
The burning.is assumed to take place incrementally, at 
steps of one degree of rotation, as a homogeneous combust- 
-ion and thus acts as a uniform heat source. With the 
above assumptions the First Law of thermodynamics may be 
expressed as: d/dt(MU)=-P(dV/dt)+?Qi+HF(dM/dt)----1, where
U=Internal energy; M=Mass; P=Pressure; V=Volume;
HF=Enthalpy of the fuel; T=Temperature.
Using the functional forms of U, R and their partial 
derivatives in (4.4), the derivatives (dU/dt) and (dR/dt) 
may be expressed explicitly in terms of temperature T, 
pressure P, and equivalence ratio F.
The time derivative of the equation of state PV=MRT 
gives an expression for (dT/dt) which can be used to 
eliminate that quantity from the energy equation.
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The equivalence ratio at any instant is given by:
F=Fot(M/Mo-l)(l+fo)/fs 2, where:
fo= Initial fuel-air ratio prior to fuel addition.
Mo= Mass present in the combustion chamber prior to 
fuel addition. 
fs= Stoichiometric fuel-air ratio=l/15=0.06667.
Substituting the above in the equation of energy we have: 
(1/M) CdM/dt) = (-(RT/V) (dV/dt)-(jHJ^0P+(1/M)?Q^ - (C x B))/ 
(U-HF+D.'bU/^F-C(l+D/R.'^R/'^F) ) , where:
B=(1/P.dP/dt-l/R.^R/^P.dP/dt+l/V.dV/dt)/
O  (T.Vf/Vt) / (1+T/R. W ^ T )  =SM,
D=M(1+fo)/(fs.Mo)=SN.
Therefore:
/M- (-RT/V. V ’-c)U/Sp. P' + (1/M)Sq - -SM(P/P-P/R. W^P+V/'V) ) /
i i
(U-HF+SN(W^F)-SM(1+SN/R.W<1f ) ), thus 
(M'/M)(U-HF+SN(^U/^F)-SM(1+SN/R.^R/^F))- 
=P* (»VW^P-SM/P+SM/R.^R/Ap )-(RTV/'V) + (1/M)£q -SM(V/V),
therefore: P* =(1/SR)((M*/M)SQ-(1/M)Sq * + (V/V)(RT+SM))----2
where:
SQ=U-HF+SN( W^F)-SM(1+SN/R. W ^ F )
SR=SM(1/R. W i p - l / P ) - ( W i p )  .
Hence, the above equation for P* may be applied at each 
iteration to calculate the change in pressure of the 
products.
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Once the pressure has been initially updated, (Pm^=Pm+DPm),
the temperature is next updated by using the equations:
2
Tm1==(Pm;L + 142/Vsp ) (Vsp-O. 00121) / R  3, where Vsp
is the specific volume.
Tm=Tm1, and Tl=Tm x (9/5) ------4,
T2=(Tl+T)/2 ------5, where T is the temperature of
the products at the beginning of each step expressed in 
(R), and Tm is the temperature of the products expressed 
in (K).
Once the temperature is updated to the mean value T2, 
the above iteration is repeated, the pressure of the 
products having previously been adjusted back to its 
mean value by using Pm=Pm^-DPm/2, and the maximum 
pressure Pm^ is calculated. The temperature is again 
updated by using equations (1) and (2) above and T is 
set to equal Tl.
The work transfer at each step is W=i$DV(Pm+Pmi), where 
DV represents the swept volume during each iteration.
After the work transfer during the current iteration 
has been calculated, the final pressure (Pm=Pmj,) is taken 
as the starting pressure for the next step.
In this model M represents the total mass of the mixture 
present in the combustion chamber at any moment, and 
M =DM represents the total mass of fuel burnt during 
each step.
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4.6 FUEL BURNING MODEL AND IGNITION DELAY
In internal combustion engines when an amount of fuel 
is injected into the combustion chamber it does not 
ignite spontaneously. In fact there is a certain time 
lag intervening between the beginning of the fuel 
injection and the start of the ignition. This is 
termed the Ignition Delay period, see figure 10.
delay mbytored curve
pressure
needle valve lift
injection 
  ^
injection
period
Figure 10. Pressure-crank angle diagram for compression 
ignition.
In fact, in order to explain this consider an engine 
whereby 100 g: of fuel is injected uniformly into its
combustion chamber over an injection period of 20 
degrees crank rotation angle. If there was no ignition 
delay then, since the fuel injection is uniform let us 
assume that a quantity of 5 g of fuel would be burnt 
during every one degree of rotation. Assume that the 
value of the ignition delay corresponds to 5 degrees 
of rotation. This would mean that during the first five 
degrees of rotation no fuel is burnt.. When the crank 
angle reaches 5 degrees then 25 g of fuel would burn 
almost instantaneously, and after that during every
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degree of rotation 5 gm of fuel would be burnt, until at 
20 degrees crank angle the total 100 gm of the injected 
fuel charge have been burnt.
In order to express the above example into the form of 
an equation which could be readily applied to any diesel 
engine, let IGD be the duration of the ignition delay 
period measured in degrees of rotation; THIN is the crank 
angle at the beginning of the fuel injection, and define:
FLAG=THIN+IGD, and BFLAG=THIN+DTHB 1, where FLAG is
the point of ignition and BFLAG corresponds to the end 
of the fuel injection.
Hence, it follows that before the crank angle reaches 
the value of FLAG no fuel is burnt. If Mf is the total 
mass of the fuel injected into the combustion chamber 
per cycle, and DTHB represents the fuel injection inter- 
-val measured in degrees of rotation, then when the crank 
angle 0 reaches the value of FLAG if DM represents the 
amount of fuel burnt, when 0=FLAG, it follows that:
The fraction of the mass of fuel injected per cycle 
which has burnt from the beginning of the fuel injection 
up to this point is:
(b+1)
Mb= l-EXP(-a((0-THIN-IGD)/BDUR) ) ------2, where
BDUR is the value of the burning duration measured in 
degrees of rotation, and a, b are constants which are 
taken to be 5 and 2,2 respectively. The above equation 
is the Wiebe Function, see figure 11.
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100% mass burnt
TDC
delay
A9b
Figure 11. Exponential mass rate of burn, Wiebe Function.
From the above it follows that:
(i) If 0 is less than BFLAG, the total mass of the fuel 
which has burnt up to this point is:
DM1=((Mf/DTHB)(0-THIN))(1-Mb)( DTHB/( BDUR+IGD)) 3,
and M=Ma+(Mf/DTHB)(0-THIN)----4.
(ii) If 0 is greater or equal to BFLAG, it follows
that the total mass of fuel which has burnt up to 
this point is:
DM1=Mf(1-Mb)(DTHB/(BDUR+IGD))--- 5, and M=Ma+Mf---- 6,
where M is the total mass of the fluid present in the 
combustion chamber, and Ma is the total mass of air 
injected into the combustion chamber per cycle during 
the air charging phase.
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To date, no accurate method for calculating the ignition 
delay period has been proposed. In fact, the only certainty 
is that the ignition delay period is inversely proportional 
to the rotational speed of the engine (reference 2).
Hence, in order to obtain accurate results, after having 
made an initial rough estimate of the ignition delay, the 
ignition delay has been found to last throughout three 
degrees of rotation which correspond to 1.67 milliseconds 
at the M.C.R of the engine (300 rpm).
In practice, for medium speed diesel engines the ignition 
delay period has been found to lie between one and two 
milliseconds, (reference 4), depending on the speed of 
the engine. The operational speed band of the ROSE has 
been pre-specified at a maximum of 300 rpm, and choosing 
a value for the ignition delay which is equivalent to 
three degrees of rotation, when the engine rotates at 
300 rpm the ignition delay is 1.67 ms which correlates 
well with experimental data obtained in practice from 
medium speed diesel engines.
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4.7 HEAT TRANSFER LOSSES DURING THE STROKE
The equations used to express the heat transfer losses 
were put forward by W.J.D.Annand in his study of the 
"Heat transfer in the cylinders of reciprocating 
internal combustion engines", and were first published 
in 1963 and later amended in 1970.
Previous to the above various formulae had been suggested 
and these were made by: Nusselt in 1923, Briling in 1939, 
Eichelberg in 1939, Elser in 1954, Chirkov and Stefanovski 
in 1958, Oguri in 1960, Overbye et al in 1960, and Pfaum 
in 1961. However, the formulae they put forward give 
different results when compared, and it appears that all 
of them fail in one way or another to meet important 
requirements.
The first, second, third, fifth and last are dimensionally 
inhomogeneous and cannot be relied upon for application 
to conditions which differ from those upon which they 
were based. Of the other three, those of Elser and Oguri 
do not contain correct terms, and that of Overbye does 
not include a correct compensation for temperature 
variation. In addition, the above formulae do not 
distinguish between convective and radiant components 
of transfer which in practice differ in magnitude for 
different types of engine. Further, they do not express 
satisfactorily the instantaneous heat transfer data.
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In a re-analysis published in 1970, Annand derived his 
formulae and coefficients by obtaining experimental data 
at different speeds and fuel-air ratios by taking readings 
from thermocouples placed at different parts of the 
combustion space at regular intervals and analysing them, 
repeating each cycle at least fifteen times, and averaging 
for each test condition.
The values of the heat flux derived from Annand'-s amended 
formulae correlate well with those obtained by way of 
experiment under different test conditions. Also, taking 
various runs at fixed fuel-air ratio and varying the 
engine speed, the values of the constants proposed by 
Annand were all remarkably consistent.
Thus, in view of the above the formula put forward by 
Annand in 1970 was chosen as the best formula adequately 
expressing the instantaneous heat transfer losses during 
each step of the combustion and expansion simulation process.
In an internal combustion engine there are two forms of 
heat transfer losses which take place during the combust- 
-ion and expansion. These are the heat transfer losses 
due to convection and radiation respectively.
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(i) The convective heat transfer rate may be expressed
.7
by the equation: Q= C1(K/D)(RE) (T-TW) 1, where
Q is the heat flux. Therefore, the heat transfer rate
.7
per unit time is Q =(Cl.A)(K/D)(RE) (T-TW) 2, where
A represents the area of the combustion chamber walls.
For the ROSE 360 degree cycle since (n=360) one 
degree iterations are involved, if A represents the area 
to which the combustion products are exposed then the 
convective heat transfer losses from any angle 0 to (0+1) 
are given by:
.7
Q=(Cl.A/n)(1/ROT)(K/D)(RE) (T-TW) 3, where ROT
is the rotational speed of the engine in (rev/sec), 
01=0.12 is a constant, and K is the thermal conduct­
ivity of the fluid.
From the graph of K Versus T given in the (Krieger-Borman) 
analysis, it follows that the thermal conductivity of 
the combustion products at any temperature T may be 
expressed as:
-1 "I
K=0.021+A5 x 0.003 (W.m .K )------4, where
A5=(T-280)/55, and T is in (K).
Reynold’s number RE is given by the expression:
RE= (4m* ) / (7(\ v. D) 5, where m* represents the charge
mass flow rate , D is the equivalent bore of the 
combustion chamber in (m), and v is the dynamic viscosity 
of the fluid expressed in (kg/(m.s)).
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The dynamic viscosity of the fluid at any temperature T
.645
is given by: v=vQ x T  6, and for the products
-7
v0=4.54546 x 10 kg/(m.s).
Since the cross-sectional area of the combustion chamber
equals H(RO-RI), it follows that the equivalent bore is
   \
D=(4 (RO-RI)H/ir ) in (m) .------7.
The average temperature of the combustion products and 
the combustion chamber walls are expressed by T and TW 
respectively, both in (K). Since the above constant Cl 
has been calculated from best-fit values, as a possible 
means of compensating empirically for the actual non- 
steady nature of the situation, a term B3 embodying the 
first derivative (dTg/dt) of T is added to the flux 
equation:
.7
B3=(K/D) (RE) (C3/(2i(R0T) ) (DTG*36O.ROT)----- 8, where
(2rtR0T) is the angular rotation rate of the engine in 
(rad/sec), C3 is a multiplier which varies with the fuel- 
air ratio, and DTG is the temperature difference from 
any angle 0 to (0+1), where dTg/dt=DTGx360xROT .
From (Annand's) correlation the best fit values for C3 are:
Speed (rpm) Fuel-air ratio C3
1200 0.033 -0.19
1500 0.026 -0.25
1500 0.032 -0.22
1500 0.042 -0.20
1800 0.032 -0.14
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For this engine the best-fit values for C3 are given
by C3=-(RAF/150).-----9, where RAF is the air-fuel
ratio. Based on the above approximation.the value of 
C3 is calculated throughout the power (air-fuel) range 
of the engine arid the results are given in the table below:
Air-fuel ratio Fuel-air ratio C3
25 0.040 -0.1667
30 0.033 -0.20
35 0.0286 -0.2334
40 0.025 -0.2667
45 0.022 -0.30
50 0. 020 -0.3334
The above results appear to correlate well with the 
values of C3 given in (Annand’s) analysis. Hence, from 
the above the flux equation becomes:
Q*=(K/D)(RE)*7{ci(T-TW) + (C3/(27rROT))(DTG x 360 x ROT)}-10
(ii) The heat loss rate due to radiation may be 
expressed by:
4 4
Q*=A.C2.STEF(T -TW ) --- -11 in (W), and the heat
radiation losses which take place, during every one 
degree step are:
4 4
Q=(C2.A/n)(STEF/ROT)(T -TW )-----12 in (J), where
-10 -2 “4
STEF =567 x 10 (W.m .K ) is Stefan's constant.
C2 is a multiplier which varies with the fuel-air ratio.
From (Annand’s) correlation in his study of the heat 
transfer losses associated with a medium speed internal 
combustion engine, the best-fit values for C2 are:
Speed rpm Fuel-air ratio C2
1200 0.033 2.0
1500 0.026 3. 1
1500 0.032 1.6
1500 0.042 1.3
1800 0.032 1.8
For this engine, the best-fit values for C2 are given by 
C2=RAF/35----- 11, where RAF is the air-fuel ratio.
Based on the approximation above the value of C2 is 
calculated throughout the power (air-fuel) range of the 
engine, and the results are given in the table below:
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Air-fuel ratio Fuel-air ratio C2
25 0.040 0.71
30 0.033 0.86
35 0.0286 1.00
40 0.025 1.15
45 0.022 1.29
50 0.020 1.43
The above values appear to correlate well with the values 
of C2 given in (Annand!s) analysis.
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4.8 SUBROUTINE "PERFORMANCE"
4.8.1 Estimation of the specific heat capacity of the
exhaust
combustion may be estimated by a subroutine given 
in reference (24) for a given fuel-air mixture F 
at a temperature T. The relevant subroutine is 
listed in section A8 of the appendix.
4.8.2 Estimation of the mean exhaust temperature
Figure 12. Energy block diagram of the engine.
The energy required to drive the turbine is provided 
by the exhaust gases. The engine may be represented
are supplied and gas leaves the box before entering 
the turbine with enthalpy h^-
The first law for the control system enclosed by the
The specific heat capacity of the products of
ENGINE
minrr —
h, I
1mout' ^out
by a box, see figure 12, in which air mg and fuel m^
engine is: Q WT0T“mouthout 1 .
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The mass flow m0ut *S SUm mass ^ ow a*r
ma and fuel mf thus, moUt=ma+mf=N(ma+mf) ----2, where
ma and m^ represent the mass of the injected air and
fuel charge per cycle respectively, and N is the
rotational speed of the engine.
The enthalpy is comprised of two parts, the enthalpy 
at absolute zero plus a temperature dependent term:
h=h +C .T ----3, where C^is the mean specific heat
o p  P
from 0 to T. For the products Cp=Cpe, thus:
ni . li . =(m (h„n+C T ----4out out a f op pe o3
For the reactants C =C__„- thus:
p pdll
min*Mn m^a+mf ^ o 8 +(^ pair^o2
Hence, the first law for the system becomes:
- Q - w T 0 T = (m a + m f ) C p e T o 3 - m a G p a i r T o 2 + ^m a + m f H h O p - h o R ) - - 6
where WT0T is the power developed by the engine, and 
the subscripts (p), (R), (e) refer to the products,
reactants, and exhaust respectively.
The term (hop-hoR) is the specific enthalpy of reaction 
at the absolute zero and may be represented by DhQ > and
the total heat of reaction DH =(m +m^)(h_ -h =-m^HF 7o a f'v op oR' f
Therefore, -Dho-Q-WT0T=(ma+mf)CpeTo3-maCpairTo2 ----8,
where HF is the lower calorific value of the fuel.
Substituting DhQ we have:
-mfHF-Q-WT0T=(ma*mf)CpeTo3-maCpalrTo2  9.
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The thermal efficiency n =^Out^Pin=^T0T//^ mf ^ ^ ----th.
The percent heat transfer losses are EjQ=Q/P^n=Q/(m^HF).
Let ZE=l-LQ-nth' and divide by (ma+mf)Cpe. It follows 
that:
(mf/(ma+mf))(HF/Cpe)(l-LQ-nth)-To3-(ma/(ma+mf)) 
CCpair/cpe)To2 or
I , \ l(HF/Cpe)ZE=To3- j 1 (Cpair/Cpe)To2— 11
[ (ma/mf ) +1] (ma/mf ) +1J
where (ma/m^) is the overall air-fuel ratio, and
is the ratio of the mean specific heats.
pall pc
The termj ma/mf j c^pair^cpe^ varies from 0.92 to 1.0 
| (ma/mf)+lJ
over the normal air-fuel ratio temperature range and can 
thus be approximated to unity. Thus, equation (11) 
becomes:
; _____ 1____ 1 (HF/Cpe)ZE-T03-T02=DT - —  12.
(_ l  + (nta /m f ) J
Therefore, the mean exhaust temperature of the gases TBTC 
before entering the turbine is TBTC=TTO+DT ----13.
The above analysis is taken from reference (1)*
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Tui'bocharging
The power required to drive the compressor is:
^C=maCpairDTo  where DTo is the temperature
difference between the inlet and outlet of the compressor.
If the compressor efficiency is nc=0.82, then the
compressor power will be:
(k-l)/k
”C=(maCpairT0/nc)(P0 -1)..-— 2, where Tq is the
temperature of the air which is supplied to the engine
(300 K), P is the pressure ratio (3.0), and k is the 
o
isentropic index (k=Cp/Cv=l.4).
 ^ v
The power developed by the turbine Wrp to drive the 
compressor will be greater than due to friction in
the bearings. If the mechanical efficiency is nm=0.95
then WQ=WTnm or WT=Wc/nm =meCpDT0 ----3, hence
DT0=WT/(meCp), where me=N(ma+m£:), and DTQ is the
temperature difference between the inlet and outlet
of the turbine. Therefore, the temperature of the gas
leaving the turbine is TATC=TBTC-DT --- 4.o
Once TATC has been calculated the specific heat capacity 
(SHC) of the gas leaving the turbine may be calculated 
by applying the subroutine given in section A8 of the 
appendix. The percent exhaust gas losses are:
LE=,^ e ^ c ^ ^ T^“288)/Pin 5. The miscellaneous losses
are thus Lm=100-n|_j1-LE“LQ  6.
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4.8.4 Power & efficiency
Let: WC= Work transfer during the combustion
WE= Work transfer during the expansion
WN= Negative work transfer during the compression
QC=Heat losses during the combustion 
QE= Heat losses during the expansion 
WW= Work transfer during the air charging phase
The useful work is WTQT=(WW+WC+WE-WN) 1
The internal power is therefore P=N.WT0T, where N is 
rotational speed of the engine. If nm is the mechanical
efficiency it follows that the brake power is Pg“P-nm 2.
The power input to the engine is P^n=m£?N.HF ---- 3, where
3
HF is the lower calorific value of the fuel (42707x10 J/kg) 
and m^ is the mass of fuel injected into the combustion
chamber per cycle.
The thermal efficiency n. =(P/P. ) x 100%, and the braketh in
overall efficiency nov=ntj-Ihm  4.
The mass of fuel consumed per hour is m^^=m^Nx3600xl000 gm 
and the brake specific fuel consumption is cSp=mfh/Re --
The swept volume during the stroke is:
2 2
vsw=^ H (R0"Rl) (300/360) ----6.
The brake power output developed by the engine when 
running at a speed N is:
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PB=2rCN't -7, where N is in (rev/sec) and is the
torque applied on the driveshaft, thus: 
t=(Pg/(2XN))----8.
If F is the force applied by the combustion products on 
the radial reaction face of the rotating piston, and 
d=Rj+((Rq - R j )/2), it follows that ~^=Fd, and since
F= mep.A, where A=(Rq -Rj )H, it follows that:
mep x d x A ----9, where A is the area of the radial
reaction face of the rotating piston, and mep is the mean 
effective pressure throughout the cycle. From the above 
we have:
-5
bmep= (T/(Ad) )nm x 10 ( b a r )  10.
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4.9 MODELLING OF THE M.A.N-B&W L55GBE ENGINE
In order to validate the above described model the 
computer simulation model was applied on the new 
M.A.N-B&W LGB series engine. The model was adapted 
for the application on a two-stroke internal combustion 
reciprocating piston engine. The following alterations 
are made to the model:
The dimensions (R^y Rj, H) are replaced with the bore 
(BORE), and stroke (STRK). Also the crank angle(THEX) 
at the opening of the exhaust valve is specified.
-rpc
The relationship between the crank angle and cylinder 
volume is not linear. In fact, the cylinder volume is 
a function of the crank angle 0, connecting rod to crank 
ratio (LCR/RCS), as well as bore and stroke. The design 
of the M.A.N-B&W engine is such that LCR=4RCS where 
RCS is one half of the stroke (RCS=STRK/2). Thus, it
follows that: )8=arcsin(l/4sin(0)) ----1, and
X=RCS(Cl-cos(0 )) + (LCR/RCS)(1-cos (JZ))))-----2.
From (1) and (2) above it follows that the complete
volume swept at a crank angle 0 is given by:
2
V SW=KRP.X+VC C  3.
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The model was run with the above alterations at the 
maximum continous rating of the engine. The results 
are shown in the table below:
QUANTITY MANUFACTURERS
RESULTS
MODEL
RESULTS
Brake power/ 
cylinder 1200 kW 1434 kW
Brake specific 
fuel consumption 171 g/kWh 159 g/kWh~
Maximum pressure 110 bar 96 bar
Compression
pressure 96 bar 95.7 bar
Temperature after 
the turbocharger 275°C 348 °C
rev^irim
96 96
Brake mean 
effective pressure 11.70 bar 11.60 bar
Table la. Comparison of the manufacturers results with
the model output results for the MAN-B&W L55 GB 
engine.
From the above it is evident that there is a difference 
of about 10 g/KWh. between the predicted and actual brake 
specific fuel consumption or 7.8%. This could be attri­
buted to the part of the energy used in driving the 
engine camshaft, fuel pumps, lubricating oil pump, etc.
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4.10 MODEL VALIDATION
The simulation model derived was based on well known 
and tested formulae, eg. those proposed by Krieger- 
Borman and Annand, see references A6: 7,9,10,11, and 
on first principles and laws of thermodynamics. Further, 
it takes into consideration the heat transfer losses 
taking place during the power stroke as well as the 
ignition delay period and the change of the various 
constants, such as the gas constant and the specific 
heat capacity of the exhaust with temperature and fuel- 
air ratio. The model makes due allowances for the above 
changes in each relevant subroutine.
The various changes which occur in the working chamber 
of the engine were calculated at small intervals each 
one equivalent to one degree of rotation for accuracy.
The simulation outputs, i.e, performance map of the engine, 
p-V diagram and heat flux graphs, were compared with the 
corresponding graphs given by two leading diesel engine 
manufacturers, Sulzer and MAN-B&W. The trends in computed 
brake specific fuel with varying fuel-air ratio and engine 
speed, and variation in heat flux with crank angle, closely 
resembles those for two-stroke diesel engines.
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In an attempt to validate the computer model it was 
applied to the M.A.N-B&W L55GB series engine. The results 
obtained after comparison with the manufacturers quoted 
figures were found to lie within 8% of the actual figures. 
Thus, if Q% is added to the brake specific fuel consum- 
-ption thus allowing for the losses in driving the 
camshaft and various pumps of the engine it follows 
that the efficiency of the R.O.S.E is about 2 to 3% 
higher, and the brake specific fuel consumption is 
about 4 to 5% less than that of the M.A.N-B&W L55GB 
engine. It should be noted that in both cases the fuel 
injection interval as well as the combustion duration 
have been kept at the same value i.e 25 degrees and 55 
degrees respectively. The above was expected due to the 
fact that the R.O.S.E is a rotary internal combustion 
engine operating on the one-stroke principle and has a 
good design surface-volume ratio and a high mechanical 
efficiency.
Matching of the turbocharger has not been considered at 
this stage and an average boost pressure of 3.0 bar has 
been chosen as the scavenge pressure. Since the boost 
pressure varies with speed, the actual efficiency of the 
engine will differ slightly from the values calculated 
by the model at higher speeds.
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Considering the results obtained and with the above 
minor qualifications, the model gives sufficiently 
accurate predictions of trends and magnitudes to be 
useful for assessing the effects of the engine design 
and operating variables on the engine performance, 
efficiency and brake specific fuel consumption.
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5. ENGINE PERFORMANCE MAPPING
In this section the various inputparameters and outputs 
calculated by the computer model are listed. This is 
followed by the p-V diagram and performance map of 
the R.O.S.E and M.A.N-B&W L55GB engine which are 
plotted from the results obtained from the computer model. 
The mechanical efficiency of the R.O.S.E is calculated 
and finally the effect of the operating variables on 
the engine performance is considered and the results 
are plotted in graphs.
5.1 INPUTS, VARIABLES AND OPERATING CONDITIONS
5.1.1 Inputs:
The principal dimensions of the design, and the timing 
of the engine have been specified and used as inputs 
to the computer model. The programme inputs, with the 
relevant notation, are tabulated below.
Radius of the rotating piston (R0)= 1.0m
Radius of the rotor hub (RI)= 0.5m
Height of the rotor (H)= 1.5m
Polytropic index (CN)= 1.35
Equivalence ratio prior to
fuel addition (FO) = 0.015
Angle at the beginning of
the fuel injection (THIN)= 30 degrees A.T.D.C
Fuel-air ratio prior
to fuel addition (RFA0)= 0.001
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Ignition delay (IGD)= 3 degrees of rotation
Fuel injection interval (DTHB)= 25 degrees of rotation
Mechanical efficiency of the engine (NM)= 0.95
5.1.2 Operating conditions
The conditions under which the engine operates are used 
as input to the computer model, and these are:
Scavenge pressure (P0)= 3.0 bar
Scavenge air temperature (TTO)=300 K
Average wall temperature (TW)= 500 K
Lower calorific value of the fuel (HF) = 42707 KJ/kg
5.1.3 Variables
Initially the engine speed was fixed at ROT=5 rev/sec, 
and the computer model was run varying the air-fuel 
ratio from 25:1 up to 70:1 in steps of five. Once a full 
set of results was obtained the programme was re-run 
with a reduced value of engine speed and a new set of 
results was obtained. Finally, tabj.es of results varying 
the air-fuel ratio were obtained throughout the 
operational speed range of the engine, from 300 rpm 
down tp 30 rpm in increments of 30 rpm. By plotting the 
I results obtained in the above mentioned tables a graph 
of power versus speed versus brake specific fuel 
consumption was drawn. This is the performance map 
of the engine and gives a clear picture of* the power 
output as well as the fuel consumption at various speeds.
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5.2 OUTPUT AT THE M.C.R
By running the computer model with the aforesaid 
inputs at a speed of 300 rpm and an air-fuel ratio 
of 25:1 the following outputs were obtained:
Compression ratio (RC)= 9.57 
Surface-volume ratio (RAV)= 5.83
Maximum compression pressure in the working cha mber
of the engine at the start of the fuel injection (PC)=46.23 bar
Maximum compression temperature in the working chamber 
of the engine at the start of the fuel injection (TC)=520 K
Total negative work transfer (WNT)= 5162 kJ
Mass of the air charge injected per cycle (MA)=9.12,08 kg
Mass of the injected fuel charge per cycle (MF)=0.3648 kg
Pressure of the products at the end of
the combustion phase (PM)= 98.8 bar
Temperature of the products at the end
of the combustion phase (TM)= 2668 K
Cumulative heat losses during combustion (Q)= 98.8 kJ
Cumulative Work transfer during combustion (WT)= 3727.6 KJ
Pressure of the products at the end
of the expansion phase (PEM)= 20.35 bar
Cumulative heat transfer losses during
the expansion process (QE)= 1954.6 KJ
Cumulative work transfer during expansion (WTE)= 9127 KJ
Brake power output (PHPB)= 56230 bhp
Thermal efficiency (NTH)= 56.65%
Brake overall efficiency (N0V)= 53.82%
Brake specific fuel consumption (CSP)= 116.8 g/bhp.h
Percent exhaust gas losses (LE1)= 25.4%
Percent heat transfer losses (LQ)- 17.9%
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Brake mean effective pressure (BMEP)= 23.73 bar
Temperature of the exhaust leaving the turbocharger 
(TATC)= 678 K
Rotational speed (SPEED)= 300 rpm
Having obtained the above results it is now simple to 
draw the energy balance diagram for this engine when 
operating at its maximum continous rating.
Input 100%
„ „  , ^Exhaust gas
losses 25%
Rotary One-Stroke Output 54%
Heat transfer 
losses 18%
Friction 
losses 3%
A direct comparison of the above energy balance diagram 
and that of a modern two-stroke internal combustion 
diesel engine is made in Chapter 6 of this study.
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5.3 PERFORMANCE MAPPING AND p-V DIAGRAM
Figure 13 illustrates the performance map of the R.O.S.E 
The brake power output versus the engine speed versus, 
the brake specific fuel consumption are plotted on 
the same graph. The contours are the efficiency 
contours for this engine while the straight lines 
are the constant pressure lines at different air-fuel 
ratios.
Observing the performance map of the engine, see 
figure 13, it is clear that the most economical range 
for this engine is between 45% and 85% of the maximum 
continous rating. The speed covering this range is 
200 to 300 rpm. In this range the average brake 
specific fuel consumption is 100 g/bhp.h or 135 g/RWh..
As the power and speed of the engine are reduced the 
efficiency of the engine decreases and the brake 
specific fuel consumption increases. The straight 
lines labelled (25) to (70) inclusive traced on the 
performance map indicate the brake mean effective 
pressure, and the maximum pressure and temperature 
of the products. These are summarised in the table 
below:
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Air-fuel 
ratio
Brake mean effective 
pressure (bar)
Maximum
pressure
(bar)
Maximum
temperature
(K)
25 20.3-23.7 110 2400
30 18.2-22.4 101 2430
35 16.8-19.9 93 2310
40 14.1-17.4 85 2160
45 12.2-15.2 78 2000
50 10.7-13.4 72 1860
55 9.5-11.8 67 1730
60 8.5-10.4 63 1620
65 7.5- 9.2 59 1520
70 6.6- 8.2 56 1425
Table 2. Constant pressure/temperature lines of the 
performance m||P of the engine.
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Figure 15. p-V Diagram for the rotary^One-stroke^engine
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5.4 MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY
The mechanical efficiency of this engine may be 
estimated by calculating the frictional losses in the 
bearings, and the rotor casing.
The power loss due to friction is given as:
P= Torque x rotational speed  1, and the torque is:
T= Resistance force x radius ----2.
The frictional coefficient of the lubricating oil
o -3 2
(TARO Special) at 50 to 60 C is 90 x 10 N.s/m , see
Texacomarine star lubricants chart.
5.4.1 Friction losses in the bearings
'3 tThe shear stress is= J^dV/dy= 90 xlO x2ffx300/60x0.25x1/0.015 = L
=47.124 Pa.
The shear force is:
F=tlfDL=47.124x7tx0. 5x0. 5 = 37. 01 N.
Torque loss T=F x R=37.01 x 0.25=9.25 Nm.
Power loss= T x w=9.25x27(x300/60 = 290 W.
Since there are two main bearings and a thrust bearing 
it follows that the total power loss due to friction 
in the bearings is P=290 x 3=872 W.
5.4.2 Losses due to friction between the casing and 
the lateral sidewalls of the rotor
Let the lateral seals be biased by a hydraulic pressure 
of p=10 bar. The area of the seals is:
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2
A=2x27fxO. 3x0.15+4x0. 7x0.15 = 0. 985 m
The force acting on the seals is:
5 3
F^=p x A=10xl0 xO.985=985x10 N
The resistance force is:
F=0.09x985x103=88.65x103 N
3 3
The torque loss T=88.65x10 xO.3=26.595x10 Nm
Thus, power loss P=T x w=26595x27fx300/60=835.5 RW.
5.4.3 Losses due to friction between the sealing 
wall and the rotor
Following the above notation we have: 
p=10 bar
2
A=0.2m x 1.5m=0.3 m
5 3
F^=p x A=10xl0 x0.3= 300x10 N
F=0.09x300x103=27x103 N
3
T=F x R=27000Nx0.5m=13.5x10 Nm
3
P=T x w=13. 5x10 x2flx300/60=424.11 RW
5.4.4 Losses due to friction between the rotating 
piston and the casing
Following the above notation we have: 
p=10 bar
A=0.2m x 1.5m=0.3 m^
5 3
Fx=p x A=10xl0 xO.3=300x10 N
3 3
F=0.09x300x10 =27x10 N
3
T=F x R=27000N x lm=27xl0 Nm 
P=T x w=27000x 271x300/60=848.23 RW.
The total power losses due tofriction in the bearings 
and friction between the rotor the sealing wall and 
the casing are P = (0.872+835.5+424.11+848.23)KW=2108.1 KW 
The indicated power output at the maximum continous 
rating of the engine is 44136 KW, therefore:
The percent friction losses are:(2108.l/44136)xl00%=4.77%
Hence, the mechanical efficiency is nm=0.95 or 95%.
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Figure 16. Schematic diagram of the rotor
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5.5 EFFECT OF THE OPERATING VARIABLES
The Computer model of the rotary one-stroke engine was 
used to examine the effect of the principal dimensions 
and operating parameters on performance. The parameters 
varied and the results are shown in the tables below.
The variables studied were:
The principal dimensions of the engine.
The fuel injection period.
The scavenge air pressure.
The rotational speed of the engine.
The start of the fuel injection timing.
The ignition delay period.
The compression ratio of the engine.
The fuel calorific value.
5.5.1 Effect of the principal dimensions
Outer
radius
Inner
radius
Height Power 
m kW
Thermal
efficiency
Brake specific 
fuel consumption
m m % g.kWl.h'l
1.0 0.5 3.0 84092 56.81 156.1
1.5 0.5 1.5 112828 57. 10 155. 1
1.0 0.5 1.5 41930 56.65 156. 6
0.7 0.5 1.5 13094 55.30 160. 2
1.0 0.8 1.5 19681 55.40 160. 1
1.5 1.0 1.5 69963 56.7 156.4
Table 3. Effect of principal dimensions on computed 
performance.
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Table 3 above lists the outputs of various runs at 
the maximum continuous rating of the engine with the 
engine running on an air-fuel ratio of 25:1 and a 
speed of 300 rpm. The results are shown in figure 17.
The conclusion drawn from the above is that all three 
principal dimensions should be chosen as large as 
possible and in particular, the difference between 
the two principal radii (RO-RI) should be as large 
as is practically possible. The value of (R0-Rl=0.5m) 
seems to be a good choice for the design on the 
designated power output. The above conclusion is 
supported by considering the power to volume ratio.
The smaller the principal dimensions the smaller is 
the value of the power-volume ratio. The best value 
of the power-volume ratio is for the following dimensions: 
RQ=1.5m
RjL=0.5m
1.5m
For a power output in the region of 42000 RW the 
principal dimensions chosen for the design seem to 
be a good choice.
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5.5.2 Effect of the fuel injection period
Fuel
inject.
period
Max.
Press.
bar
Max.
Temp.
K
Power
kW
Thermal
efficiency
%
Brake specific 
fuel consumption
g.kW“1.h"1
°C/A
30 120 2970 46680 63.0 140.8
25 110 2670 41930 56.7 156.6
Table 4. Effect of the fuel injection period on 
computed performance.
The above table lists the outputs of runs with the 
engine running with an air-fuel ratio of 25:1 and 
a speed of 300 rpm. All the other variables except 
for the fuel injection period are kept constant at 
the design specification. From the above it is evident 
that as the fuel injection period is decreased the 
performance of the engine falls and the maximum 
pressure of the products falls.
Hence, the conclusion drawn from the above is to adjust 
the timing of the engine suitably in order to increase 
the fuel injection period by a few degrees, subject to 
investigating the actual magnitude of the combustion 
duration.
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5.5.3 Effect of the scavenge air pressure
Scavenge 
air Press.
Max.
Press.^ .
Max.
Temp.
Power Thermal
efficiency
Brake specific 
fuel consumption
KW
bar bar K % g-kW_1.h_1
2.0 70 2640 27188 55. 1 160.9
1.0 40 2590 12882 52.2 169.9
3.0 110 2670 41930 56. 6 156.6
Table 5. Effect of the scavenge air pressure on 
computed performance.
The above table lists outputs of various runs with the 
engine running on an air-fuel ratio of 25:1 and a speed 
of 300 rpm. All the variables except for the scavenge 
air pressure are kept constant at the design specification.
As the scavenge air pressure is increased the thermal 
efficiency of the engine increases, the brake specific 
fuel consumption falls and the maximum pressure of the 
products rises. It is also evident that as the scavenge 
pressure is increased so does the power. At a scavenge 
pressure of 2.0 bar the power is about double the power 
produced when the engine is naturally aspirated (PQ-1.0 bar).
Hence,considering the efficiency against the maximum 
pressure of the products it appears that the chosen 
scavenge air pressure of 3.0 bar is a good choice.
The scavenge air pressure of the conceptual design was 
chosen to equal that of the MAN-B&W engine for comparison 
purposes.
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5.5.4 Effect of the engine speed
Speed Power Thermal
efficiency
%
Brake specific 
fuel consumption 
g. k W 1. h-i
rpm KW
500 70580 57.2 155.0
300 41930 56.6 156.6
90 11956 53.8 164.8
Table 6. Effect of the engine speed on computed 
performance.
The above tabfe lists the results of various runs 
with the engine running with an air-fuel ratio of
25:1 . All the variables except for the engine speed
are kept constant at the design specification.
From the above it follows that as the speed of the
engine is increased the power rises, the thermal 
efficiency of the engine improves, and the brake 
specific fuel consumption falls. However, before 
deciding to increase the maximum continous rating 
design speed from the medium to the high speed range 
one should study the increased wear of the engine 
moving parts and the fuel combustion considerations.
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5.5.5 Effect of the ignition delay period
Ignition
delay
Max.
Press.
Power
kW
Thermal
efficiency
Brake specific 
fuel conumption
o , 
C/A bar % g.KW-1.h 1
0 118 45300 61.2 145.0
3.0 110 41930 56.6 156.6
6.0 101 37590 50.8 1.74. 7
Table 7. Effect of the ignition delay period on
computed performance.
The above table lists the results from various runs with 
the engine running with an air-fuel ratio of 25:1 and a 
speed of 300 rpm. All the variables except for the value 
of the ignition delay period are kept constant at the 
design specification. From the above it is evident that 
even the slightest increase in the value of the ignition 
delay period reduces the thermal efficiency and power 
output of the engine. This is because for every degree 
of rotation after the start of the fuel injection if the 
fuel does not ignite, the pressure of the air in the 
combustion chamber of the engine falls. When late ignition 
takes place the sudden rise of pressure when the injected 
fuel ignites is not enough to offset the previous fall in 
pressure. In addition, late ignition will result in poor 
combustion, the p-V diagram will shift to the right and 
its enclosed area will be reduced. Thus, the performance
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of the engine will fall. This is evident by observing 
the columns of the maximum cylinder pressure and power 
output. A typical value for the ignition delay period 
encountered in medium speed diesel engines ranges 
between one and two milliseconds. On the design speed 
range of the rotary one-stroke engine this equates to 
a period of three degrees of rotation.
5.5.6 Effect of the start of the fuel injection timing
Start of 
injection
Power Thermal
efficiency
Mass of
fuel/
cycle
mass of
air/
cycle
Brake specific 
fuel
consumptionkW
o
C/A % kg kg g.kVT^.h’"^
40 46656 55.1 0.417 10.424 161.0
30 41930 56.6 0.365 9.12 156.6
20 31700 53.5 0.292 7.297 165.7
Table 8. Effect of the start of the fuel injection on 
computed performance.
The above table lists the outputs of various runs with 
the engine running on an air-fuel ratio of 25:1 and a 
speed of 300 rpm. All the variables except for the 
timing of the start of the fuel injection are kept 
constant at the design specification. If the timing 
of the engine is adjusted for an earlier or later start 
of the fuel injection than the value of 30 degrees ATDC 
specified, the result will be a lower efficiency and an 
increase of the brake specific fuel consumption. The
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power will also vary due to the variation in the amount 
of air injected into the combustion chamber of the 
engine per cycle since eg. by having an early start 
of the fuel injection the time allowed for pressure 
charging the combustion chamber with air as well as 
the volume of the combustion chamber will be appreciably 
less. This is evident by observing the fourth and fifth 
columns of bhe above table. From the above it follows 
that the timing chosen for the design is the optimum.
5.5.7 Effect of the compression ratio
Compression
ratio
Power Thermal 
eff/y.
Brake
Spec.
fuel
cons
g/kWh
Max.
Press
Compr. 
Press.
Compr. 
TemperatureKW
% bar bar K
8.5 43653 56.4 157.3 no. 39.4 495
9.6 41930 56.6 156.6 110 46.2 520
13.0 35150 54.1 163.9 107 68.3 584
Table 9. Effect of the compression ratio on computed 
performance.
The above table lists outputs of runs with the engine 
running with an air-fuel ratio of 25:1 and a speed of 
300 rpm. All the variables except for the compression 
ratio are kept constant at the design specification. 
From the above it is evident that i f the compression 
ratio of the engine is reduced or increased by altering
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the volume of' the air receiver, this will result in 
a lower thermal efficiency and a higher brake specific 
fuel consumption. It is therefore evident that the 
compression ratio of 9.6:1 chosen for the design is 
the optimum.
5.5.0 Effect of the lower calorific value of the fuel
Oa1 ori fic 
val ue
Power Thermal 
ef f/y
Brake specific 
fuel consumpt.
Max.
Press
Max.
Temperature
kJ/kg kW % g.kW~1.h”^ bar K
40000 40790 58.8 161.0 109 2630
42707 41930 56.6 156.6 110 2670
45000 42900 55.0 153.0 112 2705
Table 10. Effect of the lower calorific value of the 
fuel on computed performance.
The above table shows the effect of heavier fuels on the 
engine performance. The above results are for the engine 
running on an air-fuel ratio of 25:1 at a speed of 300 rpm. 
All the variables except for the lower calorific value of 
the fuel are kept constant at the design specification.
From the above it is clear that if the calorific value (HF) 
of the fuel is less, the power output and the maximum 
pressure of the products fall while the brake specific 
fuel consumption rises. It is interesting to note that
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the value of the thermal efficiency increases. This 
is because the mass of the fuel consumed per hour in 
both cases is the same and thus the power input to the 
engine in the latter case is 6.3% less but the power 
output decreases by only 2%%. In order to compensate 
for a lower calorific value the fuel flow rate could 
be increased.
The above results are summarised in Figures 17 to 21 
inclusive.
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6. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
6.1 HEAT TRANSFER LOSSES OF THE ENGINE
From the results set out in section 5.2 it follows that 
since the ROSE engine has a super-long power stroke its 
heat transfer losses will exceed those encountered in 
the cycle of modern two-stroke internal combustion 
reciprocating piston engines while its exhaust gas losses 
and friction losses will be appreciably less.
Thus, prior to drawing the final conclusions in order to 
have a clear picture of the instantaneous heat losses 
taking place during the cycle of the ROSE the programme 
is re-run to yield the heat flux taking place during 
every one degree of rotation of the engine and the heat 
flux versus crank angle graph is plotted.
In order to compare the heat flux graph of the ROSE with 
that of the M.A.N-B&W engine two separate runs were carried 
out, one for the ROSE engine with dimensions of R =0.7m, 
R^=0.5m, H-0.5m, and one for the M.A.N-B&W L55GB engine.
For each the instantaneous heat flux is pJotted on a graph 
against the crank angle, see figure 22.
Both above runs were carried out with the engines 
running at 96 rpm on a fuel-air ratio of 0.04. The heat 
flux diagram for the ROSE was compared with the heat flux
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graph of the M.A.N-B&W L55GB engine. Observing both 
graphs the heat flux graph of the ROSE exceeds the 
other graph by about 25% which would explain the 
increased heat losses of the ROSE. However, considering 
the fact that the power stroke of the ROSE is more than 
double that of the M.A.N-B&W engine, this observation 
supports the argument put forward previously, namely 
that on the principal dimensions of the ROSE design the 
resulting surface area to volume ratio of 5.83 is 
equally as good as that of conventional internal combust- 
-ion reciprocating piston engines.
It therefore comes as no surprise that the percent heat 
transfer losses of the ROSE (about 18%) when operating at 
its maximum continous rating is approximately similar in 
magnitude to the percent heat transfer losses of other 
modern internal combustion reciprocating piston engines 
when running at their respective maximum continous rating.
Also, when the heat flux graph obtained from the simula- 
-tion of the M.A.N-B&W engine is compared with that 
given in Annand's analysis (1970) for a single cylinder 
four-stroke internal combustion engine with a compression 
ratio of 14.2:1 running on a fuel-air ratio of 0.033 at 
1200 rpm, see figure 23, it is evident that both graphs 
are similar in trend and magnitude.
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Since the exhaust gas losses and the friction losses 
of the ROSE are greatly reduced by virtue of the one- 
stroke principle of the design it would be beneficial 
to attempt to reduce the heat transfer losses by 
considering the use of alternative materials of low 
conductivity on the design of this engine, see section 6.4.
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6.2 COMPARISON OK THE PERFORMANCE OF THE R.O.S.E WITH 
A TYPICAL INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE._____________
Input 100%Input 100%
Output coo.— J Jt)Output 5 3 Q %
Friction
losses
Friction Exhaust gas 
losses losses
Exhaust \f 
1 HeaHeat
R.O.S.E
M.A.N-B&W L55GB
25.4% transfer 2.9% 27% transfer 5%
losses losses
1.7.9% 14%
Figure 25. Energy balance diagrams for the R.O.S.E and 
the M.A.N-B&W L55GB engine
The two diagrams above illustrate the energy balance 
of the ROSE and that of a modern two-stroke internal 
combustion reciprocating piston engine when operating 
at their respective maximum continous rating. Comparing 
the above two diagrams it appears that although the heat 
transfer losses are about 4% more in the ROSE, about 1J$% 
are saved from the exhaust gas losses, and about 3% are 
saved from the friction losses making a net saving of 
0.8% on the overall efficiency. There are two reasons for 
this:
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(!) Since the ROSE cycle of operation is based on the 
one-stroke principle it benefits a super-long power 
stroke thus, the combustion products are allowed to 
expand in the working chamber of the engine for a much 
longer fraction of the cycle, approximately double, and 
consequently they are expanded to a lower pressure 
converting a larger portion of their heat energy into 
useful mechanical work.
(ii) Since the ROSE is a rotary engine it dispenses 
with the crankshaft, crossheads, etc.. and further, 
there is no conversion from reciprocating into rotating 
motion. Therefore, its mechanical efficiency is higher 
than that of current internal combustion reciprocating 
piston engines resulting in lower friction losses.
In addition, at higher air-fuel ratios of 35 to 40:1 or 
75% M.C.R, the ROSE is about; 4% more efficient than the 
M.A.N-B&W engine and consumes about 5% less fuel per KW 
per hour.
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6.3 COST ANALYSIS
Before attempting to compare the economics of the ROSE 
engine with those of modern two-stroke internal combust- 
- ion reciprocating piston engines it would be useful to
calculate the volume and weight of the ROSE. A detailed
|
analysis of masses Qf the various components is listed 
below:
Sealing walls mass : 2x1.5x0.5x0.35x7800 kg=4,095 kg
Driveshaft mass : 3.1416x0.25^x3.5x7800 kg=5,360 kg
~  2 2 
Rotor v mass : (3.1416x(0.5 -0.25 )xl.5+(20/360)x3.1416x
Cl2-0.52)xl.5)x7800 kg=8,423 kg
! 2 2 
Stator casing mass :.(3.1416x(l.35 -1 )xl.5+2x3.1416x
2
1 xO.5)x7800 kg=54,737 kg 
2 2
Camshaft mass : (3.1416x0.05 xl.5+4x0.2 x0.1)x7800 kg=
-217 kg
i 2
Camshaft drive mass ;; 2x0.25 xO. 1x3.1.416x7800 kg-306 kg
; ' ! 1' ■  2 
Air receiver, mass : 3.1416x0.1 xl.25x7800 kg=306 kg
I........ .. ! " ■ 2
Flywheel mass : 3.1416x1 xO.5x7800 kg-12,252 kg
i . . . . .  2
Main bearings , mass |: 3x3.1416x0.25 xO. 2x7800 kg=919 kg 
Piping, valves, turbocharger, and auxiliaries mass =7,145 kg 
Engine base'mass i; 4x2x0.1x7800 kg-6,240 kg
Total weight of the R0SE= 100.00 tonne 
Brake Power output* 41,930 KW
3
Overall engine volume* 4x2x3* 24 m
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The equivalent two-stroke internal combustion recipro­
cating piston engine would quantify as foLlows:
Total weight= 1,620 tonne 
Brake power output= 41,900 kW
3
Overall volume= 383 m
From the above, another obvious advantage of the ROSE 
is space saving as well as weight saving. Comparing it 
with a modern two-stroke internal combustion reciprocating 
piston engine capable of developing 41,900 kW at its 
maximum continous rating, it follows that the overall 
dimensions as well as the total weight of the ROSE are 
about Sixteen times Less making the ROSE a worthwhile 
proposition for powering ships where the space saving could 
mean gaining an extra cargo hold without increasing the 
dimensions of the vessel.
Also, when comparing the weight to power ratios shown above 
it is evident that the said ratio of the ROSE is also about 
sixteen times less than that of the other modern two-stroke 
internal combustion reciprocating piston engines thus, it 
follows that the building cost per kW for the ROSE is 
substantially less than that of modern internal combustion 
reciprocating piston engines.
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Also, from 6.2 it has been shown that at part load of 
3/4 M.C.R the ROSE is about 4% more efficient: and 
consumes about 5% less fuel per kW per hour when compared 
with modern two-stroke internal combustion reciprocating 
piston engines.
Based on an output of 42,000 bhp (3/4 M.C.R) and a fuel 
cost of U.S.D 130.0 per ton it follows that the yearly 
saving in fuel costs is:
-6
5.5 g/bhp.h x 42000 bhp x 10 ton/g x 24h x 350 days x 
130 USD/ton= USD 252,252.00.
From the above considerations given that the current 
slow speed engine manufacturers sell their product at about 
USD 350.0 per bhp, the lower building cost of the ROSE 
could reduce the above figure to say USD 100.0 per bhp 
and based on the design model output of 56,000 bhp and 
the above fuel saving figure, the ROSE could reach break­
even in just two years from the fuel savings alone.
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6.4 METHODS OF OPTIMISING THE DESIGN.
In the previous chapter a study of the effect of the 
operating variables on the engine performance was carried 
out and from this the following conclusions were drawn:
(i) The principal dimensions of the engine should be kept 
as large as possible depending on the design power output, 
and in particular the two principal radii (RO) and (RI). 
However, for practical reasons the difference between
the two radii (RO-RI) is fixed at the value of 0.5 m.
Since the rotor height (H) does not have a great effect 
on the performance of the engine, in order to increase 
the design power output it is best to increase the two 
principal radii rather than increasing the rotor height.
(ii) The fuel injection period should be increased as 
much as is practically possible. However, in order to be * 
in a position to decide on the optimum value of the fuel 
injection period, consideration should be given to the 
ignition delay as well as the combustion duration. Since 
the precise value of the ignition delay period is not 
known and the model is run taking as input an approx- 
-imation of the ignition delay,it is suggested that test 
bench trials be carried out before a conclusive decision 
can be reached on the optimum value of the fuel injection 
period.
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(iii'j Decreasing the scavenge air pressure results in a 
fall of the engine output and efficiency. It is therefore 
suggested to choose a suitable turbo-module capable of 
maintaining an average scavenge pressure of about; 3.0 bar. 
In order to do this a study of matching the turbocharger 
to the engine should be made.
(iv) If the speed of the engine is increased this will
have a beneficial effect on the efficiency of the engine
and the brake specific fuel consumption will be reduced.
This could be achieved by reducing vibration levels 
through reduction of the rotating masses. The
above improvement in the efficiency follows from the
fact that the faster the engine rotates the less time is
allowed for the heat transfer losses to take place, and 
thus the heat transfer losses are reduced. However, before 
deciding to raise the engine speed above the medium speed 
range a detailed study of the stressing and wear rates of 
the various moving parts of the engine should be made.
(v) The design timing for the fuel injection as well as 
the chosen compression ratio of 9.6:1 seem to be the best 
possible values on the restrictions of the design and the 
cycle of operation thus, it is suggested that the above 
should be adopted as the optimum values for the design.
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(vi) In this engine the exhaust gas losses are kept 
low by virtue of the fact that the engine is designed 
to operate on the one-stroke principle. Thus, the 
engine benefits a super-long power stroke. The heat 
transfer losses could however be reduced thus gaining 
a saving in the efficiency by introducing ceramic 
materials in the design of the engine components.
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7. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK.
7.1 MATCHING OF THE TURBOCHARGER TO THE ENGINE.
From the previous analysis it has been decided to choose 
a pressure of 3.0 bar as the best value for the scavenge 
pressure. Thus, a suitable turbocharger capable of 
maintaining an average pressure ratio of 3.0 must be 
specified. To that effect the characteristics of the 
engine should be matched with those of the :turbocharger 
so that the optimum turbo-module may be derived.
7.2 VALVE DYNAMICS.
In order to derive the optimum design for the valves of 
the engine their dynamics, eg. those of the air inlet/ 
exhaust valve, should be studied. Thus, a detailed ana- 
-lysis of the flow of the fluids into and out of the engine 
system should be carried out in conjunction with stressing 
calculation^for the valves.
7.3 SYSTEM RESPONSE.
Having obtained the performance map of the engine it would 
be useful to study the effects of the response of the 
model when moving from one point: in the map to another, 
eg. when the engine is accelerated/decelerated.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
The mathematical simulation model which describes the 
principles of the Rotary Internal Combustion One-Stroke 
engine was formulated. The model was run at the maximum 
continous rating on an air-fuel ratio of 25:1, and the 
pressure-volume diagram and heat flux versus crank 
angle graphs were plotted. The model was run with diffe- 
-rent sets of air-fuel ratio/speed as input for the full 
operating range of the engine, from an air-fuel ratio of 
25:1 up to 70:1, and speeds of 300 rpm down to 30 rpm. 
The output from the model was used to draw up a perfor- 
-mance map of the engine.
To assess the validity of the model it was adapted for 
application on a two-stroke internal combustion 
reciprocating piston engine and run with data for a 
MAN-B&W L55GB engine. The above described steps were 
repeated and the pressure-volume and heat flux diagrams 
as well as the performance map of the MAN-B&W engine 
drawn.
When comparing the model outputs at the maximum conti- 
-nous rating of the MAN-B&W L55GB engine with the figures 
quoted by the engine manufacturers it was observed that 
the model output figures lie within 8% of the actual 
measured figures. In fact, the actual brake specific 
fuel consumption was higher than that calculated by the
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model by 10 g/bhp.h and the actual brake overall effici- 
-ency was 5% less. This may be attributed to the fact 
that part of the energy is required to drive the cam- 
-sha,ft, fuel pumps and lubricators of the engine.
Thus, it was concluded that if 8% was added to the brake 
specific fuel consumption calculated by the model to 
compensate for the losses in driving the above engine 
components an accurate estimation of the actual output 
of the engine may be obtained.
Further, by comparing the model outputs of the above 
two engines running under identical conditions it 
follows that at 3/4 of their respective maximum 
continous rating the brake overall efficiency of the 
rotary internal combustion one-stroke engine was about 
4% higher than that of the MAN-B&W L55GB engine, while 
its brake specific fuel consumption is about 5% less.
In order to consider the economics associated with the 
above rotary one-stroke engine a detailed breakdown of 
dimensions and weights was carried out. It was observed 
that when comparing this engine with an equi-powered 
modern two-stroke internal combustion reciprocating 
piston engine it follows that the overall dimensions/ 
volume as well as the total weight and weight to power 
ratio of this engine are about sixteen times less than 
those of modern two-stroke internal combustion diesel 
engines.
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From the above it was concluded that, in addition to the 
obvious space saving, the building cost per unit power 
for the above rotary one-stroke engine would be substan­
tially lower than that for modern two-stroke internal 
combustion reciprocating piston engines.
Finally, in order to optimise the design of the rotary 
one-stroke engine, the model is run using as input 
different sets of operating variables and the outputs 
were tabulated and plotted. By considering the above 
it was concluded that at this stage before carrying out 
any test bench trials the following recommendations can 
be made:
The two principal radii of the engine should be ; 
selected to be as large as is practically possible 
in order to keep the surface area to volume ratio 
of the engine low and thus minimise the heat losses. 
The chosen scavenge air pressure of 3.0 bar as well as 
the chosen timing for the fuel injection and the 
compression ratio of 9.6:1 are the optimum for this 
rotary one-stroke engine.
From the results obtained it also appears that the 
efficiency of the engine could be increased by 
increasing the duration of the fuel injection 
interval as well as increasing the speed of the 
engine. Also, the efficiency of this engine could 
be improved further by minimising the heat losses
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by introducing ceramic materials in the design of 
the various engine components. However, prior to 
carrying out test bench trials and wear measurements 
no conclusive decision' may be reached on these above 
remarks at the simulation stage.
To conclude, the proposed model set forth in this 
thesis gives fairly accurate predictions of the 
performance of internal combustion diesel engines, 
and based on its outputs it appears that the rotary 
internal combustion one-stroke engine as specified 
in Patent Application number PCT/GB 84/0048 is a 
low cost fuel economic compact engine worthy of 
further research and study.
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Al. NOTATION FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMES.
Subroutine "Datum"
RO: Outer radius of the rotor or inner radius of the 
stator casing (m).
RI: Radius of the rotor hub (m).
H: Height/thickness of the rotor (m).
, 3.VAR: Volume of the air receiver (m ).
VACI: Volume of the air compression chamber and air receiver
3
at the start of the common stroke (m ).
VACF: Volume of the air compression chamber and air receiver
3
at the end of the common stroke (m ).
RC: Compression ratio.
3
VAC: Maximum volume of the rotor space and air receiver (m ).
DV: Volume swept during one degree of rotation (m ).
PO: Scavenge air pressure (bar).
TTO: Ambient temperature (K).
RAF: Air-fuel ratio.
MA: Total mass of the air charge present in the combustion 
chamber prior to the fuel injection (kg).
MF: Total mass of the injected fuel charge per cycle (kg).
VCC: Volume of the combustion chamber at the start of the
3
fuel injection (m ).
AREA: Maximum area of the combustion chamber at the end
2
of the stroke (m ).
VOL: Maximum volume of the combustion chamber at the end
3
of the stroke (m ).
- 1
RAV: Surface area to volume ratio of the engine (m ).
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Subroutine_^Compress^
ITH: Angle contained between the forward radial face of 
the rotor and the radial back face of the activated 
sealing wall (degrees).
RO: Outer radius of the rotor or inner radius of the 
stator casing (m).
RI: Radius of the rotor hub (m).
H: Height/thickness of the rotor (m).
3
VAR: Volume of the air receiver (m )
V: Volume of the air compression chamber and air receiver
3
at the beginning of the stroke (m ).
3
DV: Volume swept during one degree of rotation (m )
V : Volume of the air compression chamber and air receiver
2 3
at the end of the stroke (m ).
P2 : Pressure of the air in the air compression chamber at the 
end of the stroke (bar).
p^: Pressure of the air in the combustion chamber at the 
end of the air charging phase (bar).
V3: Volume of the air compression chamber at the instant
3
when the one way non-return valve cracks open (m ).
p ■ Pressure of the air in the air receiver at the next 
5
step (bar).
PO: Scavenge air pressure (bar).
TTO: Ambient temperature (K).
CN: Polytropic coefficient for the compression process.
WNT: Cumulative negative work transfer during the 
compression process (kJ).
TC: Maximum compression temperature (K).
PC: Maximum compression pressure (Pa).
VCC: Volume of the combustion chamber at the start of the
3
fuel injection (m ).
MA: Total mass of the air charge present in the combustion 
chamber prior to the fuel injection (kg).
MF: Total mass of the injected fuel charge per cycle (kg).
RAF: Air-fuel ratio.
Subroutine_"Combust"
STH: Angle between the radial reaction face of the rotating 
piston and the forward radial face of the sealing wall
one degree after the start of the fuel injection.
ETH: Angle between the radial reaction face of the rotating 
piston and the forward radial face of the sealing wall 
at the end of the combustion.
TM: Temperature of the products at each step (K).
PM: Pressure of the products at each step (Pa).
MO: Mass of the air present in the combustion chamber prior
to fuel addition (kg).
ITH: Angle between the radial reaction face of the rotating 
piston and the forward radial face of the sealing wall.
IGD: Ignition delay period (degrees of rotation).
FS: Stoichiometric fuel-air ratio.
DM: Mass of fuel burnt at each step (kg).
MA: Total mass of the air present in the combustion
chamber prior to fuel addition (kg).
MF: Total mass of the injected fuel charge per cycle (kg).
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DTHB: Fue] injection interval (degrees of rotation).
M: Total mass of the products in the combustion chamber (kg).
THIN: Angle between the radial reaction face of the rotating 
piston and the forward radial face of the sealing wall 
at the start of the fuel injection.
RFAO: Fuel-air ratio prior to fuel addition.
FO: Equivalence ratio prior to fuel addition.
F: Equivalence ratio at each step.
DMDT: Mass rate of burning (kg/sec).
3
V: Volume of the combustion chamber at any angle ITH (m ).
3
DV: Volume swept during each step (m ).
3
DVDT: Rate of change of volume (m /sec).
ROT: Rotational speed of the engine (rev/sec).
T: Temperature of the products in the combustion chamber 
at each step (R).
P: Pressure of the products in the combustion chamber at 
each step (lbf/in^).
-1 -1 .
K: Thermal conductivity of the fluid (W.m .K ).
Cl: Coefficient for the heat transfer losses due to con­
nection.
C2: Coefficient for the heat transfer losses due to radiation.
-2-4
STEF: Stefan’s constant (W.m .K ).
U: Internal energy (Btu/lb).
UM: Internal energy (J/kg).
DUT: Partial derivative of U with respect to T (Btu/lb.R). 
DUTM: Partial derivative of U with respect to T (J/kg.K).
DUF: Partial derivative of U with respect to F (Btu/lb).
DUFM: Partial derivative of U with respect to F (J/kg).
DUP: Partial derivative of U with respect to P
-1 2 
(Btu.lb .in /lbf)
DUPM: Partial derivative of U with respect to P (J.kg^.Pa^). 
HF: Heating value of the fuel (J/kg).
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R: Gas constant at temperature T (Btu.lb^.R*).
RM: Gas constant at temperature T (J/kg.K)
VSP: Specific volume (m'Vkg).
DRF: Partial derivative of R with respect to F (Btu/lb.R).
DRFM: Partial derivative of R with respect to F (J/kg.K).
-1 -2
DRT: Partial derivative of R with respect to T (Btu.lb .R ).
~1 -2
DRTM: Partial derivative of R with respect to T (J.kg .K ).
DRP: Partial derivative of R with respect to P
- 1-1 2 
(Btu.lb .R -in /lbf).
DRPM: Partial derivative of R with respect to P 
-1 -1 -1 
(J.kg .K .Pa ).
2
A: Area of the combustion chamber walls at each step (m ).
D: Equivalent bore of the combustion chamber (m).
G: Charge mass flow rate (kg/sec).
VIS: Dynamic viscosity of the fluid at a temperature TM 
(kg. m_1. sec”1)
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RE: Reynold's number at each step.
DQ: Heat transfer loss rate (J/sec).
DPM: Change in pressure of the products at each step (Pa).
PM1: Maximum pressure of the products at the end of each 
step (Pa).
TM1: Maximum temperature of the products at the end of 
each step (K).
T2: Mean temperature of the products used for updating 
the gas temperature at each intermediate step (R).
Tl: Updated temperature of the products at the end of 
each step (R).
Ql: Heat transfer losses during each step (KJ).
Q: Cumulative heat transfer losses during the combustion (kJ).
Wl: Work transfer during each step (kJ).
WT: Cumulative work transfer during the combustion (kJ).
BDUR: Burning duration measured in degrees of rotation.
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AA, BB: Constants for the Wiebe function.
DM1: Total mass of the fuel burnt at an angle ITH (kg).
C3: Coefficient for the convective heat transfer losses 
compensating for the engine speed.
TW: Average temperature of the combustion chamber walls (K).
DTG: Temperature gradient (K/sec).
BORE: Bore (m).
STRK: Stroke (m).
THEX: Crank angle at the start of the exhaust.
NM: Mechanical efficiency.
RCS: Crank radius (m).
LCR: Length of connecting rod (m).
RP: Radius of the piston (m).
Subroutine_"Expand"
Most of the notation is the same as that used for
subroutine "combust" except for:
QE: Cumulative heat transfer losses during expansion (kJ).
BTH: Angle between the radial reaction face of the rotating 
piston and the forward radial face of the sealing wall 
at the end of the combustion.
FTH: Angle between the radial reaction face of the rotating 
piston and the forward radial face of the sealing wall 
at the start of the exhaust.
TEM: Temperature of the products at each step (K) .
PEM: Pressure of the products at each step (Pa).
2
PE: Pressure of the products at each step (lbf/in ).
TE: Temperature of the products at each step (R).
PEM1: Maximum pressure of the products at the end of 
each step (Pa).
TEM1: Maximum temperature of the products at the end of 
each step (K).
PEM2: Cumulative pressure of the products during the 
expansion (Pa).
TE1: Updated temperature of the products at the end of 
each step (R).
WTE: Cumulative work transfer during the expansion (kJ). 
Subroutine "Performance"
-1 -1
CP, SHC: Specific heat capacity of the products (J.kg .K ).
-1 -1
CPAIR: Specific heat capacity of air (J.kg .K )
WC: Cumulative work transfer during combustion (kJ).
WE: Cumulative work transfer during expansion (kJ).
WN: Cumulative negative work transfer during compression (kJ). 
QC: Cumulative heat transfer losses during combustion (KJ).
QE: Cumulative heat transfer losses during expansion (KJ).
WTOT: Net useful internal work transfer (kJ).
PHP: Indicated power (hp).
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PHPB: Brake power (bhp).
PKW: Indicated power (fcW).
PKWB: Brake power output (RW).
NM: Mechanical efficiency of the engine.
MF: Total mass of the injected fuel charge per cycle (kg). 
ROT: Rotational speed of the engine (rev/sec).
HF: Heating value of the fuel (J/kg).
PIN: Input energy of the fuel (W) .
NTH: Thermal efficiency of the engine.
NOV: Brake overall efficiency of the engine.
MA: Total mass of the injected air charge per cycle (kg). 
DME: Mass flow rate of the exhaust (kg/sec).
LEI: Percent exhaust gas losses.
LQ: Percent heat transfer losses.
LM: Percent miscellaneous losses.
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MFH: Mass of fuel consumed per hour (g/h).
CSP : Brake specific fuel consumption (g/bhp.h). 
SPEED: Rotational speed of the engine (rpm).
WW: Work transfer during the air charging phase (kJ). 
TORQ: Torque applied on the engine driveshaft (Nm).
AREAW: Area of the radial reaction face of the rotating
2
piston (m ).
3
VSW: Volume swept during the common stroke (m )
MEP: Mean effective pressure over the stroke (bar).
BMEP: Brake mean effective pressure over the stroke (bar).
F: Fuel-air ratio
RAF: Air-fuel ratio.
TBTC: Mean exhaust gas temperature (K)
NC: Compressor efficiency
DWC: Power developed by the compressor (kW).
DWT: Power developed by the turbine (kW) .
TATC: Temperature of the exhaust leaving the turbocharger (K) .
PO: Scavenge air pressure (bar).
TTO: Ambient temperature (K).
RO: Outer radius of the rotor or inner radius of the 
stator casing (m).
RI: Radius of the rotor hub (m).
H: Height/thickness of the rotor (m).
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PPDGRAMME FOR IRE : R.O.S.E
*
10 REM MAINPROG .
1.000 GOSUB 3000 
1010 GOSUB 4000 
1020 GO'?1JB 5000 
1030 GOSUB 6000 
1040 GOSUB 7000 
1050 GOSUB 8000 
2000 END
3000 REM SUB DATUM 
3010 INPUT "OUTER RADIUS".* HO 
"INNER RADIUS"*RI 
"ROTOR HE I GUI": II 
"SC AVENGE PRESSURE"*PO 
"AIR TO FUEL RAT 10"?RAF 
"AMBJ ENT IEMPERATURE"? TTO 
"POLYTROPIC INDEX"? CN 
INPUT "NEGATIVE WORK"?WN 
INPUT "WALL TEMPERATURE"?TW
"INI T IAL EQUIVALENCE RAT10"? FO 
"FUEL HEATING VALUE"?HF 
"ST ART IMG ANGLE"s THIN 
IN* INPUT- "INITIAL WORK OUTPUT"?W 
3120 INPUT "INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO"? RFAO 
"ROTA TI * INAL SPEED"? ROT 
" IN I f I AL I IE A T LOSSES " ? Q 
" IGN t T I ON DELAY " ? I Gt)
INPUT "FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL"?DtHB 
INPI.II "MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE" 
"D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA";AA 
"D .M .R .B CONSTANT BB"? BB 
"BURNING BURATION"? BDUR 
"OUTER’ RADIUS" ? RO 
3305 LPRIMT "INNER RADIUS";RI 
3310 I. PR I NT "ROTOR HEIGHT "?H
"SCAVENGE PRESSURE";PO 
"AIR TO FUEL RAT10";RAF 
"AMBIENT TEMPERATURE";TTO 
"POLYTROPIC IMUEX";CN 
"NEGATIVE WORK"? WN 
"WALL TEMPERATURE"?TW 
"IN T TIAL ECUIVALENCE RATIO"? FO 
"FUEL HEATING VALUE"?HP 
"STARTING ANGLE"*THIN 
"INITIAL WORK OUTPUT";W 
"INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RAT10":RFAO 
"ROTATIONAL SPEED"?ROT
3015 
•3020 
3023 
3030 
3035 
3040 
•3045 
3070 
3080 
30*?0 
3100
3 I 3*'* 
31 10
3 I 50 
■31 SO 
324(> 
3243 
3250
INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT 
INPUT 
1 NPUT
INPUT 
I NPI.J 1 
3255 INPUT 
3300 LPRINT
3315 I PRINT 
3320 I. PRINT 
3325 LPRINT 
3330 LPRIMT 
3335 LPRINT 
3.760 LPRIMT 
3370 LPRINT 
3300 I. PRINT 
3390 LPRINT 
3400 I. PRINT 
34 IO LPRINT 
3420 LPRIMT
" IN r 1 t AL I IF: A f LOSSES ” : Q 
" I GN T TI ON DELAY " : IGO 
"FUEL I NJt'CT I ON INTERVAL" ? DTHB 
"MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE" * NM 
"D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA"s AA 
"D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB"? BB 
"BURN I NG DURAT .1 ON": BDUR 
GOTO 3010
3430 LPRINI 
.34 40 LPRIMT 
3470 I.PRINT 
•3540 LPRINT 
3545 LPRINT 
.3550 LPRINT 
3555 LPRINT 
3950 IF A*~"Y"
3960 RETURN
4000 REM SUB DATUM
4005 PIE~3.1416
4010 A7=(RO' 2)-(RI '2)
4015 VAR-PIE+H+A7+30/360
4020 VACI-PIE+H!A7+305/360►VAR
4025 VACF-PIE+1I+A7»5/360+VAR
4030 RC-VACI/VACF
4035 VAC-PIE+H+A 7*320/360+VAR
4040 DV~P I E+H+A7/360
4055 VCC-VAR
4060 LIM3-R0-RI
4065 K3“PIE*RI+303/360
4070 AREA=2+H+ <L IM3+I !3> + (2+PIE+.305/360> * <R0+H+A7) 
4075 VOL-PIE+H+A7+305/360 
' TO RAV-AREA/VOL
4200 LPRINT "COMPRESSION RAT 10"-RC
4230 LPRINT "SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO"tRAV
4500 PRINT "COMPRESSION RATIO"> RC
4530 PRINT "SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO'S RAV
4900 RETURN
5000 REM SUB COMPRESS
5010 R~2S7
5015 FO-P0+10A5
5020 PIE-3.1416
5030 A7- (RO '-2) - (RI '* 2 >
5040 VAR=P 1E+H+A7+30/360 
5050 VCC=VAR
5060 V=PIE+H+A7+305/360+VAR
5070 V2-PIE+M+A7+5/360+VAR
5071 M- (F’O+V) / (R+TTO)
5072 MAR-M+(VAR/V2)
50S0 P2-P0+(V/V2) ' CN
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5081 I 2- < P 2 V 2 ) / (M »R)
5085 P6-P5
5090 P3=P2MVAR/(VAR+VCC)> ' CN - 
5100 C6=1/CN 
5.101 Vl^V-VAR
5110 V3=V1* (P0/P3) "C6
5111 T3~ (T2:»:P3*- (VCC+VAR) ) / (P2*VAR>
51 1 2 MA- (P3*:VCC) / (R*T 3 >
5120 V4—V3+VAR 
5130 P5~P3-*: (V4 /V2)' CN 
5135 P2-P5
5137 T2~ (P2*V2) / ( (M+MARMR)
51710 IP ABS<P5-P6><100000! GOTO 5201 
5141 GOTO 5085
5201 NNT- (10- -3) * <P3*’V3-P0*V1 > / (CN-1) + (10A-3> * <P5*V2-P3 *V4 ) / (CN-1)
5203 PC-P3
5204 TC=T3
5205 MP-MA/RAF
5210 I.PRINT "MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE"» PC 
5220 I PRINT "MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE"rTC 
5270 I.PRINT "TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK'S WNT
5231 I. PRINT "MASS OF AIR INJECTED">MA
5232 LPRINT "MASS OP FUEL INJECTED"?MF 
5" 40 PRINT ".MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE'S PC
5..30 PRINT "MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE",TC 
5260 PRINT "TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK"»WNT
527«» PR INT "MASS OP- AIR INJECTED" ? MA 
5280 PRINT "MASS OP FUEL INJECTED"?MF 
5300 RETURN
6000 REM SUB COMBUST
6001 STM-TMIN+1
6002 ETM-IHIN+IGD+BDUR
6003 TM~TC
6004 PM-PC
6005 MO~MA
6006 DTG-1
6007 FOR I IH=STH TO ETH STEP 1
6008 Z-l
6009 FLAG-THIN»IGD
6010 FS~.0666
6011 TP ITH>“PLAG GOTO 6014
6012 DM-0
t 3 GOTO 6027
6014 BPLAG-T HIN+D7MB
6015 CC3-DB+1
6016 FRA-FXP (-AA ( (I T H-THT.N- IGD) /BDUR) 'VCC3>
6017 IF IT1KBFLAG GOTO 6019
6018 ELSE GOTO 6021
60 J 9 DM!.- (MF /DTHB) * (ITH-THIN) * (1 -FRA) *DTHB/ (BDUR+1 GD)
6020 GOTO 6022
6021 DM1-MF*(l-FRA)*DTHB/(BDUR+IGD)
6022 DI1 -DM1 -DM2
6023 DM2-DMJ.
6025 IP 11H<BFLAG GOTO 6027
6026 ELSE GOTO 6029
6027 M-«MA+ <MF/DTHB> *(ITH-THIN)
6028 GOTO 6030
6029 M-MAH1F
6030 A1=M/M0
6031 A2-HRFA0
6032 F-FO+<A1 — 1)*(A2/PS)
6034 DUD T =DM»:360*R0T 
6036 PIE-3.1416
O
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6038 A7= < R0 A 2) - < ft I "2)
6040 V*PIE+H+A7*ITH/360 
6042 DV=PIE+H+A7/360 
6044 DVDT«BV+360+R0T 
6048 T=TM+(9/5)
6052 P=PM*14.5+lO^-5 
6054 A5*(TM-280)/53 
6056 K* .021+A5+ .003 
6058 Cl-.12
6060 C2*RAF/35
6061 C3=— (RAF/150)
6062 STEFa567*(10^-10)
6064 SA« 10.3758* .0117048+T-37 . 4528* 1O ' W + T ^ + S 1 .578* 10*-1J + T A 3 
6066 SB's-1.3623-2.521 + 10A-3*T+4 .761 * 10'W+T'N2-32.808* 10A-12+T■s3 
6068 5i>l 0.4107+7.85123+^-3.71257*^3 
6070 El-1000/T
6072 SB*El+(-27.0011-28.50S7+F+17.3038+F^3)
6074 E2~L0G(P)
6076 SE«E2+<.154226+F'S3-.38656+F-.10327+212.87+F/T-26.574/T)
6078 SF=-27.0011-28.S087+F+17.3038+F'k3+E2+(.21287+F-.026574)
6080 SG«.154226+F''3-. 38656+F-.10327+212.87+F/T-26.574/T
6082 8H”1. .3623*■ 1 .2605+10^-3+T-l .587+10A-7+T^2+e.2022*10A-l2+T- 3
6084 Sl~7.85125-11 . 1377+F'r2+El+(-28.5087+51 .71I3+F~2)
6rt86 SJ*E2+ <. 462678 » F'-2- .38636+212 .87/T)
6 J7 SD-1I.70-45776!/T-.4354+E2+.2777/F 
6088 E3“L0G(F)
6070 SL*<11.78-45776!/T-.4354+E2)*F+.2777+E3
6072 SO-.16328*145.l779*10^-6*T^2+3.7016+10's-7+T'N5-7.3632*10S-13*T'S4+
6.31564:1ty*- j 7* T'‘ 5
6074 SP=1311-1.3623+10^-2+T—1.2605+10^-5*1^2+1.537+10''-?+T'\3-8.2022+10^-14+T'M 
6076 E4-«SC+SD+SE 
6078 B?=EXP(E4)
6100 U*Sn-F+SP+B7 
6102 UM*U+2326 
6104 E5«1000/(T*2)
6106 BUT-.16528+T+SA+10'N—6-SB+F/100-E5+SF+B?
6108 DU 111—DUT4:4186.8
6110 DUF=-1311+SH+T/100+B7+(SI+SJ)
6112 DUFM-DUF+2326 
6114 PUP=B7*SG/P 
6116 DUP11-DUP+. 33727 
6118 E6=EXP(SL)
6'n0 R=.0685548+.004788+F+E6/1000 
6*22 DRF=.004788+SK+E6/1000 
6124 DRF I1=DRF+4186’.8 
6126 BRT*(45.776+F+E6)/(T~2>
6 I28 DR1M-DRT+4186.8+(7/5)
6130 DRP--(— ,4354+F/P) + (E6/1000)
6132 DRPFM1RF+.607086 
6134 RI1-R+4 186.8 
6136 TM«r+(5/7)
6138 1. IM3-R0-RI
6140 K3*PIE+RX+ITH/360 ’
6142 A*2+M+ (I. IM3»K3) + (2+FIE+1 TH/360) + (R0+H+A7)
6144 Dl-(4+L1M3+H)/PIE 
6146 D-DIs.5 
6148 G-M+ROr
6150 VIS=4 .54546+10'''—7+ (TM''.645)
6152 RE*(4+G+D)/(PIE+VIS+D^2)
6153 TW=s (TM+TTO) /2
6154 Bl-Ci+(K/U)+(REs.7)+(TM-TW)
6156 B2-C2+STEF+(TM"4-TWA-4)
6157 B3^C3+ (K/D) + (RE'X.7) + (DTG+360+R0T) / (R0T+2+F1E)
*142-
6158 DO*- ft" < 81 +D2+B3)
615? FLUX*-(B1+B2+B3)
6160 FM=(P/14 .5)'U10A3>
6162 SM=(TM+DUTM)/(1+TM+DRTM/RM)
6164 SN=M+(1+RFA0)/(FS+M0>
6166 8CMJM-HF+SN+DUFM-SM+(1+SN+DRFM/RM)
6168 SR=SM+(DRPM/RM-1/FM)-BUPM
6170 E10*(DMDT/M)+SQ-DQ/M+<BVDT/V)+(RM+TM+SM)
6172 DPM=E10/(SR+360+R0T>
6174 VSP=V/M 
6176 7.5* 1 42/ (VSP'2)
61.78 PM1=PM+DPN
6180 TM1 =(PM1+Z5)+ (VSP— .00121)/RM 
6182 TM=TM1.
6184 Tl=TM+(7/5>
6186 IF 7=2 GOTO 6201 
6188 ELSE GOTO 6170 
6190 T2= (Tl+T) /2
6171 DTG=(5/7)+ABS(T2—T)
6172 T=T2 
6174 Z=Z+1
6176 PM=FM1-(DFM/2)
6178 P=PM+14 .5+10"'-5 
,'200 GOTO 6030 
W O  1 BTG= (5/7) +ABS (T1 -T)
6202 T=T1
6204 01=00/(36O+R0T+1000)
6206 02=01+0 
'6208 0=02 
6210 W1». 5+DV+ (PM+PM1) /1000 
6212 WT=W+W1
6214 w=wr
6218 PM=PM1 
6300 NEXT ITH
6400 LPRINT "PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION"?PM 
6410 LPRINT "TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION",TM 
6420 LPRINT "CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION",H 
6430 LPRINT "CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION"-WT 
6300 PRINT "PRESSURE OF THE PRODUCTS",PM 
6510 PRINT "TEMPERATURE OF THE PRODUCTS",TM 
6520 PRINT "CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION",Q 
6530 PRINT "CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUWSTION",WT 
>00 RETURN 
/OOO REM SUB EXPAND
7001 W=0
7002 MU=MA
7003 QE"0
'7004 BTH=THIN+IGD+BDUR+1 
7006 FTH=305 
7008 TEN=TM
7010 PEM=PM
7011 DTG=1
7012 FOR ITH=BTH TO FTH STEP 1 
7014 DM=0
7016 M=MA+MF
7018 FS=.0666
7020 A1=M/M0
7022 A2=l+RFAO
7024 F=FO+ (Al-1) >*• (A2/FS)
7026 DMDT=DM+36O+R0T 
7028 PIE=3.1416 
7030 A7=(R0'-2)~<RI'N2>
7032 V=PIE+H+A7+ITH/360
-143-
/«.»34 bv=pijr*-H#rt7/360
7036 DVD'f=DV+360+RLH 
7038 A5=<7EM-280)/55 
7040 K*.021+A5+.003 
7042 Cl=.12
7044 C2=RAF/35
7045 C3=-(RAP/150)
7046 5TEF=567+ (.10 10)
7048 PE=FEM+14.3+10~-5 
7050 TE~ TEM+ < •=>/ 5)
7052 SA=10.3958+.0117048+TE-37.4528+10^-7+TE^2+31.578+10 — 11+TE ‘3 
7054 SB*-1.3632-2.521+10'-3+TE+4,761+lOA-7+TE' 2-32.808+10 -12+TE'3 
7056 SC* 10.4107+ 7 .85125+F-3 . 71257+F'N3 
7038 El=1000/7E
7060 SD=El+ (-27 .001 1-28 .5087+F+1.7.3038+FA 3)
7062 F7=1.OF, (PE)
7064 SE=E2+ *•15'»226+F' . 38656+F-.10329+212.89+F/TE-26.574/TE)
7066 SP— 27 .0011 -28.5087+F+17,3038+F/\3+E2+ (.21289+F- .026574)
7068 S'Vr.154 226+F'3-.38656+F-.10329+212.89+F/TE-26.574/TE
7070 811* 1 .3623+ 1 .2603+10'-3+TE-1 .587+1O— 7+TE<A>2+8.2022+1 O'-12+1 E'%3
7072 S1.**7 .85125— 1 .1. . 1377+F"2^1 + (-28.5087+51 .9113+F'S2)
7074 8.1=E2+ ( . 462678+F' 2- .38656+212.89/TE)
7076 SI * J1.98- 4 5796!/TE-.4334+E2+.2977/F 
7078 E3*L0G(F>
*080 SL=(I 1.98-45796!/TE-.4354+E2)+F+.2977+E3
7082 80= . 16528+TE+5.1979+10A-6+TE'2+3 . 9016+10/-9+l E ' 3-9 .3632+10 ’ -13+TE'" 4+ 
6.3136+10'N-17+TE-A-5
7084 SP= 1311- .1 .3623+10 A— 2+TE-1.2605+10's-5+TE'v2+1 .587+10 '-9+TE' 3-8 . 2022+ 
lO- 14+TE/'-4 
7086 E4=SC+S0+SE 
7088 B9=EXP(E4)
7090 U=S0-F+SP+B9 
7092 UI1=U+2326 
7094 E5=1000/(TE'2)
7096 BUT*. l652S+TE+SA+10's-6-SB+F/1.00-E5+SF+B9
7098 L'Ul H=TilJT+4 186 .8
7100 DUF*-1311+SM+TE/100+B9+(SI+8J)
7102 DUFM=0UF+2326 
7104 BUP=B9+SG/PE 
7106 DI.IPM=DUP+. 33727 
7108 E6=EXP(Sl.)
7110 R=.0685548+.004788+F+E6/1000 
7112 DRF =.004788+SK+E6/1000 
/114 URFM=L)RF+4 186 .8 
71 16 DRT=(45.796+F+E6)/(TEA2)
7118 DR1M=DRT+4186.8+(9/5)
7120 BRP=(-.4 354+F/PE) + (E6/1000)
7122 DRPM=DRP+.607086 
7124 RM=R+4186.8 
7126 TEM=TE+(5/9)
7128 LIM3=R0-RI
7130 l'.3=P IE+RI +1 TH/360
7132 A=2+H+ <L J M3+K3) + (2+PIE+1TH/360 > + (RO+H+A7)
71 34 B1 * (4+LIM3+II) /PIE 
7136 D=D1'% .5 
7138 G=M+ROT
71 40 V18=4 .54546+10' -7+ (TEM'' .645)
7142 RE*(4+G+D)/(PIE+VIS+D~2)
7143 1W=(TM+TT0)/2
7144 B1 =C1 + (K/D)+ (RE'N .7) + (TEM-TW)
7146 B2*C2+STEF+(TEM'4-TW''4)
7147 B3=C3+ (K/D) + (RE'' .7) + (DTG+360+R0T) / (R0T+2+PIE)
7 1 48 !»■;?=-A+ (B1+B2+B3)
-144-
7130 PEM*< PE/14.5)*(1O ’ 5)
71.52 SM= (TEM+DUTM> / (1 +TEM+DRTM/RM)
7 J. 54 SN=M+ (J. 4 RFAO) / (FS+MO)
7156 SQ=UM~HF+SN+DUFM“SI1* (1+SN+BRFM/RM)
7138 SR=SM* (DRPI l/RH-1 /PEM) -DUPI1
7160 E10*(DMDT/M)+SQ--DQ/M+(DVDT/V)+ (RM+TEM+SM)
7162 DPM=E10/(SR+360+R0T)
7164 VSP=V/M
7.1.66 7.5=142/ (VSP' 2)
7168 PEM1 =FEM4 DPI'I
7170 TEH1«(PEM1 + Z5)*(VSP-.00121)/RM 
7172 PEM2-PEI11+PT 
7174 PT=PEM2 
7176 1EM=*TEM1
7178 TE.l=TEM+<9/5>
7179 DI G= <5/9)+ABS(TE1-TE)
7180 TE*TE.I
7182 QJ.=0Q/(360+R0T+1000)
7184 02=0 1. f QE 
7186 QE~Q2
7 1 88 Ml*. 5+DV+ (PEM+PEM1 > /1000 
7190 WTE=W+W1 
7192 W=WTE • •
7194 PLM=PEMl 
7300 NEX T ITII
7400 LPRINT "PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION",PEM 
7420 LPRINT "CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION",OE 
7430 LPRINT "CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION",WTE 
7500 PRINT "PRESS AT END OF EXPANSION",PEM 
7320 PRINT "CUMUL HEAT LOSS DURING EXPANSION",OE 
7530 PRINT "CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION",WTE 
7600 RETURN
8000 REM SUB PERFORMANCE
8002 PI E=3 .14 J. 6
8004 A7 = (R0A2) - <RIy"2)
8010 WC=WT 
8020 WE=WTE 
8030 WN=WNT
8040 DW=PIE+M+A7+ (THIN-5) /360
8030 WW=PC+DW/1000
8070 WTOT*(WC+WE+WW-WN) +1000
8080 QC=0
8090 PHP=(WTOT+ROT)/745.7
8100 F’KW=PHP+.7457
8110 PHPB=PHP*NM
8120 PKWB=PKW+NM
8130 PIN=MF+ROT+HF
8140 NTH*(PKW+1000)+100/PIN
8150 NOV=NTH+NM
8160 MFH=MF+ROT+3600+1000
8170 CSP=MFH/PHPB
8180 SPEED=ROT+60
8.1.90 VSW=P IE+H+A7+300/360
8200 TORO* < 1OOO+PKWB) / (2+PIE+ROT)
8202 DIST= < <RO-RI)/2)+RI
8204 AREAW« < RO-R I) +1-1
8206 MEP=TORQ/<AREAW+DIST+100000!) •
8210 BMEP-MEP .
8220 QQ1= < QC+OE)+1000 
8230 LQ=-(001/PIN)+R0T+100 
8240 F=MF/MA 
8243 PQ=PO+10^-3 
8230 DIM A (4), LM4)
8260 FOR 1=1 TO 4 
8270 READ A(I)
8280 DATA -.003714491, -.02233222, ..03906431, .2768212 
8290 READ B(I)
8300 DATA .049318373, -.028102321, .193281359, .477810178
8310 X=(TEH-1100)/900
8320 CPA*.0143392
8330 CPD=-.0721270820000000IL
8340 CPA=CPA+X-» A (I)
8330 CPD=CPD+X+B(I)
8360 NEXT I
8370 CP=CPAIF+CPD/(1+F)
8380 CV=CP~.0685322 
8390 CP=CP+4186.8 
8400 CV=CV+4186.8 
8410 881=1/(l+RAF)
8420 7.E= 1 - (U.'!/100) — (NTH/100)
8430 DT=881 + (HF/CP)+ZE 
8440 TBTC=TTO+DT . '
8450 DME=ROT +(MA+MF)
8455 DMA=MA+ROT 
8460 CPAIR=993 
8470 K=1.4 
8480 K1=(K-1)/K
8490 NC=.82 ' v‘ : •
8500 DWC=(DHA+CPAI^+TT0/NC) + (P0^K1-1). >
8510 DWT=DWC/NH . ’
8520 DTO=DWT/(DHE+CP)
8330 TATC=TBTC-DTO 
8540 DIN E (4), L(4)
8550 FOR J=1 TO 4
8360 READ E(J) . :
8570 DATA -.008914491, -.02233222, .031)06451, .2768212 
8580 READ L(J)
8390 DATA .047318373, -.028102321, .195281359, .477810178
8600 XS=(TATC-1100)/900
8610 SHCA=.014359-2
8620 SHOD*-.07212708200000001L.V
8630 SHCA=SHCA+XS+E(J)
8640 SHCD=SNCD+XS+L(J) •
8650 NEXT J
8660 SHC=S» 1CA+F+SHCD/(1+F)
8670 SHC=SHC+4186.8 - .
8680 LEl=DME+SHC+(TATC-288)+100/PIN ;
8690 U1= 100-NTH-LE1-L0. V • ‘1
8695 LE1=LE1+LM
8700 LPRINT "BRAKE HORSE POWER",PHPB
8710 LPRIMT "THERMAL EFFICIENCY",NTH
8720 LPRINT "BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY",NOV
8730 LPRINT "BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION",CSP
8740 LPRINT "PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES",LEI
8730 LPRINT "PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES",LQ
8770 LPRINT "BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE",BMEP
8780 LPRINT "TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER",TA1C
8790 LPRI N'T " RO TATI ON AL SPEED " , SPEED
8800 PRINT "DRAKE HORSE POWER",PHPB
8810 PRINT "THERMAL EFFICIENCY",NTH
8820 PRINT "BREAK OVERALL EFFICIENCY",NOV
8830 PR IN I* "DRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CQNSUMPTI ON" , CSP.
8810 PRINT "PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES",LEI 
8830 PRINT "PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES", 
8870 PRINT "BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE",BMEP 
8880 PRINT "TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER",1ATC 
8890 PRINT "ROTATIONAL SPEED",SPEED 
8930 RETURN
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PROGRAMME FOR THE: M .A.N-B&W L55GB
-14tf-
10 RFM MAlNPROG 
1000 GOSUB 3000 .
1010 GOSUB 4000 
1020 GOSUB 5000 
1030 GOSUB 6000 
1040 GOSUB 7000 
1050 GOSUB 8000 
2000 END
3000 REM SUB DATUM
"BORE"? BORE '•
"STROKE";STRK •
"COMPRESSION RATIO";RC
"AfTGLE AT THE BEGINNING OF EXHAUST"; THEX 
"SCAVENGE PRESSURE";P0 
"AIR TO FUEL RATIO";RAF .
"AMBIENT TEMPERATURE";TTO 
"POLYTROPIC INDEX";CN 
"NEGATIVE WORK";WN 
"WALL TEMPERATURE";TW 
"INITIAL EGUIVALENCE RAT10"? FO 
"FUEL HEATING VALUE";HF .
"STARTING ANGLE";THIN 
•’INITIAL WORK OUTPUT"?W '
"INITIAL FUEL TO-AIR RATIO";RFAO 
"ROTATIONAL SFEED";ROT .
"INITIAL HEAT LOSSES";Q’V 
"IGNITION DELAY";IGD 
"FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL";DTHB 
"MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY. OF ENGINE";NM 
"D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA";AA 
"D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB"?BB 
"BURNING DURATION"jBDUR •.
3300 LPRINT "BORE";BORE
3305 LPRINT "STROKE";STRK
3310 LPRINT "COMPRESSION RATIO";RC
3312 LPRINT "ANGLE AT THE BEGINNING OF EXHAUST";THEX 
3315 LPRINT "SCAVENGE PRESSURE";P0 
3320 LPRINT "AIR TO FUEL RATIO";RAF .
*25 LPRINT "AMBIENT TEMPERATURE";TTO 
..o30 LPRINT "F'OLYTROPIC INDEX";CN .
3335 LPRINT "NEGATIVE WORK";WN
3360 LPRINT "WALL TEMPERATURE";TW
3370 LPRINT "INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO";FO
33S0 LPRINT "FUEL HEATING VALUE";HF
3390 LPRINT "STARTING ANGLE";THIN
3400 LPRINT "INITIAL WORK OUTPUT";W
3410 LPRINT "INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO";RFAO
3420 LPRINT "ROTATIONAL SPEED";ROT
3430 LPRINT "INITIAL HEAT LOSSES";Q
3440 LPRINT "IGNITION DELAY";IGD
3470 LPRINT "FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL";DTHB
3540 LPRINT "MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE";NM
3545 LPRINT "D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA";AA
3550 LPRINT "D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB";BB
3555 LPRINT "BURNING DURATION";BDUR
3950 IF A$="Y" GOTO 3010
3960 RETURN
4000 REM SUB DATUM
4005 PIE=3.1416
3010 INPUT
3015 INPUT
3020 INPUT
3022 INPUT
3025 INPUT
3030 INPUT
3035 INPUT
3040 INPUT
3045 INPUT
3070 INPUT
3OS0 INPUT
. ^90 INPUT
3100 INPUT
3110 INPUT
3120 INPUT
3130 INPUT
3140 INPUT
3150 INPUT
3180 INPUT
3240 INPUT
3245 INPUT
3250 INPUT
3255 INPUT
4010 RP=B0RE/2
4020 RCS=STRK/2
4021 LCR*4*RC8
4022 RTHEX=THEX*2*PIE/360
4023 I:KZ=(RCS/LCR)*SIN(RTHEX)
4024 ZFIE=ATN(KKZ/SQR<-KKZ*KKZ+l))
4025 VSW=RCS* ( (1 -COS (RT»TEX >)•♦■<LCR/RCS) * (1 -COS (ZFIE) ) ) *PIE* (RP ' 2)
4030 V'CC-VSW/ (RC-1)
4035 AREA~2*P I E*RP*RCS* ((1-COS (RTHEX) ) + (LCR/RCS) * (1 -COS (ZFIE) ) )+2* PIE*(RP'-2) 
4040 RAV=AREA/VSW
4230 LPRINT "SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO"RAV
4530 PRINT "SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO",RAV
4900 RETURN
5000 REM SUB COMPRESS
5010 R-287
5020 PIE-?.1416
5025 P0"P0+10'-5
5030 PC-PO* (RC ' CN)
5040 V5-VSW+VCC
504"! MA=(V5*P0)/<R*TT0) ,
50r. TC=(PC*VCC> / (MA*R)
5060 MF=MA/RAF
5070 WNT* < 10 ' -3) * (PC*VCC-PO*V5) / (CN-1)
5210 LPRINT "MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE",PC 
5220 LPRINT "MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE",TC
5230 LPRINT "TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK",WNT
5231 LPRINT "MASS OF AIR INJECTED",MA
5232 LPRINT "MASS OF FUEL INJECTED",MF 
5240 PRINT "MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE" .-PC 
5250 PRINT "MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE",TC 
5260 PRINT "TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK'SWNT
5270 PRINT "MASS OF AI.R INJECTED", MA 
52S0 PRINT "MASS OF FUEL INJECTED",MF 
5300 RETURN
6000 REM SUB COMBUST
6001 STH=THIN+1
6002 ETH~THIN+IGD+BDUR
6003 TM=TC 
600* PM=PC
600.. MO-MA ‘
6006 DTG=1 '
6007 FOR ITH=STH TO ETH STEP 1
6008 Z”1
6009 FLAG-THIN+IGD
6010 FS=.0666
6011 IF ITH>-FLAG GOTO 6014
6012 BM=0
6013 GOTO 6027
6014 BFLAG=THIN+DTHB
6015 CC3-BB+1
6016 FRA=EXP<--AA*((ITH-THIN-IGD)/BDUR)^CC3)
6017 IF ITPKBFLAG GOTO 6019 
6010 ELSE GOTO 6021
6019 DM I. ~ (MF / DTHE<) * (ITH-THIN) * (1-FRA) *DTHB/ (BDUR* I GO)
6020 GOTO 6022
6021 DM1=MF*(1-FRA)+DTHB/(BDUR+IGD)
6022 DM~DM1-DM2
6023 DM2=DM1
6025 IF ITPKBFLAG GOTO 6027
-1DU--
6026 ELSE GOTO 602?•
6027 M*MA+(MF/DTHB)*<ITH-THIN).
6028 GOTO 6030 
602? M«MA+MF
6030 A1 "14/NO
6031 A2=1+RFA0
6032 F*FQ+(Al—1)*(A2/FS)
6034 DMDT=DM+360*RQT
6035 PI E=3.14.1.6
6036 RI TH=: I TH+2+P I E/360
6037 P1TH=(ITf1—1)+2+PIE/360
6038 I'KR* < RCS /LCR) +3 IN (RI T’H)
6039 KKP-<RCS/LCR>+SIN(PITH>
6040 RFIE*ATN(KKR/SQR(-KKR*KKR+1))
604 I. PF J.E"ATN <KKP/SQR (-KKP+KKP+1) >
6042 V=RCS+<(l-COS(RITH)> + (LCR/RCS)+ <I-COS(RFIE)))+PIE+(RP'2>+VCC
6043 V.1. -RCS* ( (1 -COS (PITH) ) + (LCR/RCS) * < 1 -COS (PF IE) ) ) +FIE* (RP''2 > + VCC
6044 DV*V-V1
604• DVDT«BV+360+R0T 
604._. T=TM+ (9/5)
6052 P=FM+14.5+10 -5 
6054 A5-(TM-280)/55 
6056 K=.021+A5+.003 
6058 Cl*.12
6060 C2*RAF/35
6061 C3*-(RAF/150)
6062 STEF-567* (J. O' -10)
6064 SA=10.3958+.0117048*T-37.4528*10'-7+T'2+31.578+10'-11+T'3 
6066 SB*-1 .3623-2 .521 * 1 O'— 3*T+4 .761 * 1O'— 7+T'2-32 .808* 1 O '-12*T ' 3 
6068 SC*10.4107+7.85125*F-3.71257+F'S3 
6070 E1*1000/T
6072 SD*E1*(-27.0011-28.5037*F+17.3038+FA3)
6074 E2-L0G(P)
6076 SE«E2*(.154226+FA3-.38656+F-.10329+212.89+F/T-26.574/T)
6073 SF*-27.0011-28.5087+F+17.3038+F'N3+E2+(.21289+F-.026574)
6080 SG*. 154226+F'-3- .38656+F- . 10329+212.89+F/T-26.574/T
6032 SH* 1.3623+1 .2605+10— 3+T-1 .587* 1O'— 7+T'2+8.2022+1 O'-12+T'-3
605 SI* 7.85125-11.1377+F'"2+E1*<-28.5087+51.9113*FA2)
608*. SJ=E2+<.462678*FA2-.33656+212.89/T)
6087 SK=11.98-45796!/T— .4354+E2+.2977/F
6088 E3*L0G(F)
6090 SL«(11 .93-45796!*/T-.4354+E2) +F+ .2977+E3
6092 SO* . 16528+T+5 .I979+1O'— 6+T'2+3 .9016+1O— ?+T'\3-9 .3632=+1 O'—  13+T''4+
6.3156+1 O' -17+T'-5
6094 SP« 1311-1.3623+1O'— 2+T-1 . 2605+1 O'— 5+T's2+1 .587+1 O'— 9*T'*3-8 .2022+1 O'-14+T' 4 
6096 E4«SC+SD+SE 
6098 B?=EXP(E4)
6100 U=SO-F+SP+B?
6102 UM=U*2326 
6104 E5=1000/(T'2)
6106 BUT*.16528+T+SA*1O'— 6-SB+F/100-E5+SF+B9
6108 BUTM*DUT+4186.8
6110 DUF*-1311+SH+T/100+B9+(SI+SJ)
6112 DUFM*DUF+2326 
6114 DUP-B9+SG/P 
6116 DUPM*DUP*.33727 
6118 E6*EXP(SL)
6120 R*.0685548+.004788+F+E6/1000
6122 DRF= .004788'+SK+E6/1000 
6124 DRFM=DRF+4 J. 86 .8 
6126 DRT“ < 45 .796«F+E6) / (T '"2)
6128 DRTM=DRT+4186.8+(9/5>
6130 DRP=(~.4354+F/P)+(E6/1000)
6132 DRPM=DRP+ . 607086 
6134 RIT~R+4186 .8 
6136 TM~T +(5/9)
6138 A=2+PIE+RP+RCS*((1-COS(RITH)) + (LCR/RCS)*(1-COS(RFIE)))+2+PIE*(RP -2)+2+VCC/R 
P
6144 D=BQRE 
6148 G=M*ROT
6150 VIS-4 .54546+.l0'— 7+ (TM - .645)
6J 52 RE~(4+G+D)/(PIE+VIS+D ' 2)
6154 B1 “C1 + (K/D)+ <RE '- .7) + (TM-TW)
6156 E2-C2+STEF+ (TI'1'-4-TW-'-4)
6.1.57 B3*C3+(K/D> + (REA- .7) + (DTG+360+R0T) / (R0T+2+PIE)
6158 DQ=-A+(BH'B2+B3>
615- FLUX*— (B1+B2+B3)
616;.- PM=(P/14.5) + (10""5)
6162 SN=(TM+DUTM)/(1+TM+DRTM/RM) :
6164 SN= 11+(1+RFA0)/(FS+MO)
6.1.66 SQ*UM~HF+SN+DUFM“SM+ (1+SN+DRFM/RM)
6168 SR=SM* (DRPM/RM-L/PM) -DUPM
6170 E10= (DMOT/M) +SQ-DQ/M+ (DVDT/V)* (RM+TM+SM)
6172 DFTI---E10/ <SR+360+R0T)
6174 VSF=V/M 
6176 7.5=142/(VSP--2)
6178 FM1*PM+DPM
6180 TMI = < PM1+ Z 5)*< VSP-.00121)/RM 
6182 TM-=TM 1 
6184 Tl=TMi(9/5)
6186 IF Z=2 GOTO 6201 
6188 ELSE GOTO 6190
6190 T2-- (T1+T) /2
6191 DTG*(5/9)*ABS <T2-T)
6192 T=T2 
61': I-Z+l
6196 PM=PM 1 - (DPM/ 2)
6198 P=PM+14.5+10— 5
6200 GOTO 6030 .
6201 DTG*(5/9)+ABS(Tl—T)
6202 T=T1
6204 Q1«DQ/(360+R0T*1000)
6206 Q2=Q1+Q 
6208 0-Q2
6210 W1 =. 5+DV+ (PM+PI-11) /1000
6212 WT=W+W1
6214 W=WT
6218 PM=PM1
6300 NEXT ITH
6400 LPRINT "PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION",FM 
6410 LPRINT "TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION",TM 
6420 LPRINT "CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION", 9.
6430 LPRINT "CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION", WT
6500 PRINT "PRESSURE OF THE PRODUCTS",PM
65.1.0 PRINT "TEMPERATURE OF THE PRODUCTS", TM
6520 PRINT "CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION",Q
6530 PRINT "CUMULATIVE WORK OUT FTjT DURING COMBUST ION", WT 
'6600 RETURN
7000 REM SUB EXPAND
7001 14=0
7002 MO=MA
7003 C!E*0
7004 BTH=THIN+IGD+BDUR+1 
7006 FTH=THEX
7008 TEM=TM
7010 PEM-'-PM
7011 DTG=1
7012 FOR ITH=BTH TO FTH STEP 1 
7014 DM=0
7016 M=MA+MF 
7018 FS=.0666
7020 A1==M/M0
7021 RITH=ITH+2+PIE/360
7022 A2= 1 +RFAO
702 ? PI TM* (ITH-1 > +2+PI E/360 
70. p=FO+(A1-1)+(A2/FS)
7026 DMDT=DM+360+R0T
7027 PIE=3.14 T6
7028 KKR=(RCS/LCR)+SIN < RITH)
7029 KKP=(RCS/LCR)+3IN(FITH)
7030 RFIE=ATN<KKR/SOR*(-KKR+KKR+1))
7031 PF IE--ATN (KKP/SQR (-KKP+KKP+1))
7032 V=RCS+((l-COS(RITH)>+(LCR/RCS)+(1-COS(RFIE)))+PIE+(RP''2>+VCC
7033 V1=RCS+((1-COS(PITH)> + (LCR/RCS)*(1-COS(PFIE)))+PIE+(RP'2)+VCC
7034 DV=V—V1
7036 DVDT«DV+360+R0T 
7038 A5=(TEH-280)/55 
7040 K=.021+A5+.003 
7042 C1=.12
7044 C2«RAF/35
7045 C3«-(RAF/150)
7046 STEF=S67+U0— 10)
7048 PE=PEM+14 .5+ 1 O'-—5 
70F-' TE«TEM+(?/5)
70*. .. SA* 10 .3958 + . 0117048+TE-37 .4528+1O— 7+TEA2+31 .578+10— 11+T E ’ 3 
7054 SB*-1.3632-2.521+10'— 3+TE+4.761 +1O'— 7+TE'2-32.808+1O'—  12+TE '?
7056 SC* 10 .4107+7 .85125+F-3 .71257+F''3 
7058 El=1000/TE
7060 SD-~E 1 + (—27 .0011 —28 .5087+F +17.3038+F'3)
7062 E2:~LCG (PE)
7064 SE-E2+(.154226+F'NS-.38656+F-.10329+212.89+F/TE-26.574/TE)
7066 SF=-27.0011-28.5087+F+17.3038+F's3+E2+(.21289+F-.026574)
7068 SG*.154226+F'-3-.38656+F-.10329+212.89+F/TE-26.574/TE
7070 SH= 1 .3623+1 .2605+1 0— 3+TE-1 .587+10— 7+TE'-2+8 .2022+10 —  12+TE•'•3
7072 SI-7.85125-11.1377+F'2+E1+(-28.5087+51.9113+FA2)
7074 SJ~*E2+ ( . 462678+F'*2— . 38656+212 .89 /TE)
7076 SIO11.98-45796!/TE-.4354+E2+.2977/F 
7078 E3=L0G(F)
7080' SL=(11.98-45796!/TE-.4334+E2)+F+.2977+E3
7082 S0=. 16528+TE+5.1979+10— 6+TE'2+3.9016+10— 9+TE'-3~9.3632+1 O'—  13+TE'M+ 
6.3156+10'—  17+TEA5
7084 SF=1311-1 .3623+10— 2+TE-1.2603+10— 5*TE'2+1 .587+10— 9+TE'-3~8.2022+ 
10'—  14+TE'4 '
7086 E4=SC+SD+SE
7088 B9=EXP(E4)
7070 U«S0-F+SP+B9 
7092 UM=U+2326 
7094 E3=1Q00/CTE-2)
7096 BUT* .163281- T E+SA+.10— 6-SB+F/100-E5+SF+B9 
7098 DUTM*DUT+4186.8 .
7100 BUF=-1311 +SI l+ T E/100+B9* (SI+SJ)
7102 DUFM~UUF+2326 
7104 BUP=B9+SG/PE 
7106 DUPM*DUP+.33727 
7108 E6*EXP(SL>
7110 R--.0685548+ . 004788+F+E6/ 1000 
7112 DRF*.004788+SK+E6/1000 
7114 DRFM*DRF+4186.8 
7116 BRT* <45 .796+F+E6) / (TE'*2)
7118 DRTM=:DRT+4186 .8+ <9/5)
7120 DRP*<— -4354+F/PE)+ (E6/1000)
7122 DRPM=DRP+ . 607086 
71- RM=R+4186.8
7126 TEM=TE+(3/9)
7128 A=2+PIE+RP+RCS+ < < 1-COS (RITH) ) + (LCR/RCS) + (1-COS (RFIE) ) ) +2*i PIE+ <RP'"2) +2+VCC/R 
P
7134 D=B0RE 
7138 G=M+R0T
7140 V13*4,54546+10--7+(TEN'"-.645)
7142 RE* (4+G+D) / (PJ.E+VIS+D'N2)
7144 Bl=C.l+(.K/D) + (REA-.7) + (TEM-TW)
7146 B2=C2+STEF+(TEMv4-TW'-4)
7147 B3=C3+<K./D) + <RE''-.7) + <DTG+360+R0T)/<R0T+2+PIE)
7148 DQ=-A+(B1+B2+B3)
7150 PEM*(PE/14.5)*(10'5)
7152 S11*(TEM+DUTM)/(1+TEM+DRTM/RM)
7154 8N=M+(1+RFA0>/(FS+MO)
7156 SQ=UM-HF+SN+DUFM-SM+(1+SN+DRFM/RM>
7138 SR=SM+(BRPM/RM-l/PEM)-DUPM
7160 E10*(DMDT/M)+3Q-DQ/M+(DVDT/V)+(RM+TEM+SM)
7162 DPM*E10/(SR+360+R0T)
7 J VSP=V/M ■
7.1.66 25* 142/ (VSPA2 )
7168 PEM1*PEI1+DFH
7170 TEM1* (PEM1+Z5)+ (VSP-.00121)/RM 
7172 PEI12*PEM 1 + PT 
7174 PT*PEM2 
7176 TEK*TEM1
7178 TE1=TEM+(9/5)
7179 DTG*(5/9)+AB8(TE1-TE)
7180 TE*TE1
7182 i:U*DQ/( 360+R0T+1000)
7184 Q2*Q1+QE 
7186 QE*Q2
7188 Wl*.5+DV+(PEM+PEM1)/I000
7190 WTE=W+W1
7192 W=WTE
7194 PEM=PEM1
7300 NEXT ITH
7400 LPRINT "PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION",PEN 
7420 LPRINT "CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION",OE 
7430 LPRINT "CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION",WTE
7500 PRINT "PRESS AT END OP EXPANSION",PEM 
7520 PRINT "CUMUL HEAT LOSS DURING EXPANSION",QE 
7530 PRINT "CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION",WTE 
7600 RETURN
8000 REM SUB PERFORMANCE 
0002 PIE«3.1416 
0010 WC=WT 
0020 WE*WTE 
G030 WN=WNT
0070 WTOT=<WC+WE-WN)+IOOO 
SOSO QC=Q
8090 PHP*<WTOT+ROT)/743.7
8100 FKW*PHP+.7457
8110 PHPB*PHP+NM
8120 PKWB*PKW+NM
8130 PIN=MF+ROT+HF
81 40 NTH* (PKW+ .1.000) * 100 /PIN
8150 NQV=NTN+NM
81 ' •* MFH=MF+ROT+3600+1000 
81/0 CSF=MFH/PHPB
8180 SPEED«R0T*60
8185 RTHEX=THEX+2+PIE/360
8186 KKS*(RCS/LCR)+SIN(RTHEX)
8187 SFIE«ATN(KKS/SQR(-KKS+KKS+i)>
8190 VSW=RCS+.< (1-COS(RTHEX)) + (LCR/RCS)*(1-COS(SFIE)))+PIE+(RP ' 
8200 TORO*(1OOO+PKWB>/<2+PIE+ROT)
8202 DIST=RCS
8204 AREAW=PIE+(RP ' 2)
8206 MEP=TORG!/(AREAW+DIST+100000I+.75)
8210 BMEP=MEP
8220 GQ1 * (QC+GE) +1000 .
8230 LQ=-(GO1/P1N >+ROT+100
8240 F*=MF/MA
8250 DIN A (4), B(4)
8260 FOR 1=1 TO 4 
8270 READ A(I)
8280 DATA -.008914491, -.02233222, .03906451, .2768212
82 READ 13 (I)
8300 DATA .049318373, -.028102521, .195281359, .477810178
8310 X*(TEH-1100)/90Q
8320 CPA*.O145392
8330 CPD*-.07212708200000001£
8340 CFA=CPA+X+A*( I)
8350 CPD=CPD+X+B(I)
8360 NEXT I
8370 CP=CPA+F+CPD/(1+F)
8380 CV=CP-.0685322 
8390 CP=CP+4186.8 
8400 CV=CV+4186 .8 
8*10 SSl=l/(1+RAF)
8420 ZE= 1 - (LG!/100) - (NTH/100)
8430 DT=SS1+(MF/CP)+ZE 
8440 TBTC=TTO+DT 
8443 P0=P0+10'— 5 
8450 DME=ROT+(MA+MF)
8455 DMA=MA+ROT 
8460 CPAIR=993 
8470 10=1.4
8480 K1"(K~1)/K 
8490 MC=.82
8500 DWC= <DMA*CPAIR*TTQ/NC> * <P0AK1-1)
8510 DWT~DWC/NM 
8520 DTO-DWT/ <DNE*CP>
8530 TATC=TBTC~DTO 
8540 DIM E(4>, L<4>
.8550 FOR J«1 TO 4 
8580 READ E(J)
8570 DATA -.008914491, -.02233222* .03906451, .2768212
8580 READ L(J)
8590 DATA .049318373, -.028102521, .195281359, .477810178
8600 XS:= (TATC—1100) /900
8610 SMOA-.0145592
8620 SHOD-— .07212708200000001£
8630 SHCA"SHCA*X8iE(J)
8640 SHCD--SHCD*XS+-L<J>
8650 NEXT J
8660 SHOSHCA+F*SHCD/<l+F)
8 5 SHC=SH04186.8
8680 LE1 =DME*SHC* < TATC-288) * 100/PIN 
8690 LM=1OO-NTH-LE1-LQ 
8695 LE1=LE1+LM
8700 LPRINT "BRAKE HORSE POWER",PHPB
8710 LPRINT "THERMAL EFFICIENCY",NTH
8720 LPRINT "BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY",NOV
8730 LPRINT "BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION",CSP
8740 LPRINT "PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES",LEI
8750 LPRINT "PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER ?< RADIATION LOSSES",LQ
8770 LPRINT "BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE",BMEP
8780 LPRINT "TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER",TATC
8790 LPRINT "ROTATIONAL SPEED",SPEED
8800 PRINT "BRAKE HORSE POWER", PHF'B
8310 PRINT "THERMAL EFFICIENCY",NTH
8820 PRINT "BREAK OVERALL EFFICIENCY",NOV
8830 PRINT "BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION",CSP
8840 PRINT "PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES",LEI
8850 PRINT "PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES'",LQ
8’ I> PRINT "BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE", BMEP
8880 PRINT "TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER",TATC
8890 PRINT "ROTATIONAL SPEED",SPEED
8950 RETURN .
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A3. RUNS AT 300 R.P.M VARYING THE A1R-FUEL RATIO.
OUTPUTS FOR THE R.O.S.E
OUTER RADIUS 1 
INNER RADIUS .5 
ROTOR HEIGHT 1.5 
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3 
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 25 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300 
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35 
NEGATIVE WORK 0 
WALL TEMPERATURE 500 
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015 
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07 
STARTING ANGLE 30 
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0 
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 5 
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES O 
IGNITION DELAY 3 
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25 
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE .95 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5 
D.M..R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2 
BURNING DURATION 55 
COMPRESSION RATIO 
SURFACE TO .VOLUME RATIO 
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 
TOTAL. NEGATIVE WORK 
MASS OF AIR INJECTED 
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION 
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 
BRAKE HORSE POWER 56229.5
THERMAL EFFICIEMCY 56.6556
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 53.8228
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 25.4374
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 300 *
9.57143
5.83428
4.6236E+06
520.221
5162.03
9.1208
.364832
9 .87918E+06 
2667.94 
-98.8088 
3727.66 
2.03533E+06 
-1954.64 
9127
116.789
17.9071 
23.7277 
678 .359
OUTER RADIUS 1 
INNER RADIUS .5 
ROTOR HEIGHT 1.5 
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3 
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 30 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300 
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35 
NEGATIVE WORK 0 
WALL TEMPERATURE 500 
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015 
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07 
STARTING ANGLE 30 
INITIAL. WORK OUTPUT 0 
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 5 
INITIAL.HEAT LOSSES O 
IGNITION DELAY 3 
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25 
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE 
‘D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2 
BURNING DURATION 55 
COMPRESSION RATIO 
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 
MASS OF AIR INJECTED 
MASS OF .FUEL INJECTED 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION 
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 
BRAKE HORSE POWER 53212.8
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 64.3393
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 61.1223
BRAKE' SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 18.3324
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 300 '
,95
9.57143
5.83428
4 -6236E+06
520.221
5162.03
9.1208
.304027
9.74739E+06 
2706.2 
-86 .5504 
3434.73 
1.97597E+06 
-2163.37 
8946 .35
102.841
17.3283
22.4547
423.644
OUTER RADIUS 1 
INNER RADIUS .5 
ROTOR HEIGHT 1.5 
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3 
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 35 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300 
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35 
NEGATIVE WORK 0 
WALL TEMPERATURE 500 
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015 
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07 
STARTING ANGLE 30 
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0 
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 5 
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0 
IGNITION DELAY 3 
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25 
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE .95 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2 
BURNING DURATION 55 
COMPRESSION RATIO 
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 
MAX COMPRESSION -TEMPERATURE 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 
MASS OF AIR INJECTED 
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE WORK. OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION 
CUMUL. WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 
BRAKE HORSE POWER 47140
THERMAL *EFFICIENCY 66 .4961
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 63.1713
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 16.4394
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER RADIATION LOSSES 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 300
9.57143 
5.83428 
4.6236E+06
5162.03
9.1208
.260594
9 .09355E+06 
2584.86 
-65.1704 
3162.27 
1.81078E+06 
-1833.97 
8265.45
99.5057
17.0645
19.8921
362.802
0UTER RADIUS 1 
INNER RADIUS .5 
ROTOR HEIGHT 1.5 
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3 
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 40 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300 
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35 
NEGATIVE WORK 0 
WALL TEMPERATURE 500 
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015 
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07 
STARTING ANGLE 30 
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0 
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 5 
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0- 
IGNITION DELAY 3 
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25 
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2 
BURNING DURATION 55 
COMPRESSION RATIO 
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 
MASS OF AIR INJECTED 
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED 
PRESSURE'AT THE END OF 
TEMPERATURE AT THE END 
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF 
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION 
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 
BRAKE HORSE POWER 41270
THERMAL EFFICIEMCY 66.5323
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 63.2057
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
PERCENT' EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 17.9721
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 300
,95
9.57143 
5 .83428 
4 .6236E+06 
520.221 
5162.03 
9.1208 
.22802 
COMBUSTION 
OF COMBUSTION 
DURING COMBUSTION 
DURING COMBUSTION 
EXPANSION
8.39826E+06 
2430.58 
■44.7579 
2932.08 
1.65169E+06 
■1464.21 
7574.1
99.4515
15.4956
17.4151
354.707
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OUTER RADIUS 1 
INNER RADIUS .5 
ROTOR HEIGHT 1.5 
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3 
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 45 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300 
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35 
NEGATIVE WORK 0 
WALL TEMPERATURE 500 
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015 
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07 
STARTING ANGLE 30 
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0 
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 5 
INITIAL. HEAT LOSSES 0 
IGNITION DELAY 3 
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25 
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE .95 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2 
BURNING DERATION 55 
COMPRESSION RATIO 
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 
MASS OF AIR INJECTED 
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION 
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 
BRAKE HORSE POWER 36102.2
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 65.4765
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 62.2026
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 20.88 
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER ?•/. RADIATION LOSSES 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 300
9.57143 
5.83428 
4 .6236E+06 
520.221 
5162.03 
9.1208 
.202684
7.75371E+06 
2275.34 
-27.7812 
2740.44 
1 -51312E+06 
-1153.21 
6954.46
101.055
13.6435 
15.2344 
362.531
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OUTER RADIUS 1
INNER RADIUS .5
ROTOR HEIGHT 1.5
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3
AIR TO FUEL. RATIO 50
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35
NEGATIVE WORK 0
WALL TEMPERATURE 500
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07
STARTING ANGLE 30
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001
ROTATIONAL SPEED 5
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0
IGNITION DELAY 3
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE .95
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2
BURNING DURATION 55
COMPRESSION RATI0 9.57143
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 5.83428
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 4.6236E+06
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 520.221 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 5162.03
MASS OF AIR INJECTED 9.1208
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED .182416
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION 
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 
BRAKE HORSE POWER 31675.3
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 63.8307
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 60.6391
BRAKE' SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 24.2928
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 300
7 .18405E+06 
2131.37 
-14.3107 
2580.43 
1.3952E+06 
-910.929 
6419.48
103.661
11.8766
13.3663
373.833
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OUTER RADIUS 1 
INNER RADIUS .5 
ROTOR HEIGHT 1.5 
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3 
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 55 
ANDIENT TEMPERATURE 300 
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35 
NEGATIVE WORK 0 
WALL TEMPERATURE 500 
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015 
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07 
STARTING ANGLE 30 
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0 
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 5 
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0 
IGNITION DELAY 3 
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25 
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE .95 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2 
BURNING DURATION 55 
COMPRESSION RAT 10 
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 
MASS OF AIR INJECTED 
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION 
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 
BRAKE HORSE POWER 27901.5
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 61.8486
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 58.7561
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 27.857 
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 
ROT AT-1 ON AL SPEED 300
9.57143
5.83428
4.6236E+06
520.221
5162.03
9.1208
.165833
6 .68929E+06 
2002.3 
-3.72416 
2445.6 
1.29499E+06 
-725.355 
5961.87
106.983
10.2945
11 .7739
384 .697
- 1  t>D “
OUTER RADIUS 1 
INNER RADIUS -5 
ROTOR HEIGHT .1.5 
SCAVENGE F'RESSURE 3 
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 60 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300 
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1 .35 
NEGATIVE WORK 0 
WALL TEMPERATURE 500 
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015 
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07 
STARTING ANGLE 30 
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0 
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 5 
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0 
IGNITION DELAY 3 
•FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25 
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2 
BURNING DURATION 55 
COMPRESSION RATIO 
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 
MASS OF AIR INJECTED 
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 
CUMUL. HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION 
GUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 
BRAKE HORSE POWER 24669.1
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 59.6546
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENGY 56.671S
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 31.4466
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 300
.95
9.57143
5.83428
4 .6236E+06
520 .221
5162.03
9.1208
.152013
6 .26082F 
1887 .92 
4 .63376 
2330.72 
1 .209221 
■582.348 
5569.3
1 1 0 .918
8.89883
10.4099
394 . 202
-1+06
1+06
OUTER RADIUS 1 
INNER RADIUS .5 
ROTOR HEIGHT 1.5 
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3 
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 65 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300 
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35 
NEGATIVE WORK O 
WALL TEMPERATURE 500 
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015 
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07 
STARTING ANGLE 30 
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0 
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 5 
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0 
IGNITION DELAY 3 
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25 
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE .95 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2 
BURNING DURATION 55 
COMPRESSION RATI0 
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 
MAX CQMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 
MASS OF AIR INJECTED 
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED
9.57143 
5 .83428 
4 .6236E+06 
520.221 
5162.03 
9.1208 
.14032
COMBUSTION 
OF COMBUSTION 
DURINS COMBUSTION 
DURING COMBUSTION 
EXPANSION
PRESSURE AT THE END OF 
TEMPERATURE AT THE END 
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF 
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION 
CIJMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 
BRAKE HORSE POWER 21876.8
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 57.3108
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 54.4453
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 35.0248
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 300
5 .88826E+06 
1786.69 
11.3015 
2231.73 
1.1351E+06 
-470.598 
5229.93
115.454
7.66434
9.23157
402.348
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OUTER RADIUS 1 
I MIME- R RADIUS .5 
ROTOR HEIGHT 1.5 
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3 
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 70 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300 
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35 
NEGATIVE WORK 0 
WALL TEMPERATURE 500 
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015 
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07 
STARTING ANGLE 30 
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0 
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001 
.ROTATIONAL SPEED 5 
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0 
IGNITION DELAY 3 
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25 
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2 
BURNING DURATION 55 
COMPRESSION RATIO 
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 
TOTAL. NEGATIVE WORK 
MASS OF AIR INJECTED 
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 
CUMUL. HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION 
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 
BRAKE•HORSE POWER 19442.1
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 54.8505
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 52.1OS
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 38.5865 
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 300
,95
9.57143 
5.83428 
4.6236E+06 
520.221 
5162.03 
9 .1208 
.130297
5.56212E+06 
1696.78 
16.6824 
2145.55 
1.07042E+06 
-381 .886 
4933 .89
120.632
6.56298
8.20417
409.361
-168-
OUTPUTS FOR THE M.A.N-B&W L55GB
BORE .53 
STROKE 1.38 
COMPRESSION RATIO 13
ANGLE AT THE BEGINNING OF EXHAUST 120
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 25
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1,35
NEGATIVE WORK 0
NALL TEMPERATURE 300
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015
fuel H eating value 4.2707E+07
STARTING ANGLE 1
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001
ROTATIONAL SPEED 1.6.
INITIAL MEAT LOSSES 0
IGNITION DELAY 3
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE .9
Ti.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2
BURNING DURATION 55
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 9.09014
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 9.57074E+06
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 736.21 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 353.007
MASS OF AIR INJECTED .986902
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED .0394761
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 6.61038E+06
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 2242.57
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION -50.1692 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 751.005 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 2 .02621E+06
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION -184.357
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 597.986
BRAKE HORSE POWER 1923.32
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 59.0772
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 53.1695
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 118.224
PERCENT- EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 27.0118
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 13.911 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 11.6033
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 621.059
ROTATIONAL SPEED 96
BORE .55 
STROKE 1.38 
COMPRESSION RATIO 13
ANGLE AT THE BEGINNING OF EXHAUST 120
SCAVENGE •PRESSURE.' 3
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 30
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35
NEGATIVE WORK 0
WALL TEMPERATURE 500
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015 .
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4 .2707E+07 
STARTING ANGLE 1 
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0 
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 1.6 
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0.
IGNITION DELAY' 3
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE «?
•D.M.R.B CONSTANT A A 5 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2 
BURNING DURATION 55
SURFACE' TO VOLUME RATIO 9.09014
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 9.57074E+06 
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 736.21 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 353.007
MASS OF AIR INJECTED .986902
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED .0328967
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION -6.51322E+06
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION * 2274.01
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION --45.4464'
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 685.987
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 1.96111E+06
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION -208.75
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 584.775
BRAKE HORSE POWER 1772.25
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 65.3244
.BRAKE OVERALL EFF ICI ENCY 58.7919
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL. CONSUMPTION 106.918
PERCENT. EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 16.5824
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 18.0933 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 10.6921
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER . 391.415
ROTATIONAL SPEED 96
BORF .55 
STROKE 1.38 
COMPRESSION RATIO 13
ANGLE AT THE BEGINNING OF EXHAUST 120
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 33
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35
NEGATIVE WORK 0
WALL TEMPERATURE 500
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015 .
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07
STARTING ANGLE 1
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001
ROTATIONAL SPEED 1.6
INITIAL.. HEAT LOSSES 0
IGNITION DELAY' 3
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE .9
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2 ,
BURNING DURATION 55
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 9.09014
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 9.57074E+06
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 736.21 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 353.007
MASS OF AIR INJECTED .986902
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED .0281972
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 5 .98312E+06
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 2134.75
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUST'I ON -36 .3949 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 626.521
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 1.7S594E+06
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION -176.811
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 534.407
BRAKE HORSE POWER 1560.15
THERMAL. EFFICIENCY 67.091
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 60.3819
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CQNSUMPTION 104.102
PERCENT .EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 15.2041
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 17.7049 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 9.41247
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 339.32
ROTATIONAL SPEED 96
BORE -55 
STROKE 1 .38 
COMPRESSION RATIO 13
ANGLE AT THE BEGINNING OF EXHAUST 120 
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3 
All? TO FUEL RATIO 40 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300 
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35.
NEGATIVE WORK 0
WALL. TEMPERATURE 500
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07
STARLING ANGLE 1
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT O
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001
ROTATIONAL SPEED 1.6
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0
IGNITION DELAY 3
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE .9
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2
BURNING DURATION 55
SURFACE'TO VOLUME RATIO 9.09014
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 9.57074E+06
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 736.21 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 353.007
MASS OF AIR INJECTED .986902
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED .0246725
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION 
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 
BRAKE HORSE POWER 1371.28
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 67.3932
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 60 .6539
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 16.3962
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 96
5.44948E+06 
1976.72 
-28.3655 
577.633 
1.62169E+06 
-142.444 
485 .49
1U3.636
16.2106 
8.27302 
3us!8 .663
BORE .55 
STROKE :l. .38 
COMPRESSION RATIO 13
ANGLE AT THE BEGINNING OF EXHAUST 120
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 43
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35
NEGATIVE WORK 0
WALL TEMPERATURE 300
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07
STARTING ANGLE 1
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001
ROTATIONAL SPEED 1.6
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0
IGNITION DELAY 3
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGTNE .9
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5
D .M .R .B CONSTANT BB 2.2
BURNING DURATION 55
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 9.09014
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 9.57074E+06
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 736.21 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 353.007
MASS OF AIR INJECTED .986902
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED .0219311
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 4.985?IE*06
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 1832.06
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION  22.0779
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 537 ,.842
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 1.4S256E+06
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION -114.885
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 443.644
BRAKE HORSE POWER 1213.64
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 67.1013
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 60.3912
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 104.086
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 18.2756
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 14.6232
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 7.32194
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 327.35
ROTATIONAL SPEED 96
BORE .55 
STROKE 1.38 
COMPRESSION RATIO 13
ANGLE AT THE BEGINNING OF-" EXHAUST 120
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 50
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35
NEGATIVE WORK 0
WALL TEMPERATURE 500
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07
STARTING ANGLE 1
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001
ROTATIONAL SPEED. 1-6
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0
IGNITION DELAY 3
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE .9
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2
BURNING DURATION 55
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 9.09014
WAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 9.57074E+06
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 736.21 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 353.007
MASS OF AIR INJECTED .986902
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED .019738
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 4.59527E+06
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 1706.13
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION -17.2467 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 505.092 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 1.36618E+06
CUMUL .HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION -93.8912
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 408.598
BRAKE HORSE POWER 1082.72
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 66.5142
BRAKE OVERALL. EFFICIENCY 59.8628
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 105.005
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 20.3014
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 13.1844 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 6.53209
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 327 .693
ROTATIONAL SPEED 96
BORE .55 
STROKE 1.38 
COMPRESSION RATIO 13
ANGLE AT THE BEGINNING OF EXHAUST 120
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 55
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35
NEGATIVE WORK 0
WALL TEMPERATURE 500
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015
FUEL HEAT I IMG VALUE . 4 .2707E+07
STARTING ANGLE 1
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001
ROTATIONAL SPEED 1.6
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0
IGNITION DELAY 3
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25
MECHANICAL’EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE .9
•D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2
BURNING DURATION 55 ’ *
SURFACE’ TO VOLUME RATIO 9.09014
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 9.57074E+06
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 736.21 
'TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 353.007
MASS OF AIR INJECTED .986902
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED .0179437
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 4.2656E+06
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 1597.31
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION  13.5033
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 477 .716
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 1.26801E+06
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION -77.849
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 379.079
BRAKE HORSE POWER 972.852
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 65.7413
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 59.1671
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 106.24
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 22.3378
PERCENT’ HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 11.9209
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 5.86926
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 328.085
ROTATIONAL SPEED 96
BORE ..55 
STROKE 1.38 
COMPRESSION RATIO 13
ANGLE AT THE BEGINNING OF EXHAUST 120
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 60
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35
NEGATIVE WORK O ’
WALL TEMPERATURE 500
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07
STARTING ANGLE 1
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001
ROTATIONAL SPEED 1 .6
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0
IGNITION DELAY 3
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE .9
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5
D.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2
BURNING DURATION 55 . V
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 9.09014
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 9 .570748+06
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE ,736.21
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 353.007
MASS OF AIR INJECTED .986902
HASS OF FUEL INJECTED .0164484
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 3.9846E+06
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 1502.79
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION -10.5569
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION 454.491
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 1.1S418E+06
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DUR I IMG EXPANS I ON -65 „ 3919
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 353.924
BRAKE HORSE POWER 879.427
THERMAL EFFICIENCY •64 .8305
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 58.3475
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 107.732
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 24.3576
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 10.8118
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 5.30562
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 328.289
ROTATIONAL SPEED 96
BORE .55 
STROKE 1.38 
COMPRESSION RATIO 13
ANGLE AT THE BEGINNING OF EXHAUST 120
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 65
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35
NEGATIVE WORK 0
WALL TEMPERATURE 500
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07
STARTING ANGLE 1
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001
ROTATIONAL SPEED 1.6
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0
IGNITION DELAY 3
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25
MECHAM.ICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE .9
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5
D „M „R .B CONSTANT BB 2.2
BURNING DURATION 55
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 9.09014
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 9.57074E+06
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 736.21 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 353.007
MASS OF AIR INJECTED .986902
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED .0151831
PRESSURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 3.7423IE+06
TEMPERATURE AT THE END OF COMBUSTION 1420.03
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES DURING COMBUSTION -8.20092 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT DURING COMBUSTION . 43 4.529 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF EXPANSION 1.11172E+06
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION -55.5446
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 332.226
BRAKE HORSE POWER 798.978
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 63.8083
BRAKE OVERALL EFFICIENCY 57.4275
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 109.458
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 26.3609
.PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 9.83083 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 4.82027
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 328.344
ROTATIONAL SPEED 96
.BORE .55 
STROKE 1 ,,38 
COMPRESSION RATIO 13
ANGLE AT THE BEGINNING OF EXHAUST 120 
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3 
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 70 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300 
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1,35 
NEGATIVE WORK 0 
WALL TEMPERATURE 500 
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO .015 
FUEL HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07 
STARTING ANGLE 1 
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0 
I MITTAL. FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 1.6 
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0 
IGNITION DELAY 3.
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25 
MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE .9 
D.M.R.B CONSTANT AA 5 
d ’.M.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2 
BURNING DURATION 55 
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 
MAX COMPRESSION PRESSURE 
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 
TOTAL NEGATIVE WORK 
MASS OF AIR INJECTED 
MASS OF FUEL INJECTED 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF 
TEMPERATURE AT THE END 
CUMULATIVE HEAT LOSSES 
CUMULATIVE WORK OUTPUT 
PRESSURE AT THE END OF 
CUMUL HEAT LOSSES DURING EXPANSION 
CUMUL WORK OUT DURING EXPANSION 
BRAKE HORSE POWER 728.934
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 62.6924
BRAKE OVERALL' EFFICIENCY 56.4232
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
PERCENT EXHAUST GAS LOSSES 28,3521
PERCENT HEAT TRANSFER & RADIATION LOSSES 
BREAK MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE AFTER THE TURBOCHARGER 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 96
9.09014 
9.57074E-I-06 
736.21 
353.007 
.986902 
.0140986 
COMBUSTION 
OF COMBUSTION 
DURING COMBUSTION 
DURING COMBUSTION 
EXPANSION
3.53115E+06 
1346.95 
■6.29126 
417.176 
1.04844E+06 
-47 .6305 
313.307
111,406
8.95549 
4.39769 
328.311
A4. TABLES OF RESULTS.
RESULTS FOR THE ROTARY ONE-STROKE ENGINE
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AIR-FUEt.
RATIO
DRAKE
fcwe
B.H.P
HOUSE
R
kW
m u
%
NOV
%
DRAKE S 
FUEL 00
g/(bhp.
PECIFIC
NSUMPTIOt
g/(kW.
rmx 
1 bar
DMEP
Ixir
25 56230 41930 56.6 53.8 116.8 156.6 110 23.72
30
35
53213 39680 64.3 61.1 102.8 137.9 101 22.45
47140 35152 66.5 63.2 99.5 133.4 93 19.90
40
41270 30775 66.5 63.2 99.5 133.4 85 17.41
45 36102 26921 65.5 62.2 101.0 135.5 78 15.23
50 31675 23620 63.8 60.6 103.6 138.9 72 13.37
55 27901 20805 61.8 58.8 107.0 143.5 67 11.77
60 24670 18396 59.6 56.6 110.9 148.7 63 10.41
65 21877 16313 57.3 54.4 115.5 154.9 59 9.23
70 19442 14498 54.8 52.1 120.6 161.7 56 8.20
Table 11. Engine performance at 300 rpm.
AIR-FUEL 
RATIO
brake house
POWER
Mill
%
NOV
%
BRAKE SPECIFIC 
FUEL OONSUMPTia
FMAX 
J bar
BMEP
l>ar
B.H.P kW g/(bhp.l] g/(kw .
25 50471 37636 56.5 53.7 117.1 157.0 110 23.66
30 47735 35596 64.1 60.9 103.2 138.4 101 22.35
35 42280 31528 66.2 62.9 99.9 133.9 93 19.82
40 37016 27603 66.3 63.0 99.8 133.8 85 17.32
45 32385 24150 65.3 62.0 101.4 136.0 78 15.16
50 28418 21191 63.6 60.4 104.0 139.4 72 13.31
55 25036 18669 61.6 58.6 107.3 143.9 67 11.71
60 22139 16510 59.5 56.5 111.2 149.1 63 10.37
65 L9635 14642 57.1 54.3 115.8| 155.3 59 9.20
70 L7451 13013 54.7 52.0 121.0| 162.3 56 8.16
Table 12. Engine performance at 270 rpm.
AIR-FUEL 
RATIO
BRAKE HORSE 
POWER
Nil!
%
NOV
%
BRAKE SPECIFIC 
FUEL OONSUMPTia
FMAX 
J bar
BMEP
r
B.H.P kW g/(bhp.I g/(KW.
25 44715 33344 56.3 53.5 117.5 157.6 110 23.55
30 42261 31514 63.9 60.7 103.6 138.9 101 22.24
35 37424 27907 66.0 62.7 100.3 134.5 93 19.70
40 32765 24433 66.0 62.7 100.3 134.5 85 17.24
45 28670 21379 65.0 61.7 101.8 136.5 78 15.10
50 25162 18763 63.4 60.2 104.4 140.0 72 13.25
55 22172 16533 61.4 58.3 107.7 144.4 67 11.66
60 19609 14622 59.3 56.3 111.6 149.6 63 10.32
65 17394 12970 56.9 54.1 116.1 155.7 59 9.15
70 15462 11530 54.5 51.8 121.3 162.6 56 8.12
Table 13. Engine performance at 240 rpm.
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AIR-FUEL
RATIO
BRAKE
puwe
B.H.P
HOUSE
R
KW
N1H
%
NOV
%
BRAKE S 
FUEL 00
g/(bhp.
PECIFIC
NSUMPTIOt
g/(KW.l
PMAX 
1 bar
BMEP
bar
25 38962 29054 56.1 53.3 118.0 158.2 110 23.43
30 36791 27435 63.5 60.4 104.1 139.6 101 22.10
35 32572 24290 65.6 62.3 100.8 135.2 93 19.57
40 28518 21265 65.7 62.4 100.7 135.0 85 17.12
45 24957 18610 64.6 61.4 102.3 137.2 78 14.99
50 21909 16337 63.1 59.9 104.9 140.7 72 13.17
55 19309 14400 61.1 58.1 108.2 145.1 67 11.60
60 17080 12736 59.0 56.0 112.1 150.3 63 10.26
65 15154 11300 56.7 53.9 116.7 156.5 59 9.10
70 13472 10046 54.3 51.6 121.8 163.3 56 8.08
Table 14. Engine performance at 210 rpm.
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AIR-FUEL 
RATIO
BRAKE HOUSE 
PCWER
mu
%
NOV
%
BRAKE S 
FUEL 00
PECIFIC
NSUMPTItt
tmax
J bar
BMEP
bar
B.H.P KW g/(bhp.1 g/(RW.
25 33124 24768 55.8 53.0 118.6 159.0 110 23.24
30 31328 23361 63.1 60.0 104.8 140.5 101 21.90
35 27725 20675 65.2 61.9 101.5 136.1 93 19.40
40 24276 18103 65.2 61.9 101.5 136.1 85 16.98
45 21250 15846 64.2 61.0 103.0 138.1 78 14.86
50 18658 13913 62.6 59.5 105.6 141.6 72 13.06
55 16449 12266 60.7 57.7 108.9 146.0 67 11.50
60 14554 10853 58.6 55.7 112.8 151.2 63 10.19
65 L2915 9630 56.4 53.5 117.3 157.3 59 9.04
70 L1484 8564 54.0 51.3 122.5 164.3 56 8.03
Table 15. Engine performance at 180 rpm.
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AIR-FUEL
PATIO
BRAKE HORSE 
POWER
NIII
%
NOV
%
BRAKE SPECIFIC 
FUEL CONSUMPTItt
FMAX 
i bar
BMEP
bar
B.H.P I<W g/(bhpjj g/(kW. i
25 27473 20486 55.3 52.6 119.5 160.2 110 23.05
30 25874 19295 62.5 59.4 105.7 141.7 101 21.64
35 22889 17068 64.6 61.3 102.4 137.3 93 19.17
40 20041 14945 64.6 61.3 102.4 137.3 85 16.78
45 17547 13085 63.6 60.4 104.0 139.5 78 14.67
50 15413 11493 62.1 59.0 106.5 142.8 72 12.91
55 13592 10135 60.2 57.2 109.8 147.2 67 11.38
60 12030 8970 58.2 55.3 113.7 152.5 63 10.08
65 10678 7962 55.9 53.1 118.3 158.6 59 8.95
70 9497 7082 53.6 50.9 123.5 165.6 56 7.96
Table 16. Engine performance at 150 rpm.
I
AIK-no. 
IVY1TO
BRAKE HOUSE 
rUWER
m u
%
NOV
%
BRAKE SPECIFIC 
FUEL CONSUMPTia
TMAX 
I tor
BMEP
tor
B.H.P kW g/ (bhp.lj g/(kW.
25 21743 16214 54.8 52.0 120.8 162.0 110 22.73
30 20434 15237 61.7 58.7 107.1 143.6 101 • 21.28
35 18066 13472 63.7 60.5 103.8 139.2 93 18.84
40 15820 11797 63.7 60.5 103.8 139.2 85 16.46
45 13855 10331 62.8 59.7 105.3 141.2 78 14.42
50 12175 9079 61.3 58.2 107.9 144.7 72 12.70
55 10741 8010 59.5 56.5 111.1 149.0 67 11.21
60 9510 7091 57.5 54.6 115.1 154.3 63 9.94
65 8444 6296 55.3 52.5 119.a 160.4 59 8.82
70 7512 5601 53.0 50.3 124.9 167.5 56 7.84
Table 17. Engine performance at 120 rpm.
AIK-FUEL
RATIO
BRAKE HOUSE 
POWER
Mill
%
NOV
%
BRAKE S 
FUEL 00
PECIFIC
NSUMPTia
PMAX 
i bar
BMEP
l>ar
B.H.P kW g/(bhp.\ g/(kW.
25 16034 11956 53.8 51.1 122.9 164.8 110 22.25
30 15021 11201 60.5 57.5 109.3 146.6 101 20.95
35 13269 9895 62.4 59.3 106.0 142.2 93 18.35
40 11619 8665 62.4 59.3 106.0 142.2 85 16.05
45 10180 7591 61.5 58.4 107.5 144.1 78 14.05
50 8951 6675 60.1 57.1 110.0 147.5 72 12.39
55 7901 5892 58.4 55.4 113.3 152.0 67 10.93
60 7000 5220 56.4 53.5 117.3 157.3 63 9.68
65 6218 4637 54.3 51.6 121.9 163.5 59 8.62
70 5533 4126 52.0 49.4 127.1 170.5 56 7.66
Table 18. Engine performance at 90 rpm.
AIK-FUEL,
RATIO
BRAKE HORSE 
POWER
w m
%
NOV
%
BRAKE SPECIFIC 
FUEL CONSUMPTION
TMAX 
4 bar
BMEP
bar
B.H.P KW g/(bhp.l| g/(kw.
25 10366 7730 52.2 49.6 126.7 169.9 110 21.94
30 9661 7205 58.4 55.5 113.3 151.9 101 20.0
35 8521 6355 60.1 57.1 110.1 147.6 93 17.47
40 7461 5563 60.1 57.1 110.1 147.6 85 15.32
45 6541 4877 59.3 56.3 111.5 149.5 78 13.40
50 5755 4291 58.0 55.1 114.1 153.0 72 11.67
55 5084 3791 56.3 53.5 117.4 157.4 67 10.44
60 4507 3360 54.5 51.8 121.4 162.8 63 9.26
65 4006 2987 52.5 49.8 126.1 169.1 59 8.24
70 3566 2660 50.3 47.8 131.5 176.3 56 7.34
Table 19. Engine performance at 60 rpm.
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AiN-Furcr..
RATIO
DRAKE HORSE 
POWER
NHI
%
NOV
%
DRAKE SPECIFIC 
FTJEL CONSUMPTItt
PMAX 
] bar
BMEP
Ixir
B.H.P kW g/(bhpJ g/(kW. i
25 4812 3588 48.5 46.0 136.4 182.9 110 20.30
30 4440 3311 53.7 51.0 123.3 165.3 101 18.21
35 3903 2910 55.0 52.3 120.2 161.2 93 16.84
40 3415 2546 55.0 52.3 120.2 161.2 85 14.10
45 2995 2233 54.3 51.6 121.8 163.4 78 12.26
50 2636 1965 53.1 50.5 124.5 167.0 72 10.71
55 2330 1737 51.6 49.1 128.1 171.8 67 9.47
60 2067 1541 50.0 47.5 132.4 177.5 63 8.47
65 1837 1370 48.1 45.7 137.5 184.4 59 7.47
70 1635 1220 46.1 43.8 143.4 192.3 56 6.63
Table 20. Engine performance at 30 rpm.
RESULTS FOR THE M.A.N-B&W L55GB ENGINE
AIR-FUEL 
RATIO
DRAKE
Fowls
B.H.P
HORSE
R
kW
m u
%
NOV
%
DRAKE S 
FUEL CO
g/(bhp.
FECI FI C 
NSUMPTItt
\ g/(kW.
TMAX 
1 bar
RMEP
l>ar
25 1923 1434 59.0 53.1 118.2 158.5 96 LI.60
30 1772 1321 65.3 58.8 106.9 143.3 85 10.69
35 1560 1163 67.1 60.4 104.1 139.6 76 9.41
40 1371 1022 67.4 60.6 103.6 138.9 68 8.27
45 1213 904 67.1 60.4 104.1 139.6 63 7.32
50 1083 807 66.5 59.8 105.0 140.8 58 6.53
55 973 725 65.7 59.1 106.2 142.4 54 5.87
60 879 655 64.8 58.3 107.7 144.4 50 5.30
65 799 596 63.8 57.4 109.5 146.8 48 4.82
70 729 543 62.7 56.4 111.4 149.4 45 4.40
Table 21. Engine performance at 96 rpm
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AIR-FUEL 
RATIO
BRAKE HORSE 
POWER
wni
%
NOV
%
BRAKE SPECIFIC 
FUEL CONSUMPTia
PMAX 
i tor
BMEP
tor
B.H.P kW g/(bhp. g/(KW.
25 1554 1159 58.7 52.8 118.9 159.4 96 11.54
30 1430 1066 64.9 58.4 107.7 144.4 85 10.61
35 1258 938 66.6 59.9 104.9 140.6 76 9.34
40 1106 825 66.9 60.2 104.4 140.0 68 8.21
45 979 730 66.6 59.9 104.9 140.6 63 7.26
50 874 652 66.1 59.5 105.7 141.7 58 6.48
55 785 585 65.3 58.8 106.9 143.3 54 5.83
60 710 530 64.4 58.0 108.4 145.3 50 5.26
65 645 480 63.4 57.1 110.0 147.5 48 4.79
70 590 440 62.3 56.1 112.0 150.2 45 4.37
Table 22. Engine performance at 78 rpm.
AIR-WEI, 
RATIO
BRAKE HOUSE 
POWER
m u
%
NOV
%
BRAKE S 
FUEL 00
PECIFIC
NSUMPTItt
TMAX 
J bar
BMEP
l>ar
B.H.P KW g/(bhp. g/(KW.
25 1185 883 58.2 52.4 119.9 160.8 96 11.44
30 1088 811 64.2 57.7 108.8 145.9 85 10.51
35 957 713 65.8 59.3 106.0 142.2 76 9.25
40 842 628 66.2 59.5 105.5 141.5 68 8.13
45 745 555 65.8 59.3 106.0 142.2 63 7.20
50 665 495 65.4 58.9 106.7 143.1 58 6.43
55 598 446 64.7 58.2 107.9 144.7 54 5.78
60 541 403 63.9 57.5 109.3 146.5 50 5.22
65 492 367 62.9 56.6 1 11 .0 148.8 48 4.75
70 449 335 61.8 55.6 112.9 151.4 45 4.34
Table 23. Engine performance at 60 rpm.
AI K-FUEL 
IWI’IO
BPAKE
rcwE
B.H.P
HOUSE
n
kW
Will
%
NOV
%
BPAKE S 
FUEL 00
g/(bhp.
PECIFIC
NSUMPTIC*
) g/(kW.
TMAX 
1 bar
BMEP
l>ar
25 817 609 57.4 51.6 121.7 163.2 96 11.27
30 747 557 63.0 56.7 110.9 148.7 85 10.31
35 657 490 64.6 58.1 108.1 145.0 76 9.06
40 578 431 64.9 58.4 107.5 144.2 68 7.97
45 512 382 64.7 58.3 107.8 144.5 63 7.06
50 458 341 64.3 57.8 108.6 145.6 58 6.31
55 412 307 63.6 57.3 109.7 147.1 54 5.68
60 373 278 62.8 56.5 111.1 149.0 50 5.13
65 340 253 61.9 55.7 112.8 151.3 48 4.67
70 310 231 60.9 54.8 114.6 153.7 45 4.27
Table 24. Engine performance at 42 rpm.
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AIR-FUEL 
RATIO
BRAKE
PCWE
B.H.P
110RSF.
R
HW
Mill
%
NOV
%
BRAKE S 
FUEL 00
g/(bhp.
PECIFIC
NSUMPTItt
) g/(kW.
PMAX 
1 bar
i
BMEP
bar
25 452 337 55.5 49.9 125.8 168.7 96 10.90
30 410 306 60.4 54.4 115.5 154.9 85 9.89
35 360 268 61.9 55.7 112.8 151.3 76 8.68
40 316 235 62.2 56.0 112.2 150.5 68 7.64
45 281 210 62.1 55.9 112.4 150.7 63 6.78
50 251 187 61.8 55.6 113.0 151.5 58 6.07
55 226 168 61.2 55.1 114.0 152.9 54 5.47
60 205 153 60.5 54.5 115.3 154.6 50 4.95
65 187 140 59.7 53.8 116.9 156.7 48 4.51
70 171 127 58.8 53.0 118.7 159.2 45 4.13
Table 25. Engine performance at 24 rpm.
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A5. COMPRESSION RUNS.
- iy6-
PO = 3.0 bar 
*  , —  ■
OUTER RADIUS J.
.1 NMER ROD I US .3
rotor iifiGiir r.s
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 3 
AIR: TO F UEL RATIO 25 •
AMR I El 11 TEMPERA IURE 300
POLYTRHPIC INDEX 1.35
NEGATIVE WORK 0
NALL TEMPERA'! URE* 500
INITIAL ECU IVALENCE RATIO .015
PUEL I IEA I IMG VALUE 4.2707E+07
STARTING ANGLE 30
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0
INITIAL FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001
ROTATIONAL. SPEED 5
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES 0
IGNITION DELAY 3
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25
MECHANICAL ETTICIENGY OF ENGINE .95
D.M.R.D CONSTANT AA 5
D.M.R.D CONS I ANT DB 2.2
BURNING DURATION 53
COI H 'RESSH.'N RAT 10 9.5 714 3
SURFACE 10 \'OLUITE RATIO 5.S3420
COMPRESSION PRESSURE 2.4S342E+06
i. -OTH 'RESSI ON TEMPERA 1URE 510.923
Compression PRESSURE 3.60309E-I-06
COM! '1 \I-:SS I ON 1EMPERATURE 414.4
COI I -RESSI ON PRESSURE 4 .23262E+06
COMPRESSION TEIIPERATURE 476.23
COMPRESSION PRESSURE 4.47408E+06
COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 503.397
COMPRESSION PRESSURE 4 .57861E-I-06
t OMPRESS I ON TEMPERATURE 515.159
COMPRESSION PRESSURE 4 • 6’236E"^ 'U6
COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE U . 1
MAX COMPRESS ION PRESSURE 4 .6236E+06
MAX COMPRESS-1ON TEMPERATURE 520.221
MAX PRESSURE IN THE AIR RECEIVER 1 .18330E-i-07
PO = 2.0 bar
OUTER RADIUS 1 
INNER RADIUS .5 
ROTOR HEIGHT 1.5 
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 2 .
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 25 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 300 
POLYTROPIC INDEX 1.35 
NEGATIVE WORK 0 
MALI.. TEMPERATURE 500 
1I IITIAL. EOU1 VALENCE RAT 10 .015 
run... HEATING VALUE 4.2707E+07 
STARTING ANGLE 30 
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0 
INI U A L  FUEL TO AIR RATIO .001 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 5 
INITIAL. HEAT LOSSES 0 
IGNITION DEI..AV 3 
l-UEL INJECTION INTERVAL 25 
11FCIIA I* IT C AL FFF T CIENC Y OF 
n.M.R.D CONS I ANT AA 5 
P.II.R.B CONSTANT BB 2.2 
BURNING1DURATION 55 
COMPRESSION RATIO 
SURF-ACE’ TO VOLUME RATIO 
COMPRESSION PRESSURE
TEMPERATURE 
PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE 
PRESSURE 
COI IF'RESS I Oi l TEMPERATURE 
COI IPPLSSI ON PRESSURE 
CUIIIRLSS 1 UN TEMPERATURE 
COI IPRESS I ON PRESSURE 
COI |l -RESSI ON I EMPERATURE 
IIA X CO11 PR ESS 1 ON PRESSURE 
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE
ENGINE .95
CUI IPPE3SI ON 
O.il I -LESS I ON 
COI I RESSI011 
COMPRESSION
9.57143 
5. S3428 
t.65561E+06 
518.923 
2.4553vEH>6 
414.4
2.82175E+06
476.23
2.98272EC06
503.397
3.05241E+06
515.159
3.0524IE♦06
515.159
MAX PRESSURE IN THE AIR RECEIVER 7.85742E >06
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OUTER RADIUS 1 
INNER RADIUS .5 
ROTOR HEIGHT 1.5 
SCAVENGE PRESSURE 
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 25 
AUDIENT TEMPERATURE 300 
POLYTROPIO INDEX 1.35 
NEGATIVE WORK 0 
WALL TEMPERATURE 500 
INITIAL EQUIVALENCE RATIO 
FUEL MEATIMG VALUE 4 
STARTING ANGLE 30 
INITIAL WORK OUTPUT 0 
INITIAL FUEL, TO AIR RATIO 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 5 
INITIAL HEAT LOSSES O 
IGNITION DELAY 3 
FUEL INJECTION INTERVAL 
•MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY OF 
D.M.R.D CONSTANT AA 5 
D.M.R.D CONSTANT BB 2.2 
BURNING DURATION 55 
COMPRESSION RATIO 
SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO 
COMPRESSION PRESSURE 
COI IPRESS 1011 TEMPERATURE 
COMPRESSION PRESSURE 
COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 
COI IPRESS I ON PRESSURE 
COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 
COI IPRESS I ON PRESSURE 
COI IPRESS 1014 TEMPERATURE 
MAY COMPRESSION PRESSURE
PQ - l.Q bar
9.57143*
5 .834 28 
827806 
518.723 
1.2277E♦06 
414.4
.1 .41087E+06
476.23
1.49136E+06
503.397
1 . 49136E+06
503.397
3.8701OE'06
MAX COMPRESSION TEMPERATURE 
MAX PRESSURE IN THE AIR RECEIVER
1
.015 
.2707E+07
001
ENGINE .95
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(57) Abstract
A reversible rotary one-stroke internal 
combustion engine comprising a stator 
which defines a cylindrical chamber (43), a 
rive shaft ( I )  extending coaxially through 
said chamber, a rotor (2) comprising a cylin­
drical hub mounted coaxially on said drive 
shaft and a rotor arm (3) extending radially 
from  said hub, two radially movable wall 
members (4a, 4b) mounted in the stator, 
each of said wall members having a retract­
ed position in which the radially inner face 
o f the’ wall member lies flush with the inner 
periphery of the stator arid an inserted posi­
tion in which the said face of the wall mem­
ber is in contact with the peripheral surface 
o f the hub, means (8a, 8b) for selecting one 
of the wall members (4a, 4b) to lie normally 
in the inserted position so as to divide said 
chamber (43) into a combustion chamber
(47) between such wall member and the ro­
tor arm (3) and an air compression chamber
(48), means (12,13) for introducing air and a
fuel into said combustion chamber (47) whereby upon ignition of the fuel/air mixture the combustion gases exert a force 
on the rotor arm (3) to rotate the rotor (2) in a predetermined direction according to which wall member (4a, 4b) is select­
ed, and timing means synchronised with the rotation of the rotor (2) to retract the selected normally inserted wall member 
(4a, 4b) for a period of time sufficient to allow the rotating rotor arm (3) to move through the space occupied by said se­
lected wall member when inserted and then to reinsert such wall member.
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The present invention relates to an engine.
Reciprocating internal combustion engines are susceptible
to a number of problems. In particular, their reciprocation
which in turn is converted into rotation causes wear and
vibration problems. Their design necessitates the use of a
crankshaft, and in slow-speed reciprocating piston engines
developing high powers the use of crossheads, piston rods
< .
and connecting rods, which result in a bulky engine and may
#
give rise to problems. They operate best on high quality 
expensive fuels and are inherently ill adapted to using a 
variety of fuels. Their geometrical design dictates a cycle 
of operation whereby, in the two-stroke reciprocating piston 
engine, exhaust of the combustion gasses expanding in the 
working cylinder takes place well before their crankshaft 
completes .one half revolution, i.e less than half the cycle 
duration, and by doing so the combustion gasses leave the 
cylinder before they have been given sufficient time to 
convert a large portion of their heat energy into useful 
mechanical work by sweeping as much volume as possible during 
the paver stroke, thus resulting in a high percentage of 
exhaust gas losses and a relatively low engine efficiency.
In addition, they occupy a large amount of space especially 
in the vertical direction.
The engine of the invention is envisaged as an improvement 
on such conventional engines and is designed as a reversible 
rotary one-stroke internal combustion engine.
chamber, a drive shaft extending coaxially through said 
chamber, a rotor comprising a cylindrical hub mounted coaxially 
on said drive shaft and a rotor arm extending radially frcm 
said hub. The engine also emprises two radially movable wall 
members referred to as the reciprocating radial sealing walls 
each having a retracted position in which the radially inner 
face of the wall member lies flush with the inner periphery 
of the stator and an inserted position in which the said face 
of the wall member is in contact with the peripheral surface 
of the hub, means for selecting one of the wall members to lie 
normally in the inserted position so as to divide said cylin- 
-drical stator chanber into a oenbustion chamber between such 
wall member and the rotor a m  and an air ccnpression chanber.
The engine is provided with means for introducing air and 
fuel into the oenbustion chanber whereby upon ignition of the 
fuel/air mixture the oenbustion gasses exert a force an the 
rotor a m  to rotate the rotor in a predetermined direction 
according to which wall member is selected, and timing means 
synchronised with the rotation of the rotor to retract the 
selected normally inserted wall member for a period of time 
sufficient to allow the rotating rotor a m  to move through the 
space occupied by said selected wall member when inserted and 
then to reinsert such wall member.
With the above arrangement the engine of the invention has 
been designed with the aim of achieving the following basic 
features:
Its geometry and one revolution cycre us. tvo.au.uu
that in theory the oenbustion gasses expanding in the rotor
spaoe may be allowed to expand throughout 294 degrees of
rotation, i.e in exaess of 80% of the cycle duration thus,
converting a very large portion of their heat energy into
useful mechanical work by driving the rotor around its casing
henoe, resulting in a high engine efficiency. This follows
from the fact that the longer the oenbustion gasses are
< ? .  ,
allowed to expand in the working chanber of the engine sweep- 
-ing volume and thus converting their heat energy into useful 
mechanical work, the higher the engine efficiency.
Furthermore, the gas expansion occurs simultaneously with 
the air oenpression proaess within the same rotor spaoe thus, 
the engine operates on the cne-strbke principle. The engine 
is reversible thus, it can operate in either the clockwise or 
the anti-clockwise direction of rotation, and the rotation 
may easily be reversed by means of suitable ccnponents fitted 
onto the engine.
These acuponents are referred to as the reciprocating 
radial sealing walls and are fitted to the stator casing at 
predetermined positions as dictated by the engine cycle of 
operation. The engine has the capability of achieving high 
oenpression ratios and thus benefits the advantage of operating 
on a variety of fuels and in particular fuels of low quality 
such as H.V.F and slurries e.g of coal.
-cally with its driveshaft around the stator casing thus, 
avoiding the use of eccentric gears. The number of moving 
parts is relatively small resulting in easy maintenance and 
good reliability. The engine occupies” substantially less spaoe 
than a conventional internal oenbustion reciprocating piston 
engine and is designed to operate mainly in the low to medium 
speed range finding its application in ships, power stations, 
oil^fields and industry, operating as a main pcwer/prqpulsion 
unit or a generator prime mover however, it may be adapted to 
operate at higher speeds thus also finding application in the 
car and aircraft industry.
Hence, in order to achieve the abovementioned alms the 
engine is designed as a "Rotary internal ccubusticn reversible 
one-stroke engine" having a stator casing with opposed spaaed 
sidewalls and an intervening, enclosing transverse cylindrical 
wall referred to as the peripheral part of the stator 
casing, defining together therein a cylindrical housing chanber, 
and a rotor mounted in the cylindrical housing chanber of the 
casing. The rotor is of a key hole cross-section shape and is • 
coaxially mounted upon a driveshaft which is rotatably i
supported, on suitable bearings placed externally and on either 
side of the opposed sidewalls -of the stator casing and mounted 
on the engine supporting structu r e the driveshaft extend­
i n g  coaxially through the cylindrical housing chamber 
of the stator casing.
The driveshaft is also rotataoiy seaxtsu uy ^-----
which are situated coaxially around the cylindrical shaft 
opening of each of the aforementioned opposed sidewalls, and 
it extends through the cylindrical housing chamber of the 
stator fran one sidewall through to the other, one end of the 
shaft carrying the engine flywheel while its other end is 
attached to the drive unit. The rotor may rotate in either 
the clockwise or the anti-clockwise direction of rotation 
around the stator casing, and its axis coincides with that 
of its driveshaft which passes through the centre of the 
cylindrical chanber of the stator housing.
The rotor caiprises a cylindrical hub mounted coaxially 
on said driveshaft and a rotor radial arm extending fran said 
hub outwards of the rotor centre towards the inner circumfer- 
-renoe of the stator casing, said radial arm referred to as 
the rotary piston. The lateral faces of the rotary piston 
may span a certain width,, say over a 40 degree angle, however 
this may be chosen accordingly to accomodate different 
design and operational features of the engine.
The radially outer end face of the rotary
piston is recessed in order to accomodate any movement of 
the inlet means which may otherwise hinder the rotation of 
the rotor, and is at all times in contact with the peripheral
cylindrical inner surface of the stator casing which is 
equipped at the position as dictated by the engine cycle of 
operation with the following ocnpcnents:
10
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operational during the clockwise and the other during the 
anti-clockwise rotation of the rotor respectively. Both such 
radial sealing walls are positioned radially with their axes 
set at fourty degrees to each other farming a fourty degree . 
vee. Each radial sealing wall is mounted in a cylinder and is 
spring or pressure biased outwards of the rotor centre at the 
retracted position where its radially inner face lies flush 
with the inner periphery of the stator casing. C .
The top of each cylinder which houses a radial sealing wall 
may be supplied with pressurized hydraulic fluid via a duct 
which through a two way rotary control valve ocnmunicates 
with a hydraulic cylinder housing a piston which may be 
activated fran its bottan dead centre to its top dead centre 
position and vice-versa, by the engine camshaft at the exact 
position od the rotor as dictated by the engine cycle of 
operation.
Henoe, when the camshaft activates the said pistons to 
their top dead centre position, pressurized hydraulic fluid 
may enter the top of the cylinder which houses the operational 
radial sealing wall and activate the sealing wall inwards 
towards the rotor centre against the action of its spring, to 
the inserted position where its radially inner face is in 
contact with the peripheral surface of the rotor hub.
O M P I
the admission of hydraulic fluid to the cylinders which house
the radial sealing walls. When one of the above valves is set
at its open position it allows ccnpressed hydraulic fluid to
flow from the said hydraulic cylinder to the top of the cylin-
-der vhich houses the operational radial sealing wall and
activate it. When the valve is set at its closed position it
blocks the inlet of hydraulic fluid to the cylinder which
houses the radial sealing wall and opens a return passage
•
connected to the hydraulic fluid sunp hence, rendering the 
radial sealing wall inactive and retracted to the position 
where its radially inner face lies flush with the peripheral 
inner surface of the stator casing.
Hence, when the rotor is to rotate in the antl-clockwise 
direction, the rotary control valve corresponding to the 
cylinder which houses the radial sealing wall which is opera- 
-tional during the anti-clockwise rotation of the rotor is set 
at its open position. Accordingly, the rotary control valve 
corresponding to the cylinder which hcxises the radial sealing 
wall which is operational during the clockwise rotation of the 
rotor is set at its closed position, and vice-versa in the case 
of the clockwise rotation of the rotor. Midway between the two 
radial sealing walls the peripheral wall member of the stator 
casing is equipped with a charge air inlet timing valve which 
is disposed in the peripheral wall of the stator in the sector 
which lies between the planes of the two radial sealing walls 
and controls the timing and duration of the admission of the 
oanpressed charge air supply to the combustion chamber.
outlet of the air receiver by means of suitable piping, and
opens at its irxxith to the rotor space. Hiis valve is hydrauli-
-cally activated by the camshaft to cpen or close similarly to
the radial sealing vails* Next to the charge air inlet timing
valve one or more fuel injectors are disposed in the peripheral
vail member of the stator in the sector vhich lies between the
planes of the two radial sealing vails, vhich inject a given
fudl charge in the combustion charrber of the engine just before
#
the time of ignition, depending on the ignition delay.
Dionetrically opposite the above mentioned sector an exhaust 
gas timing valve is disposed in the peripheral vail of the 
stator casing for relieving the rotor space from the ccmbustion 
gasses at the end of the stroke, said valve opening at its 
mouth to the rotor space and being hydraulically activated to 
cpen or close similarly to the above mentioned air timing 
valve and radial sealing vails.
If the engine is designed to rotate at high speeds, the 
above mentioned radial sealing vails, air inlet and exhaust 
gas timing valves may be alternatively activated mechanically 
instead of hydraulically by overhead camshafts, or by a 
suitable canv/rocker arrangement vhich may be chain or gear 
driven by the engine driveshaft. In addition to the above 
oarponents, the peripheral vail member of the stator casing is 
fitted vith two air outlet ports, each set with its axis about 
15 degrees distant from the axis of its closest/adjacent radial 
sealing vail hcverver, this distance is not restrictive.
Each air outlet port, one operational auruiy 
and the other during the anti-clockwise rotation, opens at its 
mouth to the rotor spaoe and ocmnunicates with the air inlet 
of the air receiver via suitable piping which is fitted with 
a rotary control valve which is set at its cpen or closed 
position according to the rotational direction of the rotor, 
and a one way non-return air cutlet valve which permits air , 
to flow only fran the rotor spaoe to the air receiver.
0 .
Between each such air cutlet port and its closest radial
#
sealing wall the peripheral wall member of the stator casing is 
fitted with an atmospheric air induction part which provides 
camunication between the rotor space and the atmosphere.
Uiis port is equipped with a one way non-return air inlet 
valve vhich permits air to flow only fran the atmosphere into 
the rotor space at about the end of the scavenging process, 
and with a rotary control valve which is set at its open car 
closed position according to the rotational direction of the 
rotor. The atmospheric air induction ports open at their mouth 
to the rotor space while their end is fitted with an air filter.
Hence, when one of the radial sealing walls is activated 
inwards towards the rotor centre at the inserted position 
where its radially inner face is in contact with the peripheral 
surface of the rotor hub, two chambers are defined between the 
activated radial sealing wall and the rotary piston.
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boundaries defined by the radial reaction faoe of the rotary
piston, the part of the cylindrical surface of the rotor hub
and the arc formed by the inner peripheral surface of the
stator casing which lie between the radial reaction face of
the rotary piston and the forward radial face of the activated
radial sealing wall, the forward radial faoe of the activated
radial sealing wall, and enclosed by the opposed sidewalls of
the statat casing, and the air compression chanbeJ: which
0
canprises a space with boundaries defined by the radial leading 
face of the rotary piston, the radial bade faoe of the activa- 
-ted radial sealing wall, the part of the cylindrical surface 
of the rotor hub and the arc formed by the inner peripheral 
surface of the stator casing which lie between the leading 
radial faoe of the rotary piston and the radial back faoe of 
the activated radial sealing wall, and enclosed by the 
opposed sidewalls of the stator casing.
The engine is provided with means for intermittently 
supplying fuel and air under suitable pressure to the ocrnbust- 
-ion chamber at the respective positions of the rotor as 
dictated by the engine cycle of operation, the arrangement 
being such that on ignition of the injected fuel with the 
charge air in the combustion chamber, combustion will occur.
ratio, the fuel/air mixture introduced in the ocmtustion 
chamber may be ignited by one or mare spark plugs which may
be fitted to the peripheral wall member of the stator casing 
next to the fuel injectors, and may be fed intermittently with 
an electrical charge at the point in the cycle when the rotor 
reaches the firing position. The two respective firing 
positions of the rotor for the clockwise and anti-clockwise
0rotation are as follows:
#
For the anti-clockwise rotation ignition is timed to occur 
at the instant when the centre of the radially cuter end faoe 
of the rotary piston coincides with the centre of the radially 
inner face of the radial sealing wall which is operational 
during the clockwise rotation of the rotor. For the clockwise 
rotation ignition is timed to occur at the instant when the 
centre of the radially outer end face of the rotary piston 
coincides with the centre of the radially inner face of the 
radial sealing wall which is operational during the anti- 
- clockwise rotation of the rotor.
Since the two abovementioned firing positions of the rotor 
are 40 degrees apart, in order to reverse the rotation fran 
anti-clockwise to clockwise, the camshaft is rotated by 40 
degrees in the clockwise direction, and vice-versa far the 
reversal from clockwise to anti-clockwise rotation. The 
reversing rotation of the camshaft is achieved by the incorpo- 
-ration of a conventional reversing flap mechanism operating 
within the drive gear of the camshaft.
no re identical rotors noun ted on the same drives haft for 
rotation in identical stator housings and having identical 
cycles of operation with any chosen phase difference between 
them. Tb help understanding of the invention, the abovedescri- 
-bed engine will new be explained in detail by way of exarrple 
with reference to the acccnpanying drawings in which:
Figure 1 is a cross-section of the rotor of the engine 
according to the invention taken along the vertical plane 
which passes through its centre,
Figures 2 to 4 are views similar bo Figure 1 shewing 
successive stages in the working cycle of the engine for the 
clockwise rotation of the rotor,
Figures 5 to 8 are views similar to Figure 1 showing 
successive stages in the working cycle of the engine far the 
anti-dockwise rotation of the rotor,
Figure 9 is a longitudinal section of the engine taken 
along the horrizontally inclined plane which passes through 
the centre line of the activated radial sealing wall at the 
position of the rotor where its rotary piston is diametrically 
opposite the activated radial sealing wall,
Figure 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating the hydraulic 
operation of the radial sealing walls,
Figure 11 is a table of the working cycle of the engine 
for both directions of rotation of the rotor,
Figure 12 is a cross-section 01 tne xuuji s>xjiu.xcu. ^
Figure 1 but on a larger scale showing details of the air
induction ports and an alternative sealing arrangement,
Figure 13 is an enlarged pictorial view of part of the
peripheral wall member of the stator casing shewing the
arrangement of a radial seeding wall and the various valves
and ports located on either side of it,
Figure 14 is a cross-section of the air receiver used when
d .
a scavenge air timing valve is added to the engine and is taken 
along the vertical plane which passes through the centre line 
of the air receiver, and
Figure 15 is a cross-section of the rotor taken along the 
vertical plane adjacent to a lateral face of the rotor.
Referring first to Figure 1, the engine canprises a rotor 2 
mounted far rotation within the rotor spaoe 43 of the housing 
and secured on the driveshaft 1. The rotor ajuprises a cylindri- 
-cal hub which extends to a rotary piston 3 having a radially 
outer end face 44 which is recessed in order to accomodate any 
movement of the inlet means which would otherwise hinder the 
rotation of the rotor. The face 44 is also fitted with suitable 
seals 7 and is at all times in contact with the inner periphery 
45 of the peripheral wall member 46 of the stator casing..
The peripheral wall 46 1s fitted with two reciprocating 
radial sealing walls 4a and 4b which are mounted in cylinders 
5a and 5b respectively, and are spring biased outwards of the 
rotor centre by the springs 6. The radially inner face of 
each radial sealing wall is also fitted with similar seals 7.
fluid via an inlet duct 9 which through a two way rotary 
control valve 8 may ocnminicate with a hydraulic cylinder 
containing the hydraulic fluid and housing a piston which 
may be activated from its bottom dead centre to its top dead 
centre position, and vioe-versa, by the engine camshaft.
For the clockwise rotation, valve 8a corresponding to 
cylinder 5a is set and remains at its cpen position, while 
valve 8b corresponding to ^cylinder 5b is set and remainf at 
its closed position, and vice-versa far the anti-clockwise 
rotation.
Henoe, about ten degrees before the rotor reaches the 
firing position, when the top edge of the radial leading 
faoe 3a of the rotary piston coincides with 350 degrees of 
the scale marked around the casing, which is equivalent to 
10 degrees before top dead centre in a reciprocating piston 
engine, the camshaft activates the pistons in the abcrve- 
-mentioned hydraulic cylinders, which correspond to the 
cylinders which house the radial sealing walls, to their top 
dead centre position Snd pressurized hydraulic fluid flews 
from the said hydraulic cylinders to the valves 8a and 8b. 
Since during the clockwise rotation valve 8b is set and 
remains at its closed position, the hydraulic fluid supplied 
to it returns to its simp via return line 9b.
Jtvirxneniuj-t:, »xj iv-<= vuxvw —- ——
position the hydraulic fluid supplied to it may enter cylinder 
5a via inlet duct 9a and activate the radial sealing wall 4a 
inwards towards the rotor centre to the inserted position 
where its radially inner face is in contact with the periphe­
ral surface 2a of the rotor hub. Thus, with this arrangement 
two chanters are defined within the rotor space 43 between the 
rotary piston 3 and the activated radial sealing wall 4a, the
Sombustion chanter 47 and the air compression chanter 48.
*
Hie two radial sealing walls 4a, 4b are disposed radially 
with their axes set at 40 degrees to each other, and between 
them the peripheral wall 46 is fitted with a charge air inlet 
timing valve 12 and one or mare fuel injectors 13 both dispo- 
-sed in the sector which lies between the planes of the two 
radial sealing walls. Diametrically opposite the said sector 
the peripheral wall 46 is fitted with an exhaust gas timing 
valve 15. All the abovementioned valves open at their mouth 
to the rotor space 43 and are hydraulically activated to their 
respective open or closed positions by the engine camshaft in 
o6njunction with the abovementioned hydraulic cylinder/piston 
arrangement. The wall 46 is also fitted with two air cutlet ' 
ports 16a, 16b which are disposed opposite each other and 
each opening at its mouth to the rotor space 43 and oannunica- 
-ting via a rotary oontrol valve 17 and a one way non-return 
air outlet valve 49 with the air inlet of the air receiver.
Between eacft air outvieu pjiu -— ---
sealing wall £he peripheral wall member 46 is equipped
with an atmospheric air induction port which will be described
later in detail.
For the clockwise rotation of the rotor valve 17a is set 
and remains at its open position ocnmunicating port 16a with 
the air inlet of the air receiver, while valve 17b is set and 
remains at its closed position blocking any outlet of gas 
fran port 16b, and vice-versa for the anti-clockwise rotation 
of the rotor. The same process is repeated for the rotary 
control valve fitted to each atmospheric air induction port.
The fuel injector/s 13 are connected to the fuel supply 
line, and timing and duration of the fuel injection is conve- 
-niently controlled by a suitable fuel timing valve -not sbcwn- 
which is activated by the camshaft, the fuel being supplied 
to the timing valve under suitable pressure by means of a 
fuel poip and a fuel pressure regulating valve.
The cycle of operation of the engine will new be described 
for the clockwise rotation of the rotor, with reference to 
Figures 1 to 4. Referring to Figure 1, when the rotor is at 
the firing position with the top edge of the leading radial 
faoe 3a of the rotary piston coinciding with zero degrees of 
the scale marked around the casing, which is equivalent tt> top 
dead centre in a reciprocating piston engine, the injected 
fuel in the ccnbustion chamber 47 ignites as it mixes with the 
hot ccrrpressed air whidj has been previously supplied to the 
chanber 47 and combustion takes place.
The injected fuel is symoojuLzeu — --------
Figure 1. Once combustion occurs, the pressure of the combust- 
-ion gasses in chamber 47 will rise sharply and will apply a 
net resultant force which acts vertically on the surface of 
the trailing reaction radial face 3c of the rotary piston 
thus, applying a direct torque on the rotor 2 and its drive- 
-shaft 1 which will force the rotor to turn in a clockwise
direction of rotation.
0
As the ccnbustion gasses expand against the rotary piston 3 
the volume of the air compression chamber 48 decreases conti- 
-nously with the rotation of the rotor, and the rotary piston 
empresses the air in chamber 48, see Figure 2. The compressed 
air is delivered to the inlet of the air receiver via the 
operational air outlet port 16a. The flew of the compressed 
air is synbolized by the arrows in Figure 2. The ccnpressicn 
process takes place over the whole stroke which lasts through- 
-out 290 degrees of rotation, and at the end of the stroke 
there is highly compressed air trapped in chamber 48 between 
the radial leading faoe 3a of the rotary piston and the radial 
back face of the activated radial sealing wall 4a.
After 290 degrees of rotation, see Figure 3, the exhaust 
timing valve 15 is hydraulically activated open, and sinulta- 
-neously the camshaft allows the piston in t£e hydraulic 
cylinder which compresses the fluid supplied to the cylinder 5a 
to move fran its top dead centre to its bottom dead centre 
position.
operational radial sealing wall 4a is biased outwards of the 
rotor centre under tJie action of its spring 6 to the retracted 
position where its radially inner faoe lies flush with the 
inner periphery 45 of the peripheral wall member 46 of the 
stator casing. As the operational radial sealing wall 4a is 
activated to its fully retracted position, the ocrnpressed air 
previously trapped in the air compression chamber between it 
and the radial leading face 3a of the rotary piston is released 
and sweeps the rotor space 43 to scavenge it from the exhaust 
gasses vhich leaves the rotor space via the cpen exhaust gas 
timing valve 15. Hence, after 290 degrees of rotation the 
exhaust and scavenging phases begin. The flow of the scavenge 
air is synfcolized by the arrows shown in Figure 3.
Hie rotor continues to rotate under the momentum of the 
engine flywheel and the engine timing may be suitably adjusted 
to end the exhaust phase by activating valve 15 closed at any 
chosen point during the interval fran the instant the rotor 
has rotated throughout 310 up to 340 degrees of rotation 
however, in practice it is preferable to adjust the duration 
of the exhaust phase accordingly so that the exhaust gas timing 
valve 15 is activated closed about ten degrees before all of 
the scavenge air has left the rotor spaoe.
After the rotor has rotated thrcugnouc jju «—
Figure 4, the piston in the hydraulic cylinder which oarres-
-ponds to the cylinder 5a which houses the operational radial
sealing wall 4a is activated by the camshaft back to its top
dead centre position, and pressurized hydraulic fluid enters
cylinder 5a and activates the radial sealing wall 4a inwards
towards the rotor centre at the inserted position where its
radially inner face is in contact with the peripheral surface
2a of the rotor hub. Simultaneously, the charge air inlet
*
timing valve 12 is hydraulically activated open by the canshaft 
and ocnpressed air leaves the outlet of the air receiver via 
duct 12a and through the valve 12 enters the combustion chamber 
47 alobg the arrows shewn in Figure 4, to build up the pressure 
of the air in chamber 47 to that required far the fuel ignition 
The engine timing maty be adjusted so that the valve 12 is 
activated closed at any point during the interval from the 
instant the rotor has rotated throughout 355 up to 359 degrees, 
depending on the ignition delay, and simultaneously the fuel 
injection begins.
When the rotor has performed one canplete revolution after 
having rotated throughout 360 degrees, see Figure 1, igniticn 
of the fuel/air mixture occurs in chamber 47, combustion takes
f
place and the-above described 360 degree cycle of operation 
is repeated. The fuel injection may be timed to last throughout 
about ten to twenty degrees of rotation.
the engine cycle by 40 degrees, which means that ignition 
will occur at 320 degrees engine angle instead of zero deg- 
-rees, see Figure 5. achieve reversal of the rotation 
fran clockwise to anti-clockwise, the camshaft is rotated 
through 40 degrees in the anti-clockwise direction by means 
of the aforementioned reversing flap mechanism.
In addition, the rotary control valve 17a will be activa-
m
-ted and set from its cpen to its closed positipn, while 
valve 17b will be activated and set fran its closed to its 
open position thus, rendering poet 16b operational. The same 
will apply for the rotary control valves 8a and 8b, whereby 
valve 8a will be activated and set fran its open to its closed 
position while valve 8b will be activated and set fran its 
closed to its open position. Hence, radial sealing wall 4b 
will become operational while radial sealing wall 4a will be 
rendered inoperative at the retracted position where its 
radially inner face lies flush with the inner periphery 
45 of the stator casing. The same process is also 
repeated for the rotary control valves of the two atmospheric 
air induction ports.
A suitable control mechanism may be fitted on the engine 
so that every time the rotation is reversed, all the abcrve- 
-described functions are performed simultaneously at the 
push of a button.
Hie cycle of operation for the anti-clockwise iutauui wu. 
the rotor is identical to the cycle for the clockwise rotation 
having a phase difference of 40 degrees, see Figures 5 to 8. 
Figure 11 is a table illustrating the engine cycle of operation 
for both the clockwise and anti-clockwise rotation of the rotor.
Figure 9 is a longitudinal section of the engine which has
a driveshaft 1 mounted in bearings 27 which are supported in
a acnposite engine fixed structure 11. At one of its ends the
<!
shaft 1 carries a flywheel 35 while its other end is attached 
bo the drive unit -not shown. Intermediate the ends of shaft 1 
the engine carries a gear 19 which via further gears 19 drives 
the camshaft 18, said camshaft mounted in bearings 27 which 
are supported in the carposite engine fixed structure 11.
The camshaft carries six cams 77, said cams hydraulically 
activating the two radial sealing walls, the exhaust and charge 
air inlet timing valves, and the fuel punp plunger and fuel 
timing valve. The valves and radial sealing walls are hydrauli- 
-cally activated by pistons 29 which are mounted in cylinders 
30 which contain the hydraulic fluid. Between the bearings 27 
is secured on the driveshaft 1 a rotor 2 mounted on the shaft 1 
for rotation in its housing 10. The rotor housing 10 has cooling 
passages 24 provided in its opposed sidewalls for cooling water 
circulation*and also carries cylindrical gaskets 28 which are 
fitted in the cylindrical shaft opening of each sidewall on 
which shaft 1 is supported. The peripheral part 46 of the 
casing is equipped amongst other oanponents with two reciproca- 
-ting radial sealing walls 4 each mounted in a cylinder 5.
inlet duct 9 and rotary control valve 8 from its corresponding 
hydraulic cylinder 30. Each radial sealing wall 4 may be 
provided with cooling passages 31 through which oil coolant 
may flow to cool it. The 6il coolant may enter each radial 
sealing wall from a telescopic pipe 32, circulates in passages 
31 and leaves via the return telescopic pipe 33. The radially 
inner face of each radial sealing wall and the radially cuter 
end face of the rotary piston are each fitted with suitable 
seals 7 for peripheral gas sealing.
Lubrication of the rotor housing peripheral and lateral 
wall surfaces is achieved by means of a punp in conjunction 
with a timing device, not shewn, which supply oil to the 
central oil feed bare 25 which is drilled around the centre 
of shaft 1 and extends axially along part of its length ending 
at the mouth of a radial bore 26 which extends up to the centre 
of the radially cuter end faoe of the rotary piston.
Alternatively, if the peripheral lubrication is carried cut 
externally by means of oil injectors disposed around the 
cylindrical wall member 46 in conjunction with an oil punp, 
a timing device and an oil distributor, the pressurized oil 
which is supplied to the bare 25 may be used to force the 
seals 7 which are fitted along the radially outer end face of 
the rotary piston to be always in firm contact with the 
peripheral cylindrical inner surface 45 of the stator casing, 
and also to cool the rotor.
With this alternative arrangement an oil injector is i«u 
intermittently with oil at the instant when the radially 
outer end faoe of the rotary piston is directly under the 
tip of the injector.
Lubrication of the peripheral surface of the rotor hub and 
the lateral side faoes of the rotor is achieved by means of a 
punp in conjunction with a timing device which supply oil to 
the telescopic pipe 34 which passes through the activated 
radial sealing wall 4 and extends up to its radially inner 
face which is in contact with the peripheral surface of the 
rotor hub throughout a given part of the engine cycle of 
operation. The oil supplied for lubrication may be suitably 
adjusted to be recirculated or consumed within the engine.
Lateral sealing of. the gasses is ensured by the inoarpora- 
-tlon of suitable seaIs fitted in grooves which are located 
along the lateral faces of the rotor and follow its profile, 
while peripheral gas sealing is ensured by the incorporation 
of suitable seals vhich are fitted along the radially inner 
face of each radial sealing wall as well as the radially 
outer end face of the rotary piston. These seals may be spring 
biased or forced by pressurized oil outwards of their supports 
to ensure they engage firmly their respective contact surfaces 
and thus, they provide the engine with adequate gasketing 
against escape of the combustion gasses in any direction 
rendering the latter gas tight.
operation of the radial sealing walls. Hydraulic fluid is 
supplied to the cylinders 5 a and 5b which house the radial 
sealing walls 4a and 4b respectively. The pressurized fluid 
is supplied to the cylinders 5a,5b by the pistons 29 which 
are mounted in hydraulic cylinders 30 which contain the hydrau 
-lie fluid, said pistons being activated to move from their
bottom dead centre to theit top dead centre position and vice-
o
-versa, by cams 77a and 77b of the camshaft 18. Once' the above 
pistons 29 are activated to their top dead centre position, 
pressurized hydraulic fluid reaches the rotary control valves 
8a and 8b via the hydraulic supply lines 9.
For the clockwise rotation the rotary control valve 8a is 
set at its cpen position hence, hydraulic fluid may enter the 
cylinder 5a and activate the radial sealing wall 4a inwards 
towards the rotor centre against the action of its spring 6. 
The rotary control valve 8b is set at its closed position 
hence, the hydraulic fluid supplied to it will leave via the 
return line 9b to return to its surp 36, and vice-versa for 
the anti-clockwise rotation. The hydraulic fluid snip 36 
oanTiunicates with the cylinders 30 via ducts each equipped 
with a one way non-return hydraulic valve 50 which allows 
fluid to flew from the surrp 36 into the cylinders 30 only when 
the pistons 29 move from their respective top dead centre to 
their bottom dead centre position.
the charge air inlet and exhaust timing valve respectively, 
while cams lie and Ilf activate the fuel pimp plunger and 
the fuel timing valve respectively.
Figure 12 is an enlarged cross-section of the rotor taken 
along the vertical plane which passes through its centre, and 
shows details of the casing and the various ocnponents affixed 
tli ere around. Once the. exhaust and scavenging end, before the 
pressure charging of the combustion chamber begins, the rotor 
space must be replenished with fresh atmospheric air. In 
order to achieve air induction, the rotor space ccnmunicates 
with the atmosphere via one of the air induction ports 66a 
or 66b, port 66a being set operational during the clockwise 
rotation while port 66b is set operational during the anti- 
-clockwise rotation of the rotor. Each of the ports 66 is 
equipped with a rotary control valve 60, valve 60a set at its 
open position during the clockwise rotation, while valve 60b 
is set at its open position during the anti-clockwise rotation 
of the rotor. In addition to the said rotary control valve 
each port 66 is also fitted with a one way non-return air 
inlet valve 49, which permits air to flow only fran the 
atmosphere into the rotor spaoe, and an air filter 61.
when the scavenge air pressure has dropped, atmospheric air 
may enter the rotor spaoe 43 via the operational air induction 
port 66 and air induction takes place. The inlet/outlet 
directions of the atmospheric air are symbolized by the arrows 
shown in Figure 12. In order to inprove the air induction 
process a suitable air punp may be connected to the end of
ports 66 so that during the air induction phase there is
0
plenty of air induced under pressure in the rotor spaoe 43.
In order to simplify maintenance and ensure good sealing, 
the peripheral wall rasrber 46 of the stator casing may be 
fitted with a cylindrical liner 80, and as the rotor rotates 
the radially outer end faoe of the rotary piston is always 
in contact with the inner peripheral surface 45 of the liner 
80.
Peripheral sealing at the inner periphery of the stator 
is achieved by the incorporation of suitable seals 7 which 
are fitted in suitable grooves/supports disposed along the 
width of the radially outer end face of the rotary piston.
The radially inner faoe of the radial sealing wall 4b which 
is operational during the anti-clockwise rotation of the 
rotor may be provided with similar seals 7.
forward or clockwise direction of rotation throughout most of 
its running, a good alternative sealing system should be provi- 
~ded between the peripheral surface 2a of the rotor hub and the 
radially inner faoe of the operational radial sealing wall 4a 
which is in contact with the surface 2a throughout a given part 
of the engine cycle of operation during the clockwise rotation, 
in order to gasket the ccnbustion gasses in chamber 47 against 
escape from the point of contact between the radial sealing 
wall 4a and the peripheral surface of the rotor hub.
There are many types of sealing arrangements which could be 
applicable to this engine, and a proposed sealing system is 
the following: The rotor hub surface 2a is provide^ with a 
sliding seal which is split in two parts 90a and 90b. Both 
such parts are secured in suitable grooves 64 which are 
disposed around the surface 2a, and when the rotor is at the 
firing position, zero degrees of the scale marked around the 
casing, parts 90a and 90b are forced into firm contact under 
the action of springs 63, see Figure 12. When the ocmbustion 
takes place, the pressure of the ocmbustion gasses in chamber 
47 will rise sharply and will force the rotor to rotate in the 
chosen clockwise direction as the gasses expand against the 
rotary piston 3. When the rotor begins to turn, seal 90a 
remains in firm contact with the radially inner faoe of the 
activated radial sealing wall 4a and slides along the surface 
2a, while seal 90b follows the rotary piston.
-clockwise direction out of its position, a suitable stepper 
s is fitted in groove 64. Hence, as the rotor rotates seal 90b 
moves away fran its counterpart seal 90a until the rotor ocm- 
-pletes 290 degrees of rotation, and at this point the cpera- 
-tional radial sealing wall 4a is foeced by its spring outwards 
of the rotor centre to its fully retracted position, and as it 
lifts seal 90a is forced by spring 63 to slide in the clockwise 
direction along the surface 2a until it cones into firm contact 
with seal 90b, and this is shown by the dotted lines in Figure' 
12. With this arrangement, since sliding seal 90a is kept in 
firm contact with the radially inner faoe of the activated 
radial sealing wall 4a throughout the whole stroke, good 
peripheral sealing is ensured at the inner rotor periphery.
In order to ensure equally good lateral sealing, the lateral 
faces of the rotor may be fitted with suitable grooves which 
folic*/ its profile and house lateral strip or roller seals. 
These seals may be spring or pressure biased outwards of their 
supports so that they engage firmly their respective contact 
surfaces.
Both of the abovementioned radial sealing walls extend 
laterally beyond the width of the p>eripheral wall member 46 
of the stator casing, see Figure 13, and are firmly supported 
in suitable radial guides 100 which are provided along p>art 
of the inner lateral surface of both opposed sidewalls. The 
inner surfaces of the guides 100 may be coated with suitable 
sealing material.
is always kept firm in position reciprocating radially in a 
perfect straight line along the guides 100. Hie direction of 
flow of air in and out of the rotor spaoe is symbolized by the 
arrows shown in Figure 13. The reciprocating radial sealing 
walls may be alternatively modified to reciprocate sideways 
insteed of radially, frcm one sidewall through to the guide of
its opposed sidewall. This suggested alternative arrangement
o .
could be beneficial in cases where the inner rotor diameter is
#
chosen to be appreciably smaller than its outer diameter, and 
the radial distance of reciprocation vrould by far exceed the 
suggested lateral distance of reciprocation. In order to 
inpruve the efficiency of the above described engine one or 
more turbochargers may be connected between the exhaust 
manifold and the air inlet of the air receiver.
In addition for improving the scavenging process, see Figure 
15, a scavenge air inlet timing valve 14 may be fitted to the 
peripheral wall member of the stator easing disposed in the 
sector which lies between the planes of the two radial sealing 
walls, said valve positioned radially opening at its mouth to 
the rotor space, and being hydraulically activated to open or 
close by the engine camshaft. With the addition of this valve, 
the air receiver 37 is divided in two portions,” see Figure 14, 
the charging and the scavenging portion respectively, by a 
partition 38 which is fitted with a pressure sensitive valve 
39 which allcws only such air as is in excess of the charging 
requirement of the combustion chamber to pass frcm the 
charging to the scavenging portion.
receiver which ccrnmmicates with the two abovenentioned air
t •
outlet ports 16a, 16b via ducts 16a , 16b respectively. Hie 
charging portion oannunicates with the charge air inlet timing 
valve 12 via duct 12a, while the scavenging portion oannunica- 
-tes with the scavenge air inlet timing valve 14 via duct 14a.
Also as previously mentioned, the peripheral wall member 46
of the stator casing may be fitted with more than one fuel
injectors^for better distribution of the injected fuel charge
0
in the combustion chamber, or alternative fuel injection means 
may be used e.g carburetters. Hie adore mentioned described 
engine has the following advantages:
(i) Hie rotor rotates concentrically and the engine is reversi- 
-ble therefore, it dispenses with the crankshaft, crossheads, 
piston and connecting rods or a reversing gearbox which are 
connonly used in conventional two and/or four stroke recipro- 
-cating piston engines, and it also dispenses with eccentric 
gears camonly used in "Wankel" type rotary engines . Further- 
-more, since the stator casing is of a uniform cylindrical 
shape the angle of contact between the seals fitted along the 
radially outer end face of the rotary piston and the inner 
peripheral surface of the stator housing, as well as the angle 
of contact between the seals fitted along the radially inner 
faoe of the operational radial sealing wall and the peripheral 
surface of the rotor hub are constant throughout the rotation 
of the rotbr thus, restricting seal wear to a minimum.
fore, Its geometry and 360 degree cycle of operation allow 
the combustion gasses to expand against the rotary piston 
in the rotor spaoe throughout up to 294 degrees of rotation, 
i.e in excess of 80% of the engine cycle of operation thus, 
minimizing the exhaust gas losses and hence resulting in an 
outstandingly high engine efficiency.
(iii) Hie number of engine moving parts is small and since 
there is no conversion of reciprocating into rotational motion 
the rotor can be easily balanced thus, resulting in easy 
maintenance, miniimn vibrations and good reliability. Further- 
-more, the engine occupies appreciably less space than a 
conventional reciprocating piston engine developing the same 
power, especially in the vertical direction.
(iv) With the incorporation of a suitably designed charge air 
inlet timing valve the highly ccnpressed charge air is inject- 
~ed under turbulence into the ocmbustion chamber hence, a 
good air injection system is achieved which in turn results
in a high ocmbustion efficiency.
(v) Hie engine benefits the capability of achieving gas expan­
sion and air compression simultaneously within the same rotor 
space and is therefore distinguished as a one-stroke rotary 
internal ccnbustion reversible engine. Hie engine is also 
capable of achieving high compression ratios thus benefiting 
the capability of operating on a variety of fuels and in par- 
-ticular on cheap fuels such as H.V.F and slurries e.g of coal.
design, the air pressure charging of the ocmbustion chamber 
is achieved under constant pressure, and this will contribute 
positively towards the engine efficiency.
(vii) Since the length/duration of the stroke of the above 
engine is more than double the rotational length of the pcwer 
stroke of a conventional reciprocating piston and/or rotary 
engine capable of burning the same amount of fuel per second, 
it follows that the combustion gasses are kept much longer in 
the rotor space performing useful work on the rotor and thus, 
since the stroke may be timed to last in excess of 80% of the 
engine cycle of operation, it follows that the efficiency of 
this, engine will be outstandingly high and in addition, the 
ccnbustion gasses will exhaust at a significantly lower 
tenperature than the exhaust tenperature of conventional 
reciprocating piston and/or rotary engines thus, minimizing 
the well known problems associated’with exhaust valve wear.
(viii) IWo or more identical rotors may be mounted on the 
same driveshaft for rotation in identical housings and having 
identical cycles of operation with any chosen phase difference 
between them.
1. A reversible rotary one-stroke internal combustion 
engine comprising a stator which defines a cylindrical 
chamber (43) , a drive shaft (1) extending coaxially through 
said chamber, a rotor (2) ccnprising a cylindrical hub mounted 
coaxially on said drive shaft and a rotor arm (3) extending 
radially frcm said hub, two radially movable wall members 
(4a, 4b) mounted in the stator, each of said wall members 
having a retracted position in which the radially inner face 
of the wall member lies flush with the inner periphery of the 
stator and an inserted position in whiah the said face of the 
wall member is in contact with the peripheral surface of the 
hub, means (8a, 8b) for selecting one of the wall members 
(4a, 4b) to lie normally in the inserted position so as to 
divide said chamber (43) into a combustion chamber (47) 
between such wall matiber and the rotor arm (3) and an air 
ocnpression chamber (48), means (12, 13) for introducing air 
and fuel into said combustion chamber (47) whereby upon 
ignition of the fuel/air mixture the combustion gases exert 
a force on the rotor arm (3) to rotate the rotor (2) in a 
predetermined direction according to which wall marber (4a, 4b) 
is selected, and timing means (18) synchronised with the 
rotation of the rotor (2) to retract the selected normally 
inserted wall marber (4a, 4b) far a period of time sufficient 
to allcw the rotating rotor arm (3) to move through the space 
occupied by said selected wall member when inserted and then 
to reinsert such wall member.
wherein each wall member (4a, 4b) is in the form of a piston • 
which is slidably mounted inside a respective cylinder (5a, 5b) 
formed in the stator and which piston is biased radially 
outwards by spring means (6) and is movable radially inwards 
by hydraulic means.
3. A reversible rotary engine as claimed in Claim 1 or 
Claim 2 wherein the timing means comprises a camshaft (18) 
which is coupled (19) to the drive ‘Shaft (1) and which 
activates a series of valves in a predetermined cycle in such 
a way as to move the selected wall member (4a, 4b) into its 
retracted and inserted positions and to control inlet means 
(12, 13) and outlet means (15) far the working fluids.
4. A reversible rotary engine as claimed in Claim 2 
wherein said inlet means comprises a charge air inlet valve 
(12), and a fuel injector (13), both disposed in the peripheral 
wall of the stator in the sector which lies between the planes 
of the two wall members (4a, 4b) , and wherein said outlet 
means (15) comprises an exhaust valve which is disposed in
the peripheral wall of said stator diametrically opposite the 
said sector, and including two compressed air outlet ports 
(16a, 16b) which are disposed one adjacent each wall member 
(4a, 4b) outside the said sector for exhausting fran the 
stator chamber (48) air which is ocrrpressed therein ahead of 
the rotating rotor arm, a selected ocmpressed air cutlet 
(16a, 16b) port being cpen according to the selected wall 
member.
5. A reversible rotary engine as claimed in tiouu •# 
wherein the carp res sed air outlet ports (16a, 16b) aamuni- 
-cate with an air receiver for supplying air to the inlet 
valve (12).
6. A reversible rotary engine as claimed in Claim 4 or
Claim 5 carp rising an air induction port (66a, 66b) for
admitting atmospheric air to the chamber (48) for compression
therein, said port including a non-return inlet valve (49)
and a rotary control valve (60).
0
7. A reversible rotary engine as claimed in any one of 
Claims 4 to 6 wherein the engine operates with a 360° cycle 
and the timing means (18) is arranged to open the exhaust 
valve (15) when the motor has rotated through 290° after 
ignition and to close said valve (15) between 310° and 340°.
8. A reversible rotary engine as claimed in any one of 
Claims 4 to 7 wherein the said sector between the two wall 
members (4a, 4b) has an angular extent of 40° and wherein the 
rotor arm (3) has an angular span of 40° between its two 
radial faoes.
9. A reversible rotary engine as claimed in any one of the
preceding claims wherein the radially outer end face of the 
rotor arm (3) is recessed in order to accomodate any movement 
of the inlet means which may otherwise hinder the rotation
of the rotor.
10* A reversiDxe xuuajlj juiuexucu. —^
claimed in any one of the preceding claims, ccnprising two or 
more said rotors (2) each rotatable in an associated said 
stator chamber (43) , said rotors being mounted on a cannon 
shaft (1) and having, their respective rotor arms (3) angularly 
offset to provide a phase displacement between said rotors.
<?
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A M E N D E D  CLA IM S  
[received by the International Bureau on 15 May 1985 (15.05.85); 
original claims 1 -1 0  replaced by amended claims 1 -9  (3 pages)]
1. A r e v e r s i b l e  r otary o n e - s t r o k e  internal
c o m b u s t i o n  engine c o m p r i s i n g  a st a t or  whi c h  d e f i n e s  a 
c y l i n d r i c a l  c hamber (43), a drive shaft (1) e x t e n d i n g  
c o a x i a l l y  thr o ug h  said c h a m b e r ,  a rotor (2) c o m p r i s i n g  
a c y l i n d r i c a l  hub m o u n t e d  c o a x i a l l y  on said dri v e  s h a f t  
and a ro t o r  arm (3) e x t e n d i n g  r a d i a l l y  from said hub, 
two r a d i a l l y  m o v a b l e  wall m e m b e r s  (4a, 4b) m o u n t e d  at
p r e d e t e r m i n e d  p o s i t i o n s  in the stator, each of said 
wall m e m b e r s  having a r e t r a c t e d  p o s i t i o n  in which the 
r a d i a l l y  inner face of the wall m e m b e r  lies f l u s h  
with the inner p e r i p h e r y  of the st a t or  and an i n s e r t e d  
p o s i t i o n  in which the said face of the wall m e m b e r  is 
in c o n t a c t  with the p e r i p h e r a l  s u r f a c e  of the r o t o r  
hub, 'an air r e c e iv e r  (37), c o m p r e s s e d  air o u t l e t  p o r t s  
(16a, 16b) c o m m u n i c a t i n g  b e t w e e n  the s t a t or  c h a m b e r
(43) at p r e d e t e r m i n e d  p o s i t i o n s  a d j a c e n t  the wall
m e m b e r s  (4a, 4b) and the air r e c e i v e r  (37), means (8a,
8b) for s e l e ct i n g  one of the wall m e m b e r s  (4a, 4b)
a c c o r d i n g  to w h e t h e r  the rotor is to rotate c l o c k w i s e  
or a n t i - c l o c k w i s e  such t h a t  said s e l e c t e d  wall m e m b e r  
is c a u s e d  to lie n o r m a l l y  in the inse rt e d  p o s i t i o n  so 
as to d i v i d e  said c h a m b e r  (43) into *a c o m b u s t i o n  
c h a m b e r  (47) between said s e l e c t e d  wall m e m b e r  and the 
rotor arm (3) in one d i r e c t i o n  and an air c o m p r e s s i o n  
c h a m b e r  (48) in the o t h e r  d i r e c t i o n ,  means (17a, 17b)
for o p e n i n g  the c o m p r e s s e d  air o u t l e t  port (16a, 16b)
a d j a c e n t  the selected wall m e m b e r  (4a, 4b) and for
c l o s i n g  the ot h e r  o u t l e t  port, means (12, 13) for
i n t r o d u c i n g  air from said air r e c e i v e r  (37) into s a i d  
c o m b u s t i o n  c h a m b e r  (47) t o g e t h e r  with fuel w h e r e b y  u p o n  
i g n i t i o n  of the f u e l / a i r  m i x t u r e  the e x p a n d i n g
co m b u s t i o n  gas e s  e x e r t  a force on the r o t o r  arm (3) to 
rotate the r o t o r  (2) in the c l o c k w i s e  or a n t i - c l o c k w i s e  
d irect i o n  a c c o r d i n g  to which wall m e m b e r  (4a, 4b) is
selected, and to c o m p re s s  air in the c o m p r e s s i o n  
5 c h a m be r  (48) and s upply said c o m p r e s s e d  air to the air 
r e c e iv e r  (37) t h r o u g h  the sele ct e d  o p e n  a i r  o u t l e t  port 
(16a, 16b), and t iming means (18) s y n c h r o n i s e d  with the 
r otation of the rotor (2) to r e t r a c t  the selected 
no r m al l y  i n s e r t e d  wall m e m b er  (4a, 4b) at a p o i n t  later 
10 than 80% of the e n g i n e  cycle to a l l o w  the r e m a i n d e r  of 
the c o m p r e s s e d  air in said c h a m be r  (48) to s c a v e n g e  the 
rotor c h a m b e r  (43) of c o m b u s t i o n  g a s e s  via an exhaust 
means (15), and then after a p e r i o d  of t i m e  s u f f i c i e n t  
to allow the r o t a t i n g  rot o r  arm (3) to m o v e  t h r o u g h  the 
15 space o c c u p i e d  by said s elected wall m e m b e r  when 
inserted, to r e i n s e r t  such wall m e m b e r .
2. A r e v e r s i b l e  rotary en g i ne  as c l a i m e d  in Claim 
1, w h e r ei n  e a c h  wall m e m b e r  (4a, 4b) is in the form of 
a piston w h i c h  is s l i d a b l y  mou n te d  i n s i d e  a r e s p e c t i v e
20 c y l i n d e r  (5a, 5b) for m ed  in the s t a t o r  and w h i c h  piston 
is b iased r a d i a l l y  o u t w a r d s  by s p r i ng  m e a n s  (6) and is 
m o v a b l e  r a d i a l l y  inwards by h y d r a u l i c  m e a n s .
3. A r e v e r s i b l e  rotary e n g i n e  as c l a i m e d  in 
Claim 1 or C l a i m  2 w h e r e i n  the t i m i ng  m e a n s  c o m p r i s e s  a
25 c a m s ha f t  (18) w h i c h  is c o u p le d  (19) to the d r i v e  sh-aft 
(1) and w h i c h  a c t i v a t e s  a series of v a l v e s  in a 
p r e d e t e r m i n e d  cy c l e  in such a way as to m o v e  the 
s e l e ct e d  wall m e m b e r  (4a, 4b) into its r e t r a c t e d  and
inserted p o s i t i o n s  and to control the in l e t  m e a n s  (12, 
30 13) and the e x h a u s t  mea n s  (15) for the w o r k i n g  fluids.
4. A r e v e r s i b l e  rotary engine as c l a i m e d  in Claim 
2 wher ei n  said inlet m e a n s  c omprises a c h a r g e  a i r  inlet 
valve (12), and a fuel injector (13), b o t h  d i s p o s e d  in 
the p e r i p h e r a l  wall of the stator in the s e c t o r  which
35 lies betw ee n  the p lanes of the two wall m e m b e r s  (4a, 
4b), and w h e r e i n  said e x h a u s t  means (15) c o m p r i s e s  an
exh a us t  valve w h i c h  is disp os e d  in the p e r i p h e r a l  wall 
of said s t a t or  d i a m e t r i c a 1 ly o p p o si t e  the s a i d  sector.
5. A r e v e r s i b l e  rotary engine as c l a i m e d  in Claim
1 c o m p r i s i n g  an air in d u ct i o n  port (66a, 66b) for
5 a d m i tt i n g  a t m o s p h e r i c  air to the " c h a mb e r  (48) for 
c o m p r e s s i o n  t h e r e i n ,  said port i n c l ud i n g  a n o n - r e t u r n  
inlet valve (49) and a rotary control valve (60).
6. A r e v e r s i b l e  rotary eng i ne  as c 1 a imed in any 
one of the p r e c e d i n g  claims wherein the e n g i n e  o p e r a t e s
10 with a 360° cy c l e  and the t iming means (18) is a r r a n g e d  
to open the e x h a u s t  means. (15) when the m o t o r  has 
rotated thr o ug h  2 9 0 °  a f t e r  ignition and to c l o s e  said 
valve (15) b e t w e e n  3 1 0 °  and 340°.
7. A r e v e r s i b l e  rotary engine as c l a i m e d  in Claim
15 4 wher ei n  the said s e c t o r  betw ee n  the two wall m e m b e r s
(4a, 4b) has an a n g u l a r  e x t e n t  of 40° and w h e r e i n  the
rotor arm (3) has an a n g u l a r  span of 40° b e t w e e n  its 
two radial faces.
8. A r e v e r s i b l e  rotary e ngine as c l a i m e d  in any 
20 one of the p r e c e d i n g  cl a i ms  wherein the r a d i a l l y  o u t e r
end face of the r o t o r  arm (3) is r e c e ss e d  in o r d e r  to 
a c c o m m o d a t e  any m o v e m e n t  of the inlet m e a n s  wh i c h,  may 
o t h e r w i s e  h i n d e r  the r o t a t i o n  of the rotor.
9. A r e v e r s i b l e  rotary internal c o m b u s t i o n  en g i ne
25 as c l a i m e d  in any one of* the p r e c e d i n g  claims,
c o m p r i s i n g  two or m o r e  said rotors (2) each r o t a t a b l e  
in an a s s o c i a t e d  said s t a t o r  c h a m b e r  (43), s a i d  rotors 
being m o u n t e d  on a c ommon said shaft (1) and hav i ng 
th e i r  r e s p e c t i v e  rotor" arms (3) a n g u l a r l y  o f f s e t  -to * 
30 p r o v id e  a phase d i s p l a c e m e n t  between said rotors.
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FIG. 11
ENG I ME CYCLE OF O P E R A T I O N
E N G IN E  4WGLE (DEGREES) z'v/'i c oonrpcc
CLOCKWISE ANTI-CLOCKWISE L f L L t  r  KJU L t  o  o
0 3 2 0 Fuel Ignition occurs and ocmbustion takes place
15 TO 20 305 TO 300 Fuel injection ends.
290 3 0
The exhaust valve is activated open and the 
operational radial sealing wall is activated 
to its fully-retracted position, and the exhaust 
and scavenging process begins.
3 10
TO
340
10
TO
340
The  engine timing may be suitably adjusted so 
that at any point during this interval the 
exhaust valve is activated closed and the 
exhaust ends. In practice, the exhaust should 
end about 10 degrees before all the scavenge 
air has left the rotor space.
350 330
Ihe operational' radial seeding wall is acti- 
-vated to the position where its circunferen- 
-tial face is adjacent to the cylindrical 
rotor surfaoe and the charge air inlet timing' 
valve is activated open, and air pressure 
charging of the cxmbustion chamber begins.
355
TO
359
325 
TO 
3 2 1
The engine timing may be suitably adjusted so 
that at any point during this interval the 
charge air inlet timing valve is activated 
closed and the fuel injection begins.
360 320 Fuel ignition occurs and combustion takes place
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A.8 Estimation of the specific heat capacity of 
the exhaust
The specific heat capacity of the products CP for a 
fuel-air mixture ratio of F (F=MF/MA) at a temperature 
TEM is estimated by the subroutine given below:
DIM A(4), B(4)
FOR 1=1 TO 4 
READ A(I)
DATA -0.008914491, -0.02233222, 0.03906451, 0.2768212 
READ B (I)
DATA 0.049318373, -0.028102521, 0.195281359, 0.477810178
X=(TEM-1100)/900
CPA=0.0145592
CPD=-0.072127082
CPA=CPA*X+A(I)
CPD=CPD*X+B(I)
NEXT I
CP=CPA+F*CPD/(1+F)
CV=CP-0.0685522
CP=CP*4186.8
CV=CV*4186.8
The values of CP, CV are given in J/kgK and TEM is the 
average temperature of the exhaust gas.
